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Preface

Today, the major challenges of agricultural production include unpredictable and extreme
weather conditions that cause abiotic stress together with the severity and distribution of
many pathogens and pests. Furthermore, climate change and decrease in the availability of
arable land per person also cause severe limitations. Thus, we need more crop production to
feed an ever-growing population.

The potential solution to this problem could be the development and utilization of modern
genomics and biotechnological tools, which can provide a second Green Revolution as a
complementary strategy to conventional breeding. This was also pointed out by Nobel
Peace Prize Laureate Dr. Norman E. Borlaug in 2000 (Plant Physiol. 124:487–490). In accord‐
ance, currently, several successful examples that apply molecular tools have effectively con‐
tributed to developing cultivars in rice, millet, maize, several legumes, and horticultural
crops.

In this sense, next-generation breeding techniques, including marker-assisted selection
(MAS), next-generation sequencing (NGS), gene editing techniques, together with omic
technologies, including genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and phenomics, have great
potential not only to develop new crop cultivars but also to increase crop tolerance to abiotic
and biotic stresses for sustainable agriculture. Among them, MAS could be regarded as a
precise and efficient selection system that allows for recessive allele selection at early-stage
selection and multiple genes pyramiding without traditional phenotypic evaluation for each
trait. NGS and powerful computational pipelines have appeared as powerful tools both to
identify many DNA sequence polymorphism-based genetic markers and to determine gene
expression levels with RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) methods within a short time and at low
cost. However, there is still a necessity to increase the number of available high-quality
whole-genome reference models and crop plant sequences to accelerate gene mapping and
discovery to aid the application of MAS. Hence, information on genome sequences and gene
functions is also a precondition for effective genome editing, which represents a new breed‐
ing technology that enables targeted or directional breeding with its low cost, precision, and
rapidness in spite of the challenges (nontarget effects and regulations) that have to be re‐
solved. Last but not least, it is obvious that the abovementioned next-generation plant-
breeding techniques will be a frontier area of plant science and business for the cultivation
of crops for tomorrow. Thus, we need a broad interdisciplinary approach both to transmit
the information and experience obtained with model plants to crops and to achieve accept‐
ance from the public and policymakers.
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Abstract

Selection is an integral component in plant breeding, which ensures the progressive 
values of the breeding material, in terms of yield and quality. However, selection is 
influenced by the environment in any given growing season. The observed phenotype 
is a product of the genotype (G), the environment (E), and/or genotype × environment 
(G×E). Therefore, phenotypic selection is not always the best predirector of the genotype. 
Therefore, an environment-independent method is preferred by the breeder. The develop-
ment of molecular markers in plants has facilitated marker-assisted selection (MAS). MAS 
requires the establishment of correlation between a desired trait such as disease resistance 
and molecular marker(s). This can be obtained, e.g., by phenotyping a genetic mapping 
population followed by QTL analysis. Initially, this process was slow due to the labori-
ous nature of the first DNA molecular marker system, such as restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (RFLP). Later, with the discovery of various marker systems amenable to 
automation and the development of genotyping techniques and instruments, MAS has 
become a standard procedure in plant breeding. In wheat breeding, MAS helped to accel-
erate the introgression of many genes that contribute to improve quality and resistance.

Keywords: wheat, marker-assisted breeding, molecular markers, wheat diseases,  
wheat quality

1. Introduction

Wheat is one of the most important sources of food worldwide. Data from FAOSTAT indicate 
that the need is still growing, indicated by the steadily increasing yield since 1961 (Figure 1). 
The need for an enhanced wheat production combined with stagnation in the area cultivated 
(Figure 1) leads to a demand for a more effective and higher yielding wheat production.

© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Marker-assisted selection (MAS) or molecular breeding offers an opportunity to accelerate 
the traditional breeding. Traditional breeding is based on phenotypic selection of genotypes 
obtained from crosses. Genotype × environment (G×E) interaction is a common problem 
including time-consuming and costly procedures of phenotyping. By employing molecular 
markers, desirable genes can be fixated in early generations of the breeding program. In addi-
tion, molecular markers are unaffected by environmental conditions and are detectable in 
all stages of the plant growth. Scientists and breeders across the world implement MAS in 
breeding programs [1].

2. Linkage and molecular markers

MAS is based on the concept of genetic linkage between loci. This describes the tendency 
of loci located closely together on the same chromosome being more likely to be inherited 
together in a recombination event during meiosis. Thus, two alleles located very close on the 
chromosome will almost always be inherited together.

Molecular markers are used in MAS to highlight a place on the chromosome close to or in a 
specific gene of interest. The technique is based on detecting different alleles (polymorphisms) 
between several individuals. Due to genetic linkage, the molecular marker will reveal if the 
linked allele is present or not in a line. Several types of molecular markers exist, depending on 
the type of polymorphism. In today’s MAS, markers detecting single nucleotide differences 
are usually employed.

Figure 1. Development in wheat cultivation in the years 1961–2016. The primary y-axis displays the area harvested in 
Mha (red line) and the secondary y-axis displays the yield in tones pr. ha (blue line). Data from FAOSTAT.
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3. Application of MAS in breeding for disease resistance in wheat 
diseases

Plant diseases are a major constraint in wheat production and significant resources are allocated 
to control various diseases. The relatively long growing season of winter wheat renders it vul-
nerable to a range of diseases and breeding for disease resistance is generally thought to be the 
first line of defence [2]. Disease resistance is generally separated into quantitative and qualitative 
resistance. Qualitative resistance is most often controlled by a single gene and follows the gene-
for-gene hypothesis. Thus, an R gene in the host can specifically interact with an Avr gene in the 
pathogen to induce a defence reaction in the host. Qualitative resistance often mediates a com-
plete resistance response, whereas quantitative resistance is regarded as an incomplete or partial 
resistance. This type of resistance is usually mediated by several minor genes, which are desig-
nated as a quantitative trait locus (QTL) [3]. Following the development of MAS, targeted pyra-
miding of several resistance genes in single lines is now possible. In the following sections, three 
severe diseases of wheat and correlated resistance genes are described. Common to these diseases 
is that fungicides are becoming less efficient. Hence, more effective approaches are desired.

3.1. Septoria tritici blotch

One of the most important foliar diseases in wheat is Septoria tritici blotch (STB), caused by the 
fungus Zymoseptoria tritici formally known as Septoria tritici (anamorph) and Mycosphaerella 
graminicola L (teleomorph) [4]. STB is a devastating disease causing massive yield losses 
worldwide every year in wheat. Severe epidemics can reduce wheat yield by 35–50% [5]. 
Symptoms of the disease are chlorotic lesions on the leaf with black fruiting bodies contain-
ing fungal spores. Breeding strategies over the years have primarily focused on breeding for 
higher yield, in turn increasing the susceptibility towards STB [6]. Disease control can be 
performed by delaying sowing time, probably due to less time in the autumn for Z. tritici 
to infect seedlings and produce inoculum. Furthermore, the application of fungicides and 
implementation of resistant cultivars in breeding programs are widely used [5]. In previous 
years, several studies have identified STB resistance genes using molecular techniques.

Stb1, Stb2 and Stb3 were the first qualitative genes for STB resistance to be named [7]. Prior 
to that, STB resistance was thought of as a quantitative, polygenic trait. Stb1 was mapped to 
the long arm of chromosome 5B in the cultivar Bulgaria88 [8]. Stb2 was mapped to the short 
arm of chromosome 1B in the cultivar Veranopolis [9]. Additionally, Stb11 was mapped to the 
short arm of 1B [10]. However, no studies have included an allelism test of Stb2 and Stb11. 
Stb3 was mapped to the short arm of 7A in Israel493 [11]. Stb6 was mapped to the short arm of 
chromosome 3A in the cultivar Flame [12]. This gene is the only STB-resistant gene found to 
possess a gene-for-gene relationship, in which a specific R gene in the host interacts with an 
Avr gene in the pathogen. This was demonstrated in a study where Flame was found to confer 
specific resistance towards the Z. tritici isolate IPO323 [12]. This study conforms to the origi-
nal gene-for-gene model proposed by Flor [13]. Stb6 was subsequently found to be one of the 
most abundant STB-resistant genes in European wheat [14]. In total, 18 Stb genes have been 
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identified and mapped using various molecular markers. Additionally, several QTL have 
been identified conferring STB resistance [7, 15]. Table 1 summarises major STB-resistance 
genes together with linked markers suitable for MAS. Additionally, several QTL have been 
identified conferring STB resistance [7, 15].

One of the more promising resistance genes identified in recent years is Stb16. This gene was 
identified in synthetic hexaploid wheat lines, which represent a rich source of variation [23]. 
Stb16 explained a high proportion of STB disease resistance and conferred resistance at the 
seedling stage to all tested Z. tritici isolates. Moreover, 20 tested isolates were all avirulent 
to this gene, indicating that Stb16 confers broad-spectrum resistance. If this is the case, Stb16 
holds promise for future breeding of efficient and durable STB resistance.

In order to obtain the most resistant wheat variety, breeders should take a number of things 
into account. Since qualitative resistance genes often conform to the gene-for-gene hypothesis, 
they are readily overcome by the pathogen. Due to the high frequency of genetic recombination 
of Z. tritici, the specific recognition of R proteins by the host is lost [26]. Furthermore, the strong 

Resistance gene Marker type Marker name Location Reference

Stb1 SSR Xbarc74, Xgwm335 5BL [8]

Stb2 SSR Xwmc406, Xbarc008 1BS [9]

Stb3 SSR Xwmc83 7AS [11]

Stb4 SSR Xgwm111, Xgwm44 7DS [16]

Stb5 SSR Xgwm44 7DS [17]

Stb6 SSR Xgwm369 3AS [12]

Stb7 SSR Xgwm160, Xwmc219, Xwmc319 4AL [18]

Stb8 SSR Xgwm146, Xgwm577 7BL [19]

Stb9 SSR Xfbb226, XksuF1b 2BL [20]

Stb10 SSR Xgwm848 1D [21]

Stb11 SSR Xbarc008 1BS [22]

Stb12 SSR Xwmc219, Xgw313 4AL [21]

Stb13 SSR Xwmc396 7BL Wheat gene catalogue

Stb14 SSR Xwmc500, Xwmc632 3BS Wheat gene catalogue

Stb16 SSR Xgwm494 3DL [23]

Stb17 SSR Xhbg247 5AL [23]

Stb18 SSR Xgpw5176, Xgpw3087 6DS [24]

StbWW SSR Xbarc119b 1BS [25]

The name of the resistance gene, marker type, marker name, the location on the genome and the reference are indicated.

Table 1. An overview of the named and mapped genes for STB resistance.
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selection pressure placed on the pathogens by one major resistance gene promotes the rise of 
new adapted races in the pathogen population [27]. An earlier study has proved that commer-
cial cultivation of a highly resistant cultivar can result in loss of resistance towards STB. The 
intensive cultivation of the variety Gene in the 1990s in Oregon, US, resulted in resistance 
breakdown. Gene was found to be resistant to two specific isolates, which were avirulent to 
Stb6 and Stb10 [28]. Gradually, an adaptation of Z. tritici to one of the resistance genes occurred 
and the resistance was lost [26]. In general, it appears that most Z. tritici isolates used in earlier 
studies are virulent to almost all Stb genes [7]. This may indicate that Z. tritici easily can over-
come single qualitative resistance genes. In contrast, the quantitative resistance is regarded as 
more durable. This is due to a lower selection pressure on the pathogen as a result of smaller 
resistance effects of individual QTL [3]. Furthermore, since quantitative resistance is often poly-
genic, the mutation of one gene does not necessarily break down disease resistance completely.

3.2. Fusarium head blight

Fusarium head blight (FHB) is an important disease in all wheat growing countries. 
Epidemics occur frequently, especially under seasons with regular rainfall [29]. The United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has stated that FHB is the most devastating plant 
disease since the rust epidemics in the 1950s. FHB contaminates the grain with mycotoxins, 
in turn restricting its use for both animal and human consumption [30]. The disease is caused 
by several species of Fusarium; however, the predominant causal agent is the fungus Fusarium 
graminearum (teleomorph Gibberella zeae). The first symptoms of FHB on wheat plants occur 
shortly after flowering as diseased spikelets display premature bleaching. The bleaching usu-
ally spreads to the whole spike as the pathogen grows. When conditions are optimal for the 
pathogen, i.e., in a warm and moist environment, light pink coloured spores, called sporo-
dochia, appear on individual spikelets. Later during the season, black fruiting bodies will 
appear. These are the sexual structures of the fungus, called perithecia. Disease progression 
results in shrinking and wrinkling of the grain inside the spike. As with the pathogen causing 
STB, F. graminearum produces both sexual and asexual spores: ascospores and macroconidia, 
respectively [30]. The major toxin produced by FHB in wheat is deoxynivalenol (DON). DON 
is a protein synthesis inhibitor also known as vomitoxin due to its negative impact on the 
digestive system of pigs. Several recommendations and restrictions have been made in order 
to keep DON levels sufficiently low in wheat for both animal and human consumption [31].

Chemical control and crop management are not sufficient to control FHB; thus, breeding 
resistant varieties plays a key role. Conventional breeding involves repeated testing of breed-
ing lines under natural or artificial inoculations. This process is time-consuming, costly, and 
prone to influence by environment. Thus, it is relevant to supplement phenotypic selection 
with MAS for FHB resistance. [32]. FHB resistance is generally divided into three types: 
resistance to initial infection (type I), resistance to spreading of the pathogen in infected tis-
sue (type II) and resistance to DON accumulation (type III) [33]. Several studies have dem-
onstrated that FHB resistance is of quantitative nature [29]. Furthermore, the expression of 
resistance is highly dependent on the pathogen, the environment and the host [34], in turn 
complicating phenotypic selection. Several QTL for FHB resistance have been identified and 
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identified and mapped using various molecular markers. Additionally, several QTL have 
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seedling stage to all tested Z. tritici isolates. Moreover, 20 tested isolates were all avirulent 
to this gene, indicating that Stb16 confers broad-spectrum resistance. If this is the case, Stb16 
holds promise for future breeding of efficient and durable STB resistance.

In order to obtain the most resistant wheat variety, breeders should take a number of things 
into account. Since qualitative resistance genes often conform to the gene-for-gene hypothesis, 
they are readily overcome by the pathogen. Due to the high frequency of genetic recombination 
of Z. tritici, the specific recognition of R proteins by the host is lost [26]. Furthermore, the strong 
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selection pressure placed on the pathogens by one major resistance gene promotes the rise of 
new adapted races in the pathogen population [27]. An earlier study has proved that commer-
cial cultivation of a highly resistant cultivar can result in loss of resistance towards STB. The 
intensive cultivation of the variety Gene in the 1990s in Oregon, US, resulted in resistance 
breakdown. Gene was found to be resistant to two specific isolates, which were avirulent to 
Stb6 and Stb10 [28]. Gradually, an adaptation of Z. tritici to one of the resistance genes occurred 
and the resistance was lost [26]. In general, it appears that most Z. tritici isolates used in earlier 
studies are virulent to almost all Stb genes [7]. This may indicate that Z. tritici easily can over-
come single qualitative resistance genes. In contrast, the quantitative resistance is regarded as 
more durable. This is due to a lower selection pressure on the pathogen as a result of smaller 
resistance effects of individual QTL [3]. Furthermore, since quantitative resistance is often poly-
genic, the mutation of one gene does not necessarily break down disease resistance completely.

3.2. Fusarium head blight

Fusarium head blight (FHB) is an important disease in all wheat growing countries. 
Epidemics occur frequently, especially under seasons with regular rainfall [29]. The United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has stated that FHB is the most devastating plant 
disease since the rust epidemics in the 1950s. FHB contaminates the grain with mycotoxins, 
in turn restricting its use for both animal and human consumption [30]. The disease is caused 
by several species of Fusarium; however, the predominant causal agent is the fungus Fusarium 
graminearum (teleomorph Gibberella zeae). The first symptoms of FHB on wheat plants occur 
shortly after flowering as diseased spikelets display premature bleaching. The bleaching usu-
ally spreads to the whole spike as the pathogen grows. When conditions are optimal for the 
pathogen, i.e., in a warm and moist environment, light pink coloured spores, called sporo-
dochia, appear on individual spikelets. Later during the season, black fruiting bodies will 
appear. These are the sexual structures of the fungus, called perithecia. Disease progression 
results in shrinking and wrinkling of the grain inside the spike. As with the pathogen causing 
STB, F. graminearum produces both sexual and asexual spores: ascospores and macroconidia, 
respectively [30]. The major toxin produced by FHB in wheat is deoxynivalenol (DON). DON 
is a protein synthesis inhibitor also known as vomitoxin due to its negative impact on the 
digestive system of pigs. Several recommendations and restrictions have been made in order 
to keep DON levels sufficiently low in wheat for both animal and human consumption [31].

Chemical control and crop management are not sufficient to control FHB; thus, breeding 
resistant varieties plays a key role. Conventional breeding involves repeated testing of breed-
ing lines under natural or artificial inoculations. This process is time-consuming, costly, and 
prone to influence by environment. Thus, it is relevant to supplement phenotypic selection 
with MAS for FHB resistance. [32]. FHB resistance is generally divided into three types: 
resistance to initial infection (type I), resistance to spreading of the pathogen in infected tis-
sue (type II) and resistance to DON accumulation (type III) [33]. Several studies have dem-
onstrated that FHB resistance is of quantitative nature [29]. Furthermore, the expression of 
resistance is highly dependent on the pathogen, the environment and the host [34], in turn 
complicating phenotypic selection. Several QTL for FHB resistance have been identified and 
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located during recent years [29]. The first QTL for type II resistance was identified in the 
spring wheat ‘Sumai 3’ on chromosome 3BS. This QTL was named Fhb1 and characterised 
by molecular markers [35–37]. Recently, Fhb1 was cloned from Sumai 3 and a pore-forming 
toxin-like (PFT) gene was found to confer FHB resistance [38]. Fhb1 has been found to reduce 
FHB disease severity tremendously and MAS is employed to incorporate the resistance in 
breeding programs [29]. A QTL, named Fhb2, on chromosome 6BS was found to confer type II 
FHB resistance [39, 40]. Additionally, Fhb4 was identified and located on chromosome 4B [41]. 
Table 2 lists all FHB-resistant genes identified by molecular markers. Currently, breeders are 
pyramiding Fhb1, Fhb2 and Fhb4 in single breeding lines to obtain optimal FHB resistance [34]. 
Several additional QTL have been identified and located in numerous studies [29].

3.3. Wheat stripe rust (yellow rust)

Wheat stripe rust, mostly designated as ‘yellow rust’ (YR), causes major yield losses every 
year. The disease is caused by Puccinia striiformis, which belongs to the family Pucciniaceae 
of rust fungi. The most devastating epidemics occur in temperate areas with cool and humid 
summers or in warmer areas with cool nights. The fungus is heteroecious, i.e., it requires at 
least two hosts in order to proliferate. P. striiformis uses cereals as a primary host and Berberis 
spp. as a secondary host for sexual recombination. Typical, yellow stripes develop on the leaf 
in lesions. Spores continue to be produced as stripes spread longitudinally on the leaf. After 
the onset of senescence, P. striiformis will produce teliospores. Teliospores can infect the sec-
ondary host, Berberis spp., and initiate onset of pycnia infection of the Berberis leaf [46].

Breeding for YR resistance was initiated in 1905 by Biffen [47]. To date, more than 70 genes (Yr 
genes) conferring YR resistance have been identified [48]. Most of the catalogued genes confer 
seedling resistance, while relatively few confer adult plant resistance. In general, studies have 
shown that seedling resistance is conferred by single genes and the resistance is therefore easily 
overcome by the pathogen by mutations in virulence genes. Adult plant resistance is generally 
thought to be more durable [49]. High-temperature adult plant (HTAP) genes are expressed as 
the plants grow older and the weather becomes warmer [50]. HTAP genes confer a non-specific, 
quantitative resistance. Studies have proven that varieties with HTAP genes display resistance 

Resistance gene Marker type Marker name Location Reference

Fhb1 SSR Xgwm493, Xgwm533 3BS [42]

Fhb2 SSR Xgwm133, Xgwm644 6BS [40]

Fhb4 SSR Xhbg226, Xgwm149 4B [41]

Fhb5 SSR Xgwm304, Xgwm415 5A [43]

Fhb6 KASP Wg1s_snp1 1AS [44]

Fhb7 SSR XsdauK66, Xcfa2240 7DS [45]

Table 2. Overview of the FHB-resistant genes identified in wheat using molecular markers.
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to YR even after having been cultivated for 60 years [51]. Additionally, several studies have 
mapped QTL to all wheat chromosomes except chromosome 1D and 3A [49]. Commonly used 
resistance genes employed in wheat breeding programs include Yr18, Yr29 and Yr36 [52–54]. 
Yr36 is tightly linked to Gpc-B1, a high-protein gene, rendering varieties with Yr36 and Gpc-B1 
useful in breeding for YR resistance and improved quality. Table 3 lists a selection of Yr genes 
that have been characterised and mapped with molecular markers suitable for MAS.

Several incidences have been reported where Yr genes have been classified as ineffective. 
Some of the most widely used resistance genes including Yr17 [62], Yr27 [63] and Yr31 [64] 
have recently lost resistance towards YR.

4. Marker-assisted wheat breeding for improving quality traits

Wheat is grown in large parts of the world and is used for animal feed or for a wide range of 
products such as pasta, biscuits, cakes and bread. The end-use quality differs greatly between 
wheat cultivars and is influenced by several traits, e.g., grain hardness, grain protein content, 
gluten content and composition and starch properties. Quality should therefore be an impor-
tant focus in wheat breeding programs. However, wheat quality cannot be easily determined 
phenotypically, and different methods are preferred in different countries and industries. 
Methods for testing quality are typically time-consuming and costly and require relatively 
large amounts of grain, which is typically not available until late stages of breeding programs. 
Thus, markers for wheat quality traits can be very useful, as they enable screening of a high 
number of lines and can be used early in breeding programs [65, 66].

4.1. Grain hardness

Grain hardness influences milling, flour and end-use properties of wheat. Flour from grain with 
hard endosperm texture has higher water absorption than flour from soft grain and is there-
fore preferred for bread-making. A soft endosperm texture leads to less starch granule damage 

Resistance gene Marker type Marker name Location Reference

Yr5 SSR Xgwm501 2BL [55]

Yr7 SSR Xgwm526 2BL [56]

Yr15 SSR Xbarc8, Xgwm493 1BS [57]

Yr18 CAPS Cssfr6 7D [58]

Yr36 SSR Xgwm508, Xbarc136 6BS [54]

Yr60 SSR Xwmc776 4AL [59]

Yr76 SSR Xwmc11, Xwmc532 [60]

Yr78 SNP IWA7257 6BS [61]

Table 3. A selection of the genes conferring YR resistance identified by molecular markers.
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located during recent years [29]. The first QTL for type II resistance was identified in the 
spring wheat ‘Sumai 3’ on chromosome 3BS. This QTL was named Fhb1 and characterised 
by molecular markers [35–37]. Recently, Fhb1 was cloned from Sumai 3 and a pore-forming 
toxin-like (PFT) gene was found to confer FHB resistance [38]. Fhb1 has been found to reduce 
FHB disease severity tremendously and MAS is employed to incorporate the resistance in 
breeding programs [29]. A QTL, named Fhb2, on chromosome 6BS was found to confer type II 
FHB resistance [39, 40]. Additionally, Fhb4 was identified and located on chromosome 4B [41]. 
Table 2 lists all FHB-resistant genes identified by molecular markers. Currently, breeders are 
pyramiding Fhb1, Fhb2 and Fhb4 in single breeding lines to obtain optimal FHB resistance [34]. 
Several additional QTL have been identified and located in numerous studies [29].

3.3. Wheat stripe rust (yellow rust)

Wheat stripe rust, mostly designated as ‘yellow rust’ (YR), causes major yield losses every 
year. The disease is caused by Puccinia striiformis, which belongs to the family Pucciniaceae 
of rust fungi. The most devastating epidemics occur in temperate areas with cool and humid 
summers or in warmer areas with cool nights. The fungus is heteroecious, i.e., it requires at 
least two hosts in order to proliferate. P. striiformis uses cereals as a primary host and Berberis 
spp. as a secondary host for sexual recombination. Typical, yellow stripes develop on the leaf 
in lesions. Spores continue to be produced as stripes spread longitudinally on the leaf. After 
the onset of senescence, P. striiformis will produce teliospores. Teliospores can infect the sec-
ondary host, Berberis spp., and initiate onset of pycnia infection of the Berberis leaf [46].

Breeding for YR resistance was initiated in 1905 by Biffen [47]. To date, more than 70 genes (Yr 
genes) conferring YR resistance have been identified [48]. Most of the catalogued genes confer 
seedling resistance, while relatively few confer adult plant resistance. In general, studies have 
shown that seedling resistance is conferred by single genes and the resistance is therefore easily 
overcome by the pathogen by mutations in virulence genes. Adult plant resistance is generally 
thought to be more durable [49]. High-temperature adult plant (HTAP) genes are expressed as 
the plants grow older and the weather becomes warmer [50]. HTAP genes confer a non-specific, 
quantitative resistance. Studies have proven that varieties with HTAP genes display resistance 
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resistance genes employed in wheat breeding programs include Yr18, Yr29 and Yr36 [52–54]. 
Yr36 is tightly linked to Gpc-B1, a high-protein gene, rendering varieties with Yr36 and Gpc-B1 
useful in breeding for YR resistance and improved quality. Table 3 lists a selection of Yr genes 
that have been characterised and mapped with molecular markers suitable for MAS.

Several incidences have been reported where Yr genes have been classified as ineffective. 
Some of the most widely used resistance genes including Yr17 [62], Yr27 [63] and Yr31 [64] 
have recently lost resistance towards YR.

4. Marker-assisted wheat breeding for improving quality traits

Wheat is grown in large parts of the world and is used for animal feed or for a wide range of 
products such as pasta, biscuits, cakes and bread. The end-use quality differs greatly between 
wheat cultivars and is influenced by several traits, e.g., grain hardness, grain protein content, 
gluten content and composition and starch properties. Quality should therefore be an impor-
tant focus in wheat breeding programs. However, wheat quality cannot be easily determined 
phenotypically, and different methods are preferred in different countries and industries. 
Methods for testing quality are typically time-consuming and costly and require relatively 
large amounts of grain, which is typically not available until late stages of breeding programs. 
Thus, markers for wheat quality traits can be very useful, as they enable screening of a high 
number of lines and can be used early in breeding programs [65, 66].

4.1. Grain hardness

Grain hardness influences milling, flour and end-use properties of wheat. Flour from grain with 
hard endosperm texture has higher water absorption than flour from soft grain and is there-
fore preferred for bread-making. A soft endosperm texture leads to less starch granule damage 
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during the milling and consequently to lower water absorption, which is preferred in the pro-
duction of biscuits and cakes. Grain hardness is primarily controlled by the Hardness locus on 
chromosome 5DS. This locus consists of three small genes: Pina-D1, Pinb-D1 (Puroindoline a/b) 
and grain softness protein-1 (Gsp-1). Wheat varieties with the wild-type alleles Pina-D1a and Pinb-
D1a normally have soft grain, while deletions or other loss-of-function mutations in one or both 
Pin genes cause harder grain (Table 4) [67, 68]. Pinb-D1 mutations are positively associated with 
many quality traits, but the alleles are not equally useful in breeding for improved quality. Pinb-
D1d has been reported to have a lower effect on gluten quality and loaf volume than the b- or 
c-allele [69]. Alleles of Pinb-D1 can be detected using PCR primers that target a specific mutation 
(Pinb-D1b), using a restriction enzyme on the amplified Pinb-D1 gene (Pinb-D1c), or by sequenc-
ing the amplified gene (Pinb-D1d-g) [67, 70, 71].

Allele Change in 
protein

Primer sequences, 5′–3′ PCR product References

Pina-
D1a

Wild-type F: ATGAAGGCCCTCTTCCTCA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCAATAGTG

448 bp [73, 74]

Pina-
D1b

Large 
deletion

F: ATGAAGGCCCTCTTCCTCA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCAATAGTG

Null (0 bp) [73, 74]

Pinb-
D1a

Wild-type F: ATGAAGACCTTATTCCTCCTA

R: CTCATGCTCACAGCCGCC

240 bp [70, 73]

Pinb-
D1b

Gly to Ser

pos. 46

F: ATGAAGACCTTATTCCTCCTA

R: CTCATGCTCACAGCCGCT

240 bp [70, 73]

Pinb-
D1c

Leu to Pro 
pos. 60

F: ATGAAGACCTTATTCCTCCTA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCACTAGGGAA

448 bp* [67, 73]

Pinb-
D1d

Trp to Arg 
pos. 44

F: TGCAAGGATTACGTGATGGA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCACTAGGGAA

300 bp for 
pyrosequencing

[67, 71]

Pinb-
D1e

Trp to 
stop 
codon 
pos. 39

F: TGCAAGGATTACGTGATGGA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCACTAGGGAA

300 bp for 
pyrosequencing

[71, 75]

Pinb-
D1f

Trp to 
stop 
codon 
pos. 44

F: TGCAAGGATTACGTGATGGA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCACTAGGGAA

300 bp for 
pyrosequencing

[71, 75]

Pinb-
D1g

Cys to 
stop 
codon 
pos. 56

F: TGCAAGGATTACGTGATGGA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCACTAGGGAA

300 bp for 
pyrosequencing

[71, 75]

Wild type alleles confer soft endosperm; mutations confer hard endosperm. For additional alleles, see reviews [68, 
72].*Digest with restriction enzyme PvuII to cut other alleles into 264 bp and 184 bp. Pinb-D1c is not cut.

Table 4. Alleles of Pina-D1 and Pinb-D1 and the change in amino acid sequence of the encoded protein.
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4.2. Gluten

The characteristic viscoelastic properties of wheat dough are due to a network of gluten proteins 
that is formed when flour is mixed with water. Thus, gluten is a major factor contributing to 
wheat quality. High grain protein content is typically associated with high quality, since roughly 
80% of the grain protein is gluten [76]. However, both the amount and the composition of gluten 
affect wheat quality. Gluten consists of two types of proteins: polymeric glutenins and mono-
meric gliadins. Glutenins can be classified as low or high molecular weight (LMW or HMW) 
subunits, while gliadins can be classified as α, β, γ or ω types [77, 78]. The most important HMW 
glutenins, LMW glutenins, and gliadins are encoded by the Glu-1, Glu-3 and Gli-1 loci, respec-
tively (Table 5). HMW glutenins generally have the largest impact on wheat quality. Each of the 
three Glu-1 loci comprises two genes that can encode an x- or a y-type HMW subunit. In hexa-
ploid wheat, only three to five of the HMW subunits are expressed (zero to two from Glu-A1, one 
to two from Glu-B1, and two from Glu-D1) [79]. The Glu-1 alleles with the largest positive effect 
on baking quality are Glu-D1d, Glu-A1a or Glu-A1b and Glu-B1al [80, 81]. SDS-PAGE electropho-
resis can be used to screen varieties for their HMW glutenin proteins. DNA markers have also 
been developed to discriminate between different alleles of Glu-1, Glu-3 and Gli-1 loci [82, 83]. For 
Glu-A1 and Glu-D1, KASP markers are available that can be used to select varieties with the opti-
mal alleles [84]. Each of the Glu-3 loci (Glu-A3, Glu-B3 and Glu-D3) contains several linked genes, 
and many alleles have been found for all three loci [85–89]. Markers are available for individual 
alleles of Glu-A3 and Glu-B3, and multiplex PCR can be used to screen for certain combinations 
of alleles simultaneously [87]. However, the alleles of Glu-3 loci with the largest effects are not 
consistent across studies [90–92]. The exact effects of the individual alleles on wheat quality traits 
are challenging to determine, since they can be influenced by genetic background, environment 
and G×E interactions [91, 93]. Furthermore, the alleles can have both additive effects and epistatic 
interactions [94, 95]. Ref. [93] showed that the d-allele of Glu-B3 might increase the positive effects 
of the HMW loci Glu-B1i and Glu-D1d. The Glu-A3b or d-allele and Glu-B3b, d- or g-allele can pos-
sibly be used for improving dough strength and extensibility [90–92]. Glu-B3i has been reported 
to be positively associated with wheat quality in some lines and negatively associated in other 
lines. This discrepancy is possibly due to linkage with different Gli-B1 alleles [90]. The Gli-1 loci 
encode γ and ω gliadins and are linked to the Glu-3 loci [96], while Gli-2 loci encode α and β 
gliadins and are located on chromosome 6AS, 6BS and 6DS [78]. Overview of markers (including 
primer sequences) for more alleles of Glu loci and other quality genes can be found in [82].

4.3. Wheat-rye translocation and falling number

The wheat-rye translocation 1BL.1RS has been employed in many breeding programs as it 
carries resistance genes against powdery mildew and rusts. Markers for the resistance genes 
can be used to test for the absence or presence of the translocation in wheat varieties [100]. 
Alternatively, markers for Glu-B3 or Gli-B1 might be used (Table 6), since many wheat varieties 
with the 1BL.1RS translocation do not have these two loci, but instead can have the rye secalin 
locus Sec-1 [96]. Therefore, wheat quality can be negatively affected by the translocation [101]. 
Additionally, the 1BL.1RS translocation can have a negative effect on falling number. Falling 
number is an indirect measure of α-amylase enzyme activity. The α-amylases are encoded by 
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during the milling and consequently to lower water absorption, which is preferred in the pro-
duction of biscuits and cakes. Grain hardness is primarily controlled by the Hardness locus on 
chromosome 5DS. This locus consists of three small genes: Pina-D1, Pinb-D1 (Puroindoline a/b) 
and grain softness protein-1 (Gsp-1). Wheat varieties with the wild-type alleles Pina-D1a and Pinb-
D1a normally have soft grain, while deletions or other loss-of-function mutations in one or both 
Pin genes cause harder grain (Table 4) [67, 68]. Pinb-D1 mutations are positively associated with 
many quality traits, but the alleles are not equally useful in breeding for improved quality. Pinb-
D1d has been reported to have a lower effect on gluten quality and loaf volume than the b- or 
c-allele [69]. Alleles of Pinb-D1 can be detected using PCR primers that target a specific mutation 
(Pinb-D1b), using a restriction enzyme on the amplified Pinb-D1 gene (Pinb-D1c), or by sequenc-
ing the amplified gene (Pinb-D1d-g) [67, 70, 71].

Allele Change in 
protein

Primer sequences, 5′–3′ PCR product References

Pina-
D1a

Wild-type F: ATGAAGGCCCTCTTCCTCA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCAATAGTG

448 bp [73, 74]

Pina-
D1b

Large 
deletion

F: ATGAAGGCCCTCTTCCTCA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCAATAGTG

Null (0 bp) [73, 74]

Pinb-
D1a

Wild-type F: ATGAAGACCTTATTCCTCCTA

R: CTCATGCTCACAGCCGCC

240 bp [70, 73]

Pinb-
D1b

Gly to Ser

pos. 46

F: ATGAAGACCTTATTCCTCCTA

R: CTCATGCTCACAGCCGCT

240 bp [70, 73]

Pinb-
D1c

Leu to Pro 
pos. 60

F: ATGAAGACCTTATTCCTCCTA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCACTAGGGAA

448 bp* [67, 73]

Pinb-
D1d

Trp to Arg 
pos. 44

F: TGCAAGGATTACGTGATGGA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCACTAGGGAA

300 bp for 
pyrosequencing

[67, 71]

Pinb-
D1e

Trp to 
stop 
codon 
pos. 39

F: TGCAAGGATTACGTGATGGA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCACTAGGGAA

300 bp for 
pyrosequencing

[71, 75]

Pinb-
D1f

Trp to 
stop 
codon 
pos. 44

F: TGCAAGGATTACGTGATGGA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCACTAGGGAA

300 bp for 
pyrosequencing

[71, 75]

Pinb-
D1g

Cys to 
stop 
codon 
pos. 56

F: TGCAAGGATTACGTGATGGA

R: TCACCAGTAATAGCCACTAGGGAA

300 bp for 
pyrosequencing

[71, 75]

Wild type alleles confer soft endosperm; mutations confer hard endosperm. For additional alleles, see reviews [68, 
72].*Digest with restriction enzyme PvuII to cut other alleles into 264 bp and 184 bp. Pinb-D1c is not cut.

Table 4. Alleles of Pina-D1 and Pinb-D1 and the change in amino acid sequence of the encoded protein.
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4.2. Gluten

The characteristic viscoelastic properties of wheat dough are due to a network of gluten proteins 
that is formed when flour is mixed with water. Thus, gluten is a major factor contributing to 
wheat quality. High grain protein content is typically associated with high quality, since roughly 
80% of the grain protein is gluten [76]. However, both the amount and the composition of gluten 
affect wheat quality. Gluten consists of two types of proteins: polymeric glutenins and mono-
meric gliadins. Glutenins can be classified as low or high molecular weight (LMW or HMW) 
subunits, while gliadins can be classified as α, β, γ or ω types [77, 78]. The most important HMW 
glutenins, LMW glutenins, and gliadins are encoded by the Glu-1, Glu-3 and Gli-1 loci, respec-
tively (Table 5). HMW glutenins generally have the largest impact on wheat quality. Each of the 
three Glu-1 loci comprises two genes that can encode an x- or a y-type HMW subunit. In hexa-
ploid wheat, only three to five of the HMW subunits are expressed (zero to two from Glu-A1, one 
to two from Glu-B1, and two from Glu-D1) [79]. The Glu-1 alleles with the largest positive effect 
on baking quality are Glu-D1d, Glu-A1a or Glu-A1b and Glu-B1al [80, 81]. SDS-PAGE electropho-
resis can be used to screen varieties for their HMW glutenin proteins. DNA markers have also 
been developed to discriminate between different alleles of Glu-1, Glu-3 and Gli-1 loci [82, 83]. For 
Glu-A1 and Glu-D1, KASP markers are available that can be used to select varieties with the opti-
mal alleles [84]. Each of the Glu-3 loci (Glu-A3, Glu-B3 and Glu-D3) contains several linked genes, 
and many alleles have been found for all three loci [85–89]. Markers are available for individual 
alleles of Glu-A3 and Glu-B3, and multiplex PCR can be used to screen for certain combinations 
of alleles simultaneously [87]. However, the alleles of Glu-3 loci with the largest effects are not 
consistent across studies [90–92]. The exact effects of the individual alleles on wheat quality traits 
are challenging to determine, since they can be influenced by genetic background, environment 
and G×E interactions [91, 93]. Furthermore, the alleles can have both additive effects and epistatic 
interactions [94, 95]. Ref. [93] showed that the d-allele of Glu-B3 might increase the positive effects 
of the HMW loci Glu-B1i and Glu-D1d. The Glu-A3b or d-allele and Glu-B3b, d- or g-allele can pos-
sibly be used for improving dough strength and extensibility [90–92]. Glu-B3i has been reported 
to be positively associated with wheat quality in some lines and negatively associated in other 
lines. This discrepancy is possibly due to linkage with different Gli-B1 alleles [90]. The Gli-1 loci 
encode γ and ω gliadins and are linked to the Glu-3 loci [96], while Gli-2 loci encode α and β 
gliadins and are located on chromosome 6AS, 6BS and 6DS [78]. Overview of markers (including 
primer sequences) for more alleles of Glu loci and other quality genes can be found in [82].

4.3. Wheat-rye translocation and falling number

The wheat-rye translocation 1BL.1RS has been employed in many breeding programs as it 
carries resistance genes against powdery mildew and rusts. Markers for the resistance genes 
can be used to test for the absence or presence of the translocation in wheat varieties [100]. 
Alternatively, markers for Glu-B3 or Gli-B1 might be used (Table 6), since many wheat varieties 
with the 1BL.1RS translocation do not have these two loci, but instead can have the rye secalin 
locus Sec-1 [96]. Therefore, wheat quality can be negatively affected by the translocation [101]. 
Additionally, the 1BL.1RS translocation can have a negative effect on falling number. Falling 
number is an indirect measure of α-amylase enzyme activity. The α-amylases are encoded by 
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Locus Primer sequences, 5′–3′ PCR product References

Gli-B1

(1BL.1RS)

F: TGATCTGGCCACAAAGGGA

R: CATTGGCCACCAATTCCTGT

Gli-B1.1: 369 bp

Gli-B1.2 or 1BL.1RS: 0 bp

[96]

F: TGATCTGGCCACAAAGGGC

R: CATTGGCCACCAATTCCTGT

Gli-B1.2: 397 bp

Gli-B1.1 or 1BL.1RS: 0 bp

Rht-D1 F: GGTAGGGAGGCGAGAGGCGAG

R: CATCCCCATGGCCATCTCGAGCTA

Rht-D1b: 237 bp

Rht-D1a: 0 bp

[106]

wbm F: CCGTCACAAGATTTACAGGGTTG

R: TTATGGATCTCTTTATGTCTGTGT

High wbm expression: 
961 bp

Others: 0 bp

[103]

Gpc-B1 F: TCTCCAAGAGGGGAGAGACA

R: TTCCTCTACCCATGAATCTAGCA

Gpc-B1: 122 bp

No Gpc-B1: 126 bp

[105]

Favourable alleles are marked in bold.

Table 6. Additional loci influencing wheat quality traits.

Locus Chr. 
arm

Primer sequences, 5′–3′ PCR product References

Glu-A1 1AL FAM: AAGTGTAACTTCTCCGCAACA

VIC: AAGTGTAACTTCTCCGCAACG

Common: GGCCTGGATAGTATGAAACC

FAM: Glu-A1a or 
Glu-A1b

VIC: Glu-A1c

[84, 97]

Glu-B1 1BL F: ACGTGTCCAAGCTTTGGTTC

R: GATTGGTGGGTGGATACAGG

Glu-B1al: 447 bp

Others: 0 bp

[98]

Glu-D1 1DL FAM: ATAGTATGAAACCTGCTGCGGAG

VIC: ATAGTATGAAACCTGCTGCGGAC

Common: TACTAAAAAGGTATTACCCAAGTGTAACTT

FAM: Glu-D1a or 
others

VIC: Glu-D1d

[84, 99]

Glu-A3 1AS F: TTCAGATGCAGCCAAACAA

R: GCTGTGCTTGGATGATACTCTA

Glu-A3b: 894 bp

Others: 0 bp

[86, 87]

F: TTCAGATGCAGCCAAACAA

R: TGGGGTTGGGAGACACATA

Glu-A3d: 967 bp

Others: 0 bp

Glu-B3 1BS F: ATCAGGTGTAAAAGTGATAG

R: TGCTACATCGACATATCCA

Glu-B3b: 1549 bp

Others: 0 bp

[88]

F: CACCATGAAGACCTTCCTCA

R: CACCATGAAGACCTTCCTCA

Glu-B3d: 662 bp

Others: 0 bp

F: CCAAGAAATACTAGTTAACACTAGTC

R: GTTGGGGTTGGGAAACA

Glu-B3g: 853 bp

Others: 0 bp

Favourable alleles are marked in bold.

Table 5. Important HWM and LMW glutenin loci, their chromosomal location and primer sequences for detection of 
alleles with positive effects on wheat quality.
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the loci α-Amy-1, α-Amy-2 and α-Amy-3 located on the homoeologous chromosome groups 6, 
7 and 5, respectively. High falling number reduces the risk of pre-harvest sprouting, which 
has a considerable negative impact on quality. Environmental conditions around the time of 
harvest influence falling number, but it is also influenced genetically. The b-allele of the Rht-
D1 (reduced height) gene on chromosome 4D is correlated with increased falling number [102].

4.4. Other genes for improving quality

Ref. [103] identified a gene, wheat bread making (wbm), that was highly expressed in developing 
seeds of wheat varieties with good bread-making quality. Polymorphisms in the promoter 
region sequence were identified between good- and poor-quality varieties. The allele identified 
in the good quality varieties was positively associated with gluten and bread-making quality in 
CIMMYT (The International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center) germplasm [104].

Genes from wild wheat relatives might also be used for improving quality in modern cultivars. 
Backcrossing can be used to transfer the genes into breeding material. In this case, MAS is use-
ful since offspring containing the desired genes easily can be detected, and linkage drag can 
be reduced. One example of such a gene is Gpc-B1 (grain protein content), which was found in 
wild emmer (Triticum turgidum L. ssp. dicoccoides). This gene has been used for increasing grain 
protein content in both durum and common wheat [105]. Markers tightly linked to Gpc-B1 
were identified, but require digestion with restriction enzymes. Therefore, [105] recommends 
the use of the marker shown in Table 6 for MAS, although it is not completely linked to Gpc-B1.

5. Conclusion and perspectives

Trait-linked DNA markers have been identified for numerous traits in wheat, including dis-
ease resistance and grain quality. Employing such markers in MAS offers several advantages 
to wheat breeding compared to conventional phenotypic selection and laborious analysis of 
grain quality. These advantages include the fixation of desirable traits at an early stage of 
the breeding program and marker-assisted backcrossing in order to transfer agronomically 
important genes from wild relatives to cultivated wheat.

In addition, DNA markers are neutral to both environment and tissue type. Thus, they can 
be employed at any plant developmental stage and independent on environmental condi-
tions during selection. This is particularly relevant for selection for disease resistance. DNA 
markers further offer the possibility for targeted pyramiding of several resistance genes, a 
task impossible by phenotypic selection due to complex host-pathogen interactions. To secure 
durable resistance, it is important to combine qualitative and quantitative resistance in a given 
line. Here, molecular markers can be used to combine both resistances.

As DNA markers have been correlated to numerous traits, they can be employed to combine, 
e.g., resistance and grain quality in the early generations. Consequently, DNA markers are 
being employed in early generations to select for several traits, in turn reducing the number 
of lines entering replicated, multi-location trials. Similarly, the number of samples for labora-
tory analysis of grain quality can be reduced. In effect, the application of MAS can lead to an 
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others
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the loci α-Amy-1, α-Amy-2 and α-Amy-3 located on the homoeologous chromosome groups 6, 
7 and 5, respectively. High falling number reduces the risk of pre-harvest sprouting, which 
has a considerable negative impact on quality. Environmental conditions around the time of 
harvest influence falling number, but it is also influenced genetically. The b-allele of the Rht-
D1 (reduced height) gene on chromosome 4D is correlated with increased falling number [102].

4.4. Other genes for improving quality

Ref. [103] identified a gene, wheat bread making (wbm), that was highly expressed in developing 
seeds of wheat varieties with good bread-making quality. Polymorphisms in the promoter 
region sequence were identified between good- and poor-quality varieties. The allele identified 
in the good quality varieties was positively associated with gluten and bread-making quality in 
CIMMYT (The International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center) germplasm [104].

Genes from wild wheat relatives might also be used for improving quality in modern cultivars. 
Backcrossing can be used to transfer the genes into breeding material. In this case, MAS is use-
ful since offspring containing the desired genes easily can be detected, and linkage drag can 
be reduced. One example of such a gene is Gpc-B1 (grain protein content), which was found in 
wild emmer (Triticum turgidum L. ssp. dicoccoides). This gene has been used for increasing grain 
protein content in both durum and common wheat [105]. Markers tightly linked to Gpc-B1 
were identified, but require digestion with restriction enzymes. Therefore, [105] recommends 
the use of the marker shown in Table 6 for MAS, although it is not completely linked to Gpc-B1.

5. Conclusion and perspectives

Trait-linked DNA markers have been identified for numerous traits in wheat, including dis-
ease resistance and grain quality. Employing such markers in MAS offers several advantages 
to wheat breeding compared to conventional phenotypic selection and laborious analysis of 
grain quality. These advantages include the fixation of desirable traits at an early stage of 
the breeding program and marker-assisted backcrossing in order to transfer agronomically 
important genes from wild relatives to cultivated wheat.

In addition, DNA markers are neutral to both environment and tissue type. Thus, they can 
be employed at any plant developmental stage and independent on environmental condi-
tions during selection. This is particularly relevant for selection for disease resistance. DNA 
markers further offer the possibility for targeted pyramiding of several resistance genes, a 
task impossible by phenotypic selection due to complex host-pathogen interactions. To secure 
durable resistance, it is important to combine qualitative and quantitative resistance in a given 
line. Here, molecular markers can be used to combine both resistances.

As DNA markers have been correlated to numerous traits, they can be employed to combine, 
e.g., resistance and grain quality in the early generations. Consequently, DNA markers are 
being employed in early generations to select for several traits, in turn reducing the number 
of lines entering replicated, multi-location trials. Similarly, the number of samples for labora-
tory analysis of grain quality can be reduced. In effect, the application of MAS can lead to an 
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optimisation of resources demanded by any given breeding program, allowing the breeder to 
focus phenotypic selection on highly multi-genic traits, difficult to handle with MAS, e.g., yield.

Following developments in technologies and statistical genetics, the application of DNA 
markers in breeding is rapidly changing. While MAS has been employed to select for traits 
controlled by one/few genes, genomic selection will allow accurate selection for traits affected 
by numerous genes.

Once genomic selection has been validated in breeding programs, it can be implemented in 
combination with MAS. This will further improve selection efficiency and accuracy for dis-
ease resistance and quality parameters as well as for multi-genic traits such as yield.
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Abstract

Soybean is a most important crop providing edible oil and plant protein source for human 
beings, in addition to animal feed because of high protein and oil content. This review 
summarized the progresses in the QTL mapping, candidate gene cloning and functional 
analysis and also the regulation of soybean oil and seed storage protein accumulation. 
Furthermore, as soybean genome has been sequenced and released, prospects of multiple 
omics and advanced biotechnology should be combined and applied for further refine 
research and high-quality breeding.
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1. Introduction

Soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) accounts around 60% of the world’s oilseed consumption 
and also 68% of world protein meal consumption (http://www.soystats.com), which plays an 
important role year by year. In addition, during oil purification, protein-rich soybean meal is 
produced, which also provided around 75% of protein meal for animal feed worldwide [1]. 
Thus, improvement of soybean quality is important for worldwide commercial production, 
and it is also a key target for soybean breeding.
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1.1. Soybean protein and oil content QTL analysis

Soybean oil and protein content were quantitative trait and effected by multiple genes and 
environments factors [2, 3]; there were over 312 soybean oil QTLs and 231 soybean protein 
QTLs having been detected by different population and environments (SoyBase, http://www.
soybase.org), with the main mapping methods including the analysis of variance (ANOVA; 
[4]), interval mapping (IM; [5–7]), composite interval mapping (CIM; [8, 9]), multiple inter-
val mapping (MIM; [10]) and inclusive composite interval mapping (ICIM; [11]). Among the 
published soybean oil content QTLs, some of them showed ‘hot regions’ that have been iden-
tified four or more times at the same or similar intervals in different studies, which include 
Gm05: 35.2–40.8 Mb, Gm09: 40.3–46.8 Mb, Gm12: 34.1–40.6 Mb, Gm14: 33.8–49.2 Mb, Gm15: 
0.8–13.9 Mb, Gm18: 51.6–59.8 Mb, Gm19: 32.9–48.0 Mb and Gm20: 23.5–34.6 Mb [12]. For soy-
bean protein content, there were also some ‘hot regions’ included Gm04: 43.6–47.7 Mb, Gm05: 
39.7–41.4 Mb, Gm07: 4.2–9.6 Mb, Gm08: 5.8–10.2 Mb, Gm14: 4.8–9.6 Mb, Gm15: 0.0–7.5 Mb, 
Gm18: 47.9–54.0 Mb, Gm19: 35.5–42.1 Mb and Gm20: 2.1–34.2 Mb [13, 14]. Meta-analysis is a 
statistical method that could combine results from different sources in a single study [15]; it 
can increase QTL precision and validity by using mathematical models to refine the integra-
tion of QTLs [16] and have been performed in maize [17] and soybean [18] at the beginning 
of application. Meta-analysis method has also been employed to analyze the soybean oil and 
protein content separately by Qi et al. [19, 20].

However, soybean oil and protein content always showed the opposite relationship [21, 22], 
with the observation and data collections from many classical genetic analysis, the high oil vari-
ety with lower protein content and high protein variety with lower oil content [23]. And also, 
many classical genetic and breeding books or data noted the opposite relationship for soybean 
oil and protein content [2, 24–34]. Although it was very hard to find the locus which could 
increase soybean oil and protein content at the same time [35], based on the big amounts of QTL 
mapping results, few regions showed the same direction of contribution to soybean oil and pro-
tein content in the same genetic population. Orf et al. [36] mapped the additive QTL affected the 
soybean oil content at 39.5–41.2 Mb of Gm05 with the population crossed by Minsoy and Noir1, 
the results implied Minsoy bring the positive alleles for increasing soybean oil and protein con-
tent, however, Specht et al. [37] identified the similar region with the opposite results that Noir1 
bring the positive alleles. Hyten et al. [38] identified a QTL at 4.8–8.7 Mb of Gm07 and the parent 
Williams bring the positive alleles for both traits. Reinprecht et al. [39] also demonstrated that 
the variety OX948 bring the positive alleles. Mao et al. [40] identified the additive QTLs affected 
the soybean oil and content at 51.2–56.3 Mb of Gm01, 1.0–2.3 Mb of Gm09 and 39.4–46.1 Mb of 
Gm19 in the cross population of Hefeng47 and Heinong37, which indicated that the soybean 
variety Heinong37 bring the positive alleles of those regions that could increase the soybean oil 
and protein content at the same time. Heinong37 was the only one Chinese variety, which may 
bring the positive alleles for both traits based on published data.

1.2. Soybean fatty acid composition biosynthesis and transcriptional regulation

The accumulation of starch, lipid and protein supplied the raw materials and energy for soy-
bean seed growth and maturity. Lipid was one of the three significant raw materials, although 
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the biochemical pathway about synthesis of lipid has been studied thoroughly, the regulation 
mechanism is unclear till now [41–47]. De novo synthesis of fatty acid mainly started in plant 
plastid. Acetyl -CoA is a precursor of soybean seed fatty acid synthesis. It is an important 
intermediate of many cellular metabolisms, and it synthesizes a lot in plant cell and then 
acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase) catalyzes the first committed step of fatty acid synthesis, 
acetyl-CoA carboxylate to malonyl-CoA [48]. After that, malonyl-CoA has been catalyzed 
by fatty acid synthase complex (FAS) and proceeding of continuous polymerization reaction 
based on the acyl carbon chains synthesized with a frequency of two carbons per cycle. The 
growing acyl carbon chain binds to acyl-carried proteins (ACP) and termination with the 
acyl-ACP thioesterase or acyltransferase form into acyl ACP. Furthermore, different lengths 
of acyl ACP synthesized the acyl-CoA with acyl-CoA synthetase and transferred from the 
plasmids to the endoplasmic reticulum or the cytoplasm. At last, fatty acids were attached to 
glycerol to synthesize triacylglycerides (TAGs) with three different acyltransferases respec-
tively [49–52]. Till now, seed oil content can be increased by changing the expression levels 
of individual enzymes involved in oil metabolism [53–59]. However, the key enzyme respon-
sible for TAG assembly is encoded by diacylglycerol acyltransferase 1 (DGAT1) [59–61], and 
expression of DGAT1 can be used to draw fatty acids into TAG; overexpression of DGAT1 
could increase both seed oil content (by 9–12%) and seed weight (40–100%) in Arabidopsis [55]. 
Overexpression of TmDGAT1a and TmDGAT1b could increase soybean seed oil content [62]. 
SiDGAT1 encoding acyl-CoA could also increase soybean seed oil content [63]. When express-
ing VgDGAT1A, (from Vernonia galamensis) it could make soybean oil content increase obvi-
ously [64]. Furthermore, the speed limit of fatty acid biosynthesis enzyme in dicotyledonous 
plants is biotin carboxylase (BC), which is a vital subunit of acetyl-CoA. Li et al. [65] cloned 
four genes encoding BC from Brassica napus and elucidated the evolution and the regulation 
of ACCase in the Brassica. The cytosolic enzyme glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 
(GAPC) catalyzes a key reaction in glycolysis, whose levels are directly correlated with seed 
oil accumulation [66].

Fatty acid composition were determined mainly by five fatty acids, palmitic (C16:0), stearic 
(C18:0), oleic (C18:1), linoleic (C18:2) and linolenic (C18:3) [67, 68]. Most palmitic acid (16:0) 
produced by the type II synthase is elongated to stearic acid (18:0) [67, 69]. In recent decades, 
there were many reports about the QTLs of each components of fatty acid, and there were 
also some ‘hot regions’ for soybean seed linoleic included Gm05 39.36–40.87 Mb and Gm18 
48.35–50.78 Mb (with the original QTLs from Diers and Shoemaker [70]; Bachlava et al. [71]; 
Li et al. [65]; Xie et al. [72]); for soybean seed linolenic included Gm02 17.07–34.9 Mb, Gm09 
34.56–37.74 Mb, Gm14 17.08–39.5 Mb and 45.68–46.78 Mb, Gm15 6.7–7.71 Mb, 13.07–25.6 Mb 
and Gm19 35.75–37.38 Mb (with the original QTLs from Li et al. [65], Bachlava et al. [71]; Diers 
and Shoemaker [70]; Spencer et al. [73]; Reinprecht et al. [39]; Xie et al. [72]; Shibata et al. [74]; 
Hyten et al. [38]); for soybean seed oleic included Gm05 39.07–40.80 Mb and Gm18 49.24–
51.95 Mb (with the original QTLs from Diers and Shoemaker [70]; Reinprecht et al. [39]; Xie 
et al. [72]); for soybean seed palmitic included Gm05 2.84–3.92 Mb, Gm09 7.74–11.83 Mb and 
34.59–38.73 Mb, Gm15 9.13–13.16 Mb, Gm17 7.60–9.45 Mb and Gm18 38.38–41.09 Mb (with 
the original QTLs from Li et al. [75]; Wang et al. [76]; Xie et al. [72]; Hyten et al. [38]; Li et al. 
[65]; Kim et al. [77], Reinprecht et al. [39]). In soybean, stearoyl-acyl carrier protein desaturase 
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1.1. Soybean protein and oil content QTL analysis

Soybean oil and protein content were quantitative trait and effected by multiple genes and 
environments factors [2, 3]; there were over 312 soybean oil QTLs and 231 soybean protein 
QTLs having been detected by different population and environments (SoyBase, http://www.
soybase.org), with the main mapping methods including the analysis of variance (ANOVA; 
[4]), interval mapping (IM; [5–7]), composite interval mapping (CIM; [8, 9]), multiple inter-
val mapping (MIM; [10]) and inclusive composite interval mapping (ICIM; [11]). Among the 
published soybean oil content QTLs, some of them showed ‘hot regions’ that have been iden-
tified four or more times at the same or similar intervals in different studies, which include 
Gm05: 35.2–40.8 Mb, Gm09: 40.3–46.8 Mb, Gm12: 34.1–40.6 Mb, Gm14: 33.8–49.2 Mb, Gm15: 
0.8–13.9 Mb, Gm18: 51.6–59.8 Mb, Gm19: 32.9–48.0 Mb and Gm20: 23.5–34.6 Mb [12]. For soy-
bean protein content, there were also some ‘hot regions’ included Gm04: 43.6–47.7 Mb, Gm05: 
39.7–41.4 Mb, Gm07: 4.2–9.6 Mb, Gm08: 5.8–10.2 Mb, Gm14: 4.8–9.6 Mb, Gm15: 0.0–7.5 Mb, 
Gm18: 47.9–54.0 Mb, Gm19: 35.5–42.1 Mb and Gm20: 2.1–34.2 Mb [13, 14]. Meta-analysis is a 
statistical method that could combine results from different sources in a single study [15]; it 
can increase QTL precision and validity by using mathematical models to refine the integra-
tion of QTLs [16] and have been performed in maize [17] and soybean [18] at the beginning 
of application. Meta-analysis method has also been employed to analyze the soybean oil and 
protein content separately by Qi et al. [19, 20].

However, soybean oil and protein content always showed the opposite relationship [21, 22], 
with the observation and data collections from many classical genetic analysis, the high oil vari-
ety with lower protein content and high protein variety with lower oil content [23]. And also, 
many classical genetic and breeding books or data noted the opposite relationship for soybean 
oil and protein content [2, 24–34]. Although it was very hard to find the locus which could 
increase soybean oil and protein content at the same time [35], based on the big amounts of QTL 
mapping results, few regions showed the same direction of contribution to soybean oil and pro-
tein content in the same genetic population. Orf et al. [36] mapped the additive QTL affected the 
soybean oil content at 39.5–41.2 Mb of Gm05 with the population crossed by Minsoy and Noir1, 
the results implied Minsoy bring the positive alleles for increasing soybean oil and protein con-
tent, however, Specht et al. [37] identified the similar region with the opposite results that Noir1 
bring the positive alleles. Hyten et al. [38] identified a QTL at 4.8–8.7 Mb of Gm07 and the parent 
Williams bring the positive alleles for both traits. Reinprecht et al. [39] also demonstrated that 
the variety OX948 bring the positive alleles. Mao et al. [40] identified the additive QTLs affected 
the soybean oil and content at 51.2–56.3 Mb of Gm01, 1.0–2.3 Mb of Gm09 and 39.4–46.1 Mb of 
Gm19 in the cross population of Hefeng47 and Heinong37, which indicated that the soybean 
variety Heinong37 bring the positive alleles of those regions that could increase the soybean oil 
and protein content at the same time. Heinong37 was the only one Chinese variety, which may 
bring the positive alleles for both traits based on published data.

1.2. Soybean fatty acid composition biosynthesis and transcriptional regulation

The accumulation of starch, lipid and protein supplied the raw materials and energy for soy-
bean seed growth and maturity. Lipid was one of the three significant raw materials, although 
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the biochemical pathway about synthesis of lipid has been studied thoroughly, the regulation 
mechanism is unclear till now [41–47]. De novo synthesis of fatty acid mainly started in plant 
plastid. Acetyl -CoA is a precursor of soybean seed fatty acid synthesis. It is an important 
intermediate of many cellular metabolisms, and it synthesizes a lot in plant cell and then 
acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase) catalyzes the first committed step of fatty acid synthesis, 
acetyl-CoA carboxylate to malonyl-CoA [48]. After that, malonyl-CoA has been catalyzed 
by fatty acid synthase complex (FAS) and proceeding of continuous polymerization reaction 
based on the acyl carbon chains synthesized with a frequency of two carbons per cycle. The 
growing acyl carbon chain binds to acyl-carried proteins (ACP) and termination with the 
acyl-ACP thioesterase or acyltransferase form into acyl ACP. Furthermore, different lengths 
of acyl ACP synthesized the acyl-CoA with acyl-CoA synthetase and transferred from the 
plasmids to the endoplasmic reticulum or the cytoplasm. At last, fatty acids were attached to 
glycerol to synthesize triacylglycerides (TAGs) with three different acyltransferases respec-
tively [49–52]. Till now, seed oil content can be increased by changing the expression levels 
of individual enzymes involved in oil metabolism [53–59]. However, the key enzyme respon-
sible for TAG assembly is encoded by diacylglycerol acyltransferase 1 (DGAT1) [59–61], and 
expression of DGAT1 can be used to draw fatty acids into TAG; overexpression of DGAT1 
could increase both seed oil content (by 9–12%) and seed weight (40–100%) in Arabidopsis [55]. 
Overexpression of TmDGAT1a and TmDGAT1b could increase soybean seed oil content [62]. 
SiDGAT1 encoding acyl-CoA could also increase soybean seed oil content [63]. When express-
ing VgDGAT1A, (from Vernonia galamensis) it could make soybean oil content increase obvi-
ously [64]. Furthermore, the speed limit of fatty acid biosynthesis enzyme in dicotyledonous 
plants is biotin carboxylase (BC), which is a vital subunit of acetyl-CoA. Li et al. [65] cloned 
four genes encoding BC from Brassica napus and elucidated the evolution and the regulation 
of ACCase in the Brassica. The cytosolic enzyme glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 
(GAPC) catalyzes a key reaction in glycolysis, whose levels are directly correlated with seed 
oil accumulation [66].

Fatty acid composition were determined mainly by five fatty acids, palmitic (C16:0), stearic 
(C18:0), oleic (C18:1), linoleic (C18:2) and linolenic (C18:3) [67, 68]. Most palmitic acid (16:0) 
produced by the type II synthase is elongated to stearic acid (18:0) [67, 69]. In recent decades, 
there were many reports about the QTLs of each components of fatty acid, and there were 
also some ‘hot regions’ for soybean seed linoleic included Gm05 39.36–40.87 Mb and Gm18 
48.35–50.78 Mb (with the original QTLs from Diers and Shoemaker [70]; Bachlava et al. [71]; 
Li et al. [65]; Xie et al. [72]); for soybean seed linolenic included Gm02 17.07–34.9 Mb, Gm09 
34.56–37.74 Mb, Gm14 17.08–39.5 Mb and 45.68–46.78 Mb, Gm15 6.7–7.71 Mb, 13.07–25.6 Mb 
and Gm19 35.75–37.38 Mb (with the original QTLs from Li et al. [65], Bachlava et al. [71]; Diers 
and Shoemaker [70]; Spencer et al. [73]; Reinprecht et al. [39]; Xie et al. [72]; Shibata et al. [74]; 
Hyten et al. [38]); for soybean seed oleic included Gm05 39.07–40.80 Mb and Gm18 49.24–
51.95 Mb (with the original QTLs from Diers and Shoemaker [70]; Reinprecht et al. [39]; Xie 
et al. [72]); for soybean seed palmitic included Gm05 2.84–3.92 Mb, Gm09 7.74–11.83 Mb and 
34.59–38.73 Mb, Gm15 9.13–13.16 Mb, Gm17 7.60–9.45 Mb and Gm18 38.38–41.09 Mb (with 
the original QTLs from Li et al. [75]; Wang et al. [76]; Xie et al. [72]; Hyten et al. [38]; Li et al. 
[65]; Kim et al. [77], Reinprecht et al. [39]). In soybean, stearoyl-acyl carrier protein desaturase 
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(SAD) catalyzes the first step in seed oil biosynthesis, converting stearoyl-ACP to oleoyl-ACP, 
which plays a key role in determining the ratio of total saturated to unsaturated fatty acid in 
plants [35, 78, 79].Then, microsomal oleate desaturase (FAD2) and linoleoyl desaturase (FAD3) 
catalyze oleic to linoleic acid mainly in the sn-2 position, and then, fatty acid elongase converts 
fatty acids into a long-chain fatty acid [80]. The FAD2 gene family of soybean was consisted of 
at least five members in four genome regions and was responsible for the conversion of oleic 
acid to linoleic acid [81–84]. The FAD3 enzyme contributes to the synthesis of α-linolenic acids 
(18:3) in the polyunsaturated fatty acid pathway. To improve soybean oil quality, we aim at 
reducing the percentage of α-linolenic acids. GmFAD3 mutant can reduce α-linolenic acid con-
tent in soybean seed oil, which has been verified in many studies [58, 85–87].

However, overexpression of a single gene of fatty acid synthesis does not significantly improve 
the fatty acid biosynthesis [88, 89]. Fatty acid synthesis is regulated by some major classical 
transcription factors coupling with seed development, including WRINKLED1 (WRI1) LEAFY 
COTYLEDON1 (LEC1), LEC2, ABSCISIC ACID INSENSITIVE3 (ABI3), and FUSCA3 (FUS3) 
[90–95] were the plant-specific B3 transcription factor family, LEC1 was an NFY-B-type or 
CCAAT-binding factor-type transcription factor [96] and WRI1 encodes a transcription factor 
of APETALA2-ethylene responsive element-binding protein (AP2-EREBP) family [90]. WRI1 
is a potential global regulator of de novo fatty acid biosynthesis that specifies the regulatory 
action of the direct target of LEC2 [97]. Overexpression of the transcription factor WRI1, which 
controls the expression of genes involved in lipid metabolism, including glycolysis and fatty 
acid biosynthesis, increased seed oil content by 10–20% compared to the wild type [40, 90, 
98–101]. LEC1 function was partially dependent on ABI3, FUS3 and WRI1 in the regulation of 
fatty acid biosynthesis; both LEC1 and LEC1-like genes were acted as key regulators to coor-
dinate the expression of fatty acid biosynthetic genes [92]. LEC2 can regulate WRI1 directly 
and is necessary for the regulatory action of fatty acid metabolism [97]. Ectopic expression of 
FUS3 can trigger the expression of fatty acid biosynthetic genes [41], and interaction of FUS3 
and AKIN10 positively regulates auxin biosynthesis and indirectly regulates fatty acid biosyn-
thesis [102]. Furthermore, few new soybean transcription factors have been identified for fatty 
acid biosynthesis in recent years, mainly including GmbZIP123 regulates lipid accumulation 
indirectly through the sugar translocation [103]; GmMYB73 was functioned as a repressor for 
negative regulator GLABRA2 (GL2) [104] and relieved GL2-inhibited expression of PLDα1 to 
accelerate conversion of phosphatidylcholine to TAG [43]; GmZF351 will improve oil accumu-
lation by directly activating WRI1, BCCP2, KASIII, TAG1 and OLEO2 [104]; GmNFYA has been 
identified to increase seed oil content based on RNA-seq and gene coexpression networks [46] 
and GmDOF4 and GmDOF11 can increase lipid content in seeds by direct activation of lipid 
biosynthesis genes [41, 105]. In recent, regulatory mechanisms of seed oil content have been 
updated by duplicated genes in soybean [106].

In addition, other transcription factors have been identified to affect oil content in Arabidopsis, 
including GL2, TT1, TT2, bZIP67, MED, MYB [58, 107, 108] and BASS2 [43, 107–112].

1.3. Soybean seed storage protein (SSP) and transcriptional regulation

Soybean seed storage proteins (SSP) have been identified and classified into four basic catego-
ries, including albumins (water-soluble), globulins (salt-soluble), prolamins (alcohol- soluble) 
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and glutelins (weak acid/weak base-soluble) [113, 114]. Globulin is the main component 
of SSP and can be classified into four groups according to different sedimentation coeffi-
cients, which are 2S (including trypsin inhibitors and cytochrome and other ingredients), 7S 
(β-conglycinin), 11S (glycinin) and 15S (polymer of glycinin) [115]. 7S and 11S are the main 
components of soybean seed storage protein, and they are accounting for 60–80% of the whole 
soybean seed storage protein [116–120]. Till now, about the genetic mechanisms of 7S and 
11S, globulin subunits are clear in general [121–124]. β-conglycinin is accounting for roughly 
30–40% of the total seed protein and is mainly composed of α-(76kD), α ‘-(72kD) and β-(53kD) 
subunits [125–127]. Glycinin is accounting for roughly 40–60% of the total seed protein and 
is mainly composed of G1, G2, G3, G4 and G5 subunits (approximately 56, 54, 54, 64 and 58 
kD, respectively) [113, 118, 128]. In the past several years, few QTL mapping researches were 
conducted for soybean seed 7S and 11S; the QTL region of 11S includes Gm09 45.6–47.6 Mb 
and 103.7–105.8 Mb, Gm17 79–81 Mb, Gm19 55.1–57.1 Mb, Gm19 60.3–62.35 Mb and Gm20 
81.7–83.7 Mb [129]; the QTL region of 7S includes one QTL of α’-7S located on Gm08 35.7–
37.7 Mb and nine QTLs of β-7S located on Gm01 65–104 Mb, Gm03 75.4–77.49 Mb, Gm17 
26–81 Mb, Gm19 30–31 Mb, 100.7–115 Mb and Gm20 92–98 Mb [129, 130]. The genes of 11S 
and 7S have been reported, the genes of 11S subunit include Gy1, Gy2, Gy3, Gy4, Gy5 and 
Gy7 and the genes of the 7S subunit mainly include CG-alpha-1 (7sα), CG-alpha’-1 (7sα’) and 
CG-beta-1 (7sβ) [131–134]. Three genes encoding 11S, AtCRU1, AtCRU2 and AtCRU3, have 
been verified in Arabidopsis thaliana [135]. Wang et al. [136] mapped a QTL qBSC-1 (7S), which 
could regulate the SSP. Knockdown of 7S globulin subunits can change nitrogen content in 
transgenic soybean seeds [137]. Furthermore, the ratio of 11S to 7S is ranged from 0.5 to 1.7 
among cultivar soybean and affects nutritional quality and functional properties of soybean 
seed storage protein directly [138, 139]. And also, it is amusing that the content of 7S and 
11S are significantly negative correlation [140]. Yang et al. [141] demonstrated that the lack 
of 11S4A induced the compensatory accumulation of 7S globulins. By adjusting the subunit 
composition of soybean seed storage protein, it can remove sensitization protein efficiently; 
at the same time, it is an approach to improve the quality of the soy protein nutrition and 
production and processing [42, 103, 142, 143].

Accumulation of soybean seed storage protein is always coupling with TAGs and some key 
transcription factors involved in the process [144]. B3-type transcription factors can act directly 
on the expression of SSP genes [145]. The B3 domain, identified as the DNA-binding motif, 
recognizes the RY motif (CATGCA) as the target sequence [146], and RY motif (CATGCA) is a 
cis-acting element as a seed-specific promoter, which is the most legume seed storage protein 
gene that contain one or more RY repeating elements [65, 128]. Several studies have shown 
that the binding of the ABI3 with the RY motif can regulate the accumulation of storage 
proteins in Arabidopsis seeds [147–150]. The seed-specific B3 domain transcription factors, 
LEC2, FUS3 and ABI3, have been identified, and the mutations of these genes often showed 
the negative accumulation of seed storage proteins [151–154]. In addition of ABI3, ABI4 and 
LEC1 also showed the interaction to regulate the SSP [96, 155]. Some previous studies showed 
that these genes affect the induction of storage protein gene expression directly [156–159]. 
Furthermore, expression OLEOSIN required activation of LEC2 and two RY elements on its 
promoter [146]. Both LEC1 and LEC2 act as positive regulators upstream of ABI3 and FUS3, 
function analysis showed influence on the expression of seed storage protein (SSP) genes [44, 
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(SAD) catalyzes the first step in seed oil biosynthesis, converting stearoyl-ACP to oleoyl-ACP, 
which plays a key role in determining the ratio of total saturated to unsaturated fatty acid in 
plants [35, 78, 79].Then, microsomal oleate desaturase (FAD2) and linoleoyl desaturase (FAD3) 
catalyze oleic to linoleic acid mainly in the sn-2 position, and then, fatty acid elongase converts 
fatty acids into a long-chain fatty acid [80]. The FAD2 gene family of soybean was consisted of 
at least five members in four genome regions and was responsible for the conversion of oleic 
acid to linoleic acid [81–84]. The FAD3 enzyme contributes to the synthesis of α-linolenic acids 
(18:3) in the polyunsaturated fatty acid pathway. To improve soybean oil quality, we aim at 
reducing the percentage of α-linolenic acids. GmFAD3 mutant can reduce α-linolenic acid con-
tent in soybean seed oil, which has been verified in many studies [58, 85–87].

However, overexpression of a single gene of fatty acid synthesis does not significantly improve 
the fatty acid biosynthesis [88, 89]. Fatty acid synthesis is regulated by some major classical 
transcription factors coupling with seed development, including WRINKLED1 (WRI1) LEAFY 
COTYLEDON1 (LEC1), LEC2, ABSCISIC ACID INSENSITIVE3 (ABI3), and FUSCA3 (FUS3) 
[90–95] were the plant-specific B3 transcription factor family, LEC1 was an NFY-B-type or 
CCAAT-binding factor-type transcription factor [96] and WRI1 encodes a transcription factor 
of APETALA2-ethylene responsive element-binding protein (AP2-EREBP) family [90]. WRI1 
is a potential global regulator of de novo fatty acid biosynthesis that specifies the regulatory 
action of the direct target of LEC2 [97]. Overexpression of the transcription factor WRI1, which 
controls the expression of genes involved in lipid metabolism, including glycolysis and fatty 
acid biosynthesis, increased seed oil content by 10–20% compared to the wild type [40, 90, 
98–101]. LEC1 function was partially dependent on ABI3, FUS3 and WRI1 in the regulation of 
fatty acid biosynthesis; both LEC1 and LEC1-like genes were acted as key regulators to coor-
dinate the expression of fatty acid biosynthetic genes [92]. LEC2 can regulate WRI1 directly 
and is necessary for the regulatory action of fatty acid metabolism [97]. Ectopic expression of 
FUS3 can trigger the expression of fatty acid biosynthetic genes [41], and interaction of FUS3 
and AKIN10 positively regulates auxin biosynthesis and indirectly regulates fatty acid biosyn-
thesis [102]. Furthermore, few new soybean transcription factors have been identified for fatty 
acid biosynthesis in recent years, mainly including GmbZIP123 regulates lipid accumulation 
indirectly through the sugar translocation [103]; GmMYB73 was functioned as a repressor for 
negative regulator GLABRA2 (GL2) [104] and relieved GL2-inhibited expression of PLDα1 to 
accelerate conversion of phosphatidylcholine to TAG [43]; GmZF351 will improve oil accumu-
lation by directly activating WRI1, BCCP2, KASIII, TAG1 and OLEO2 [104]; GmNFYA has been 
identified to increase seed oil content based on RNA-seq and gene coexpression networks [46] 
and GmDOF4 and GmDOF11 can increase lipid content in seeds by direct activation of lipid 
biosynthesis genes [41, 105]. In recent, regulatory mechanisms of seed oil content have been 
updated by duplicated genes in soybean [106].

In addition, other transcription factors have been identified to affect oil content in Arabidopsis, 
including GL2, TT1, TT2, bZIP67, MED, MYB [58, 107, 108] and BASS2 [43, 107–112].

1.3. Soybean seed storage protein (SSP) and transcriptional regulation

Soybean seed storage proteins (SSP) have been identified and classified into four basic catego-
ries, including albumins (water-soluble), globulins (salt-soluble), prolamins (alcohol- soluble) 
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and glutelins (weak acid/weak base-soluble) [113, 114]. Globulin is the main component 
of SSP and can be classified into four groups according to different sedimentation coeffi-
cients, which are 2S (including trypsin inhibitors and cytochrome and other ingredients), 7S 
(β-conglycinin), 11S (glycinin) and 15S (polymer of glycinin) [115]. 7S and 11S are the main 
components of soybean seed storage protein, and they are accounting for 60–80% of the whole 
soybean seed storage protein [116–120]. Till now, about the genetic mechanisms of 7S and 
11S, globulin subunits are clear in general [121–124]. β-conglycinin is accounting for roughly 
30–40% of the total seed protein and is mainly composed of α-(76kD), α ‘-(72kD) and β-(53kD) 
subunits [125–127]. Glycinin is accounting for roughly 40–60% of the total seed protein and 
is mainly composed of G1, G2, G3, G4 and G5 subunits (approximately 56, 54, 54, 64 and 58 
kD, respectively) [113, 118, 128]. In the past several years, few QTL mapping researches were 
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transcription factors involved in the process [144]. B3-type transcription factors can act directly 
on the expression of SSP genes [145]. The B3 domain, identified as the DNA-binding motif, 
recognizes the RY motif (CATGCA) as the target sequence [146], and RY motif (CATGCA) is a 
cis-acting element as a seed-specific promoter, which is the most legume seed storage protein 
gene that contain one or more RY repeating elements [65, 128]. Several studies have shown 
that the binding of the ABI3 with the RY motif can regulate the accumulation of storage 
proteins in Arabidopsis seeds [147–150]. The seed-specific B3 domain transcription factors, 
LEC2, FUS3 and ABI3, have been identified, and the mutations of these genes often showed 
the negative accumulation of seed storage proteins [151–154]. In addition of ABI3, ABI4 and 
LEC1 also showed the interaction to regulate the SSP [96, 155]. Some previous studies showed 
that these genes affect the induction of storage protein gene expression directly [156–159]. 
Furthermore, expression OLEOSIN required activation of LEC2 and two RY elements on its 
promoter [146]. Both LEC1 and LEC2 act as positive regulators upstream of ABI3 and FUS3, 
function analysis showed influence on the expression of seed storage protein (SSP) genes [44, 
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153, 158, 160, 161]. LEC1 and L1L can active the promoter of CRUCIFERIN C (CRC), and LEC1 
can also regulate CRC and other SSP genes working with FUS3 and ABI3 [161]. In addition 
to RY motifs, the presence of G-Box elements is also proper activation of target promoters of 
LEC1, LEC2, ABI3 and FUS3 [162]. Some studies showed that LEC2, ABI3 and FUS3 collabo-
rate with bZIPs TFs that interact with these G-Box elements to activate SSP genes [163, 164]. 
Furthermore, GmDOF4 and GmDOF11 can bind with the promoter of CRA1 to regulate the 
expression of SSP [41]. GmDREBL can be upregulated by GmABI3 and GmABI5 and be regu-
lated by the late stage of SSP genes [44]. DGAT can reduce the soluble carbohydrate content of 
mature seeds and increase the seed protein content at the same time [165]. Therefore, in addi-
tion to WAR1, LEC1, LEC2, ABI3 and FUS3, transcription factors of MYB, bZIP, MADS, DOF or 
AP2 families are also involved in the accumulation of storage compounds (oil and SSPs) and 
seed development regulatory network, as partners or direct target genes [162].

1.4. Small RNA regulation of seed composition

Small RNAs, such as miRNAs and short interfering RNAs (siRNAs), are key components of 
the evolutionarily conserved system of gene regulation in eukaryotes [166]. Wherein, microR-
NAs (miRNAs) are a class of non-coding small RNAs of 20–24 nt in length that play an impor-
tant role in plant growth and development. Structurally, except for the characteristics of the 
segments, all miRNA precursors have well-predicted stem-loop hairpin structures, and this 
fold-back hairpin structure has a low degree of freedom of energy [167]. The microRNA data-
base (http://www.mirbase.org/) is a searchable database of published miRNA sequences and 
annotations. According to miRBase, miRNA information of 1269 species has been collected, 
including 399 soybean miRNAs. For example, gma-MIR156d belongs to the MIPF0000008, 
MIR156 gene family, described as Glycine max miR156d stem-loop, annotated that microRNA 
(miRNA) precursor mir-156 is a family of plant non-coding RNA. This microRNA has now 
been predicted or experimentally confirmed in a range of plant species (MIPF0000008). The 
products are thought to have regulatory roles through complementarity to mRNA. SFGD is a 
comprehensive database of integrated genomic and transcriptome data and a comprehensive 
database of soy acyl lipid metabolic pathways, including a coexpression regulatory network 
of 23,267 genes and 1873 miRNA-target pairs as well as a set of acyl-lipid pathways contain-
ing 221 enzymes and more than 1550 genes, providing biologists with a useful toolbox [168]. 
In addition, SoyKB is also a website, which provides information on soybean genomics, tran-
scriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics as well as gene function and biology annotation, 
including information like genes, microRNAs, metabolites and mono nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs) [169]. Shi and Chiang used miRNA-specific forward primers and sequences 
complementary to poly(T) linkers as reverse primers to find a simple and effective method 
to determine miRNA expression. Total RNA (including miRNAs) was polyadenylated and 
reverse transcribed into cDNA using poly (T) linkers for real-time PCR.

There are few studies on miRNAs related to plant quality. Soybean cotyledons affect soy-
bean seed yield and quality. Goettel et al. analyzed 304 miRNA genes expressed in soy-
bean cotyledons and predicted their complex miRNA networks to 1910 genes. By analyzing 
extensive biological pathways present in soybean cotyledons, the evolutionary pathways of 
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soybean miR15/49 in soybean cotyledons were further demonstrated [170]. Ye et al. iden-
tified and analyzed the whole genome of miRNA endogenous target gene mimic (eTM) 
and the phagemid-generated siRNA (PHAS) in soybean, with a focus on lipid metabolism-
related genes. Lipid metabolism was found to be regulated by a potentially complex non-
coding network in soybean, of which 28 may be miRNA-regulated and nine may be further 
regulated [171].

2. Conclusion and perspectives

As sequencing development of soybean genome, the cultivar Williams 82 genome has been 
released by Schmutz et al. [172], and it update the quality of assembly of the reference genome 
year by year. In present version (Glycine max Wm82.a2.v1), 56,044 protein-coding loci and 
88,647 transcripts have been predicted, and all related data have been released in Phytozome 
(https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org_Gmax). At the basis of the ref-
erence genome, around 265 cultivated soybean varieties, 92 wild soybean varieties and 10 
semi-wild soybean varieties have been resequenced; these information give a foundation for 
functional genomic analyses such as transcriptomic, proteomic, epigenomic and non-coding 
RNA analyses [173].

Although many genes and regulators of seed oil content and SSP have been identified 
and their associated regulatory networks have been well studied in Arabidopsis, there are 
still unclear in soybean in addition to WAR1, LEC1, LEC2, ABI3 and FUS3 due to the 75% 
duplication genome [172]. Combination and application of multiple omics (genomics, func-
tional genomics, transcriptomic, proteomics and epigenomics) and advanced biotechnology 
(genome editing) needed to clarify the soybean seed oil content and SSP gene and regulatory 
network. Secondary population including recombinant heterozygous lines (RHL), chromo-
some segment substitution line (CSSL) and/or near isogenic lines (NIL) need to be applied to 
reduce the variable for analyzing the effects of single gene or transcription factors and used to 
identify the effective alleles and evaluate its effects and contribution. Combination of general 
loci could be further used for design of selection chip assay, which may lead to the foundation 
of high oil or high seed storage protein breeding.
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semi-wild soybean varieties have been resequenced; these information give a foundation for 
functional genomic analyses such as transcriptomic, proteomic, epigenomic and non-coding 
RNA analyses [173].

Although many genes and regulators of seed oil content and SSP have been identified 
and their associated regulatory networks have been well studied in Arabidopsis, there are 
still unclear in soybean in addition to WAR1, LEC1, LEC2, ABI3 and FUS3 due to the 75% 
duplication genome [172]. Combination and application of multiple omics (genomics, func-
tional genomics, transcriptomic, proteomics and epigenomics) and advanced biotechnology 
(genome editing) needed to clarify the soybean seed oil content and SSP gene and regulatory 
network. Secondary population including recombinant heterozygous lines (RHL), chromo-
some segment substitution line (CSSL) and/or near isogenic lines (NIL) need to be applied to 
reduce the variable for analyzing the effects of single gene or transcription factors and used to 
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Food and nutritional security will be worsened by climate change-induced high tem-
peratures, droughts and reduced water availability in most agricultural food crops envi-
ronments, particularly in developing countries. Recent evidences indicate that countries 
in the southern hemisphere are more vulnerable to food production due to greater fre-
quency of extreme weather events. These challenges can be addressed by: (i) adoption of 
climate mitigation tools in agricultural and urban activities; (ii) development of heat and 
drought tolerant cultivars in major food crops; (iii) bringing back forgotten native minor 
food crops such as millets and root crops; and (iv) continued investment in agricultural 
research and development with the strong government policy support on native crops 
grown by small holder farmers. The native crops have inherent potential and traits to 
cope with adverse climate during the course of its evolution process. Therefore, diver-
sifying the crops should be a prime framework of the climate-smart agriculture to meet 
the global food and nutritional security for which policy-driven production changes 
are highly required in developing countries. The adverse effects of climate change on 
agricultural production need to be addressed by multidisciplinary team and approaches 
through strong network of research consortium including private sectors and multina-
tional governments for global impact.
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water and increasingly variable weather patterns that are associated with climate change 
[1]. Abiotic stresses such as drought, salt, cold, and high temperature continue to affect the 
crops individually or in combination. Climate change has increased the intensity of heat stress 
that adversely affects both agricultural and horticultural crops resulting in serious economic 
losses, particularly in agricultural dependent countries. Global climate change risks are 
expected to be as high as global mean temperature increase of ≥4°C would pose large risks 
to global and regional food security [2]. The combination of high temperature and humid-
ity would be compromising the current production of the major food crops such as wheat, 
rice, and maize in tropical and temperate regions. The climate change without adaptation is 
projected to negatively impact production for local temperature increases of ≥2°C above the 
late twentieth-century levels [2].

Extreme climates including very high temperatures are predicted to have a general negative 
effect on crop growth and development leading to catastrophic loss of crop productivity and 
also widespread famine in future [3]. The increase of temperature by 3–4°C is expected to 
reduce crop yields by 15–35% in Africa and Asia, whereas by 25–35% in the Middle East 
[4]. Hence, adopting the mitigation strategies such as reforestation, water harvesting in field 
and households, optimal use of CO2 emitting devices and reducing wetland crops to avoid 
methane emission, etc., are essential, but as they are dependent on government policies, it is 
difficult to achieve them in short term. For long term, the adoption of extinct native crops and 
its diversity in individual farm is highly required to meet not only the food and nutritional 
security but also the feed security for farm livestock. The development of heat stress tolerant 
cultivars would be an ideal solution for sustainable food production for which research is 
still in preliminary stage and needs donor investment to progress competitively to deliver 
climate-smart cultivars to farmers. A recent study has shown the climatic shift in >25% of its 
geographical area in India [5] and also significant increase of aridity in several parts of the 
country. Therefore, government needs to re-standardize the climate zones with respect to 
aridity and temperature while planning for any developmental and agricultural intervention.

2. Heat stress and associated effects on food productions

A threshold temperature (TT) refers to a value of daily mean temperature at which a measur-
able reduction in growth begins. This is the range wherein changes in the photosynthetic 
capacity are irreversible, but other characters such as growth, flowering, etc., are reversible. 
The upper and lower developmental threshold temperatures are the ones at which growth 
and development ceases and they differ based on the plant species and genotypes. Cool sea-
son and temperate crops often have lower threshold temperature values compared to tropi-
cal crops. Every crop plants have threshold temperatures for different developmental stages 
(Table 1); upon exceeding this, crop experiences the stress.

High-temperature sensitivity is particularly important in tropical and subtropical climates as 
heat stress may become a major limiting factor for field crop production [6]. Heat stress (HS) 
is often defined as the rise in temperature beyond a threshold level for a period of time suf-
ficient to cause irreversible damage to plant growth and development. A transient increase in 
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Crops Threshold temp. (ͦC) Developmental stage

Rice 15–35 Germination

33 Biomass

25 Grain formation and yield

34 Grain yield and quality

Wheat 10–35 Germination

20–30 Vegetative

15 Reproductive

35 Postanthesis

35 Protein accumulation

Maize 15–40 Germination

33–38 Photosynthesis

38 Vegetative

36–40 Pollen viability and fertilization

Sorghum 20–40 Germination

26–34 Vegetative

25–28 Reproductive

Pearl millet 10–34 Germination

Chickpea 10–35 Germination

15–30 Growth

25 Reproductive growth

Common bean 23 Reproductive development

Pea 15–20 Vegetative growth

Soybean 26 Reproductive development

23 Post-anthesis

30.2 Pollen germination

36.1 Pollen tube growth

Groundnut 10–41 Germination

29–33 Vegetative development

25–28 Vegetative growth

22–24 Reproductive growth

Lentil 32/20 Reproductive stage

Cotton 31.8–43.3 Pollen germination

28.6–42.9 Pollen tube growth

Table 1. Critical growth stages and threshold temperatures of important food crops.
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temperature of 10–15°C above ambient is generally considered as heat shock or heat stress (HS).  
However, HS is a complex function of intensity (temperature in degrees), duration, and rate 
of increase in temperature [6]. Some researchers believe night temperatures are major limit-
ing factor, while the others argue that day and night temperatures do not affect the plant 
independently. Hence, diurnal temperature is a better predictor of plants response to high 
temperature with day temperature having a secondary role [7]. At high temperatures, severe 
cellular injury and even cell death may occur within minutes, which could be attributed to 
catastrophic collapse of cellular organization [8]. At moderately high temperatures, injuries 
or death may occur only after long exposure. Direct injuries due to high temperatures include 
protein denaturation and aggregation, and increased fluidity of membrane lipids. Indirect or 
slower heat injuries include inactivation of enzymes in chloroplast and mitochondria, inhi-
bition of protein synthesis, protein degradation and loss of membrane integrity [9]. These 
injuries eventually lead to starvation, inhibition of growth, reduced ion flux, production of 
toxic compounds and reactive oxygen species (ROS) [10, 11].

Plants can experience wide range of HS on daily or seasonal basis. Temperature plays an 
important role in all stages of crops such as seedling emergence, vegetative stage, flowering/
reproductive, and grain filling stages. Optimal temperature for growth and development dif-
fers for different plant species and genotypes within species. Exposure to temperature out-
side optimal range though not necessary be lethal, but can be stressful. The observed effects 
depend on species and genotype, with abundant inter- and intra-specific variations [12, 13]. 
Under elevated temperatures, various physiological injuries have been observed such as 
scorching of leaves and stems, leaf abscission and senescence, shoot and root growth inhi-
bition, or fruit damage that leads to decreased plant productivity [14]. Heat stress induces 
changes in respiration and photosynthesis and thus leads to a shortened life cycle and dimin-
ished plant productivity [12]. In many crop species, the effects of high-temperature stress 
are more prominent on reproductive development than on vegetative growth, and the sud-
den decline in yield with temperature is mainly associated with pollen infertility [15, 16]. 
The effect of high temperature among different crop plants during germination, vegetative 
growth, reproductive growth, and different physiological processes such as photosynthesis, 
membrane fluidity, respiration, water balance, oxidative stress, and antioxidant defense have 
been discussed in detail elsewhere [17].

A wide range of plant developmental and physiological processes are negatively affected by 
HS. Sexual reproduction and flowering in particular have been recognized as extremely sensi-
tive to HS that often results in reduced crop productivity [18]. High temperature is found most 
deleterious at flower bud initiation stage, with sensitivity being maintained for 10–15 days 
[18, 19]. Many legumes and cereals show a high sensitivity to HS, during flowering, and cause 
severe reductions in seed set probably due to reduced water and nutrient transport during 
reproductive development [15]. Generally, the male gametophyte is found sensitive to high 
temperatures at all stages of development, while the pistil and female gametophyte are more 
tolerant [20]. But in pearl millet, female reproductive parts was found more heat sensitive 
than male [21] as the stigma protrudes out of the florets. The HS often accelerates rather 
than delays the onset of anthesis that means the reproductive phase will be initiated prior to 
the accumulation of sufficient resources [16]. Shorter developmental phases for field crops 
have relatively negative effects on final grain weight and yield [22, 23]. Male sterility due to 
HS is widely observed among many sensitive crop plants, wherein the impairment of pollen 
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development has been the prime factor for reduced yield under HS [13, 24]. Continuing HS 
beyond a successful fertilization can also halt further development of the embryo [12]. HS 
during seed development may result in reduced germination and loss of vigor, leading to 
reduced emergence and seedling establishment as noted among several crop plants [25, 26]. 
Both grain weight and grain number appears to be affected by HS in many temperate cereal 
crops, wherein decline in grain number was found directly proportional to increasing tem-
peratures during flowering and grain filling [27, 28]. HS during seed development in several 
crop species has been found to cause reductions in quality parameters such as starch, protein, 
and total oil yield [29]. High temperature affects different stage and part of the crop growth 
in terms of morphology. The anatomical and phenological changes also affect plant growth 
and development.

3. Heat tolerance mechanisms in food crops

Heat tolerance (HT) is generally defined as the ability of the plant to grow and produce eco-
nomic yield under high temperatures [6]. For surviving under HS, crop plants could manifest 
short-term (avoidance) and long-term (evolutionary changes) strategies. Short-term avoidance 
or acclimation mechanisms include changing leaf orientation, transcriptional cooling, altering 
membrane lipid composition, reflecting solar radiation, leaf shading of tissues that are sensi-
tive to sunburn, and extensive rooting [30, 31]. Early maturation is found closely related to 
smaller yield losses in many crop plants [32], which is mainly due to escape mechanism. For 
example, tolerant wheat genotypes are defined by maintenance of photosynthesis, chlorophyll 
content, and stomatal conductance under heat stress, while the yield of these genotypes is 
maintained through higher seed set, grain weight, and extended grain filling duration (GFD) 
even at elevated temperatures [33]. At supraoptimal temperatures, heat tolerance grass species 
and cultivars exhibit higher activity in the photosynthetic apparatus [34, 35] and higher carbon 
allocation and nitrogen uptake rates [36]. Plants also utilize various mechanisms against HS 
such as ion transport, osmoprotectants, free-radical scavengers, and late embryogenesis abun-
dant (LEA) proteins, wherein factors ubiquitin and dehydrin involved in signaling cascades 
and transcriptional control are essentially significant to counteract stress effects [37].

Transpiration is a mechanism of heat avoidance and serves as the primary mediator of energy 
dissipation. Generally, the rate of transpiration increases with increasing of canopy tempera-
tures due to its effects on both vaporization and vapor pressure deficit (VPD). Crop transpira-
tion is the most active and common method of cooling crop tissues (transpiration cooling effect), 
with plant cooling requirements increasing with temperature [10]. The ability to maintain 
high stomatal conductance at high temperatures promotes transpirational heat dissipation, as 
observed in heat tolerance bread and durum wheat genotypes [11] and various heat tolerance 
and sensitive chickpea genotypes [38]. Heat stress has been known to cause malfunction of 
photosystem (PS) II, reduced efficiency in electron transport, and increase in ROS production. 
Heat tolerance has been linked to increased tolerance of the photosynthetic apparatus [39]. 
ROS detoxification mechanisms are known to play important roles in protecting plants against 
HS [40, 41]. HT is closely correlated with increased capacity of scavenging and detoxifying of 
ROS. Induction of thermotolerance may be ascribed to maintenance of a better membrane ther-
mostability and low ROS accumulation [36, 42] due to an improved antioxidant capacity [43].  
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with plant cooling requirements increasing with temperature [10]. The ability to maintain 
high stomatal conductance at high temperatures promotes transpirational heat dissipation, as 
observed in heat tolerance bread and durum wheat genotypes [11] and various heat tolerance 
and sensitive chickpea genotypes [38]. Heat stress has been known to cause malfunction of 
photosystem (PS) II, reduced efficiency in electron transport, and increase in ROS production. 
Heat tolerance has been linked to increased tolerance of the photosynthetic apparatus [39]. 
ROS detoxification mechanisms are known to play important roles in protecting plants against 
HS [40, 41]. HT is closely correlated with increased capacity of scavenging and detoxifying of 
ROS. Induction of thermotolerance may be ascribed to maintenance of a better membrane ther-
mostability and low ROS accumulation [36, 42] due to an improved antioxidant capacity [43].  
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HS responses among plants are mainly due to their inherent ability to survive and also to 
acquire thermotolerance to lethal temperatures. Genetic variability among crops for HT is 
mainly due to expression of different stress-responsive genes [44], acquisition of thermotoler-
ance, and synthesis and accumulation of HSPs that are well correlated with the antioxidant 
defense system [45]. The maintenance of high membrane thermostability (MTS) is related to 
thermotolerance [46] and an important selection criterion which is determined by measuring 
the electrical conductivity. MTS has been successfully employed to assess thermotolerance 
in many food crops worldwide. The role of thermoprotectants such as HSPs, proline, glycine 
betaine, trehalose, brassinosteroids, salicylic acid, abscisic acid, polyamines, and nitric oxide in 
offering heat tolerance through endogenous synthesis or by exogenous application in different 
crops has been discussed in detail by Kaushal et al. [17]. Future pioneering studies in model 
plants can pave the way to identify key regulators as target for gene manipulation of stress 
tolerance in crop plants. It has also been envisaged that metabolic fingerprinting can be used 
as breeding tool for development of plants with the best potential to tolerate abiotic stresses.

4. Screening methodologies for heat tolerance breeding

Efficient screening procedures and identification of key traits in diverse donor or tolerant 
lines are very much essential toward breeding for heat tolerance. Screening for heat toler-
ance in the field is very challenging due to interactions with other environmental factors, 
but a wide variety of relevant traits are available that allows successful selection in the field 
conditions [47]. Tolerant genotypes may also be selected in controlled environments provided 
validated screening tools are in place. However, very often the more expensive controlled 
environments do not allow natural selection for other factors that interact with the heat stress 
tolerance mechanisms under field conditions, thus limiting its potential of wider applications 
in any trait screening [48]. Heat tolerance can be evaluated by a variety of viability assays, 
measurements, visual assessment, and testing under hotspot locations as described below.

i. Cell membrane thermo-stability test: Cellular membrane dysfunction due to stress leads 
to increased permeability and leakage of ions, which can be readily measured by the 
efflux of electrolytes from affected leaf tissue into an aqueous medium. This method 
was initially developed by the C.Y. Sullivan (University of Nebraska) in the late 1960s 
for assessing sorghum and maize heat tolerance. This has been used to study cellular 
thermostability for heat in wheat [49, 50], soybean [51], maize [52], and chickpea [53]. A 
positive correlation between membrane injury and grain weight was observed in wheat 
suggesting that membrane thermostability (MTS) may be better indicator of heat toler-
ance [54]. The membrane thermostability (MTS) can be measured as follows: MTS = (1 − 
𝑇𝑇1/𝑇𝑇2) × 100, where 𝑇𝑇1 is conductivity reading after heat treatment and 𝑇𝑇2 is conductivity 
reading after autoclaving [55]. This has been tested in pearl millet and found effective 
under field condition and thus can be used for screening large number of genotypes.

ii. Chlorophyll fluorescence measurement: Heat damage in photosynthetic tissue can be meas-
ured by chlorophyll fluorescence [56]. Chlorophyll fluorescence has been linked to a ther-
mal kinetic window established by enzymatic assays [57]. In this approach, leaf discs are 
exposed to a brief illumination period and the time of dark recovery of the fluorescence 
parameter Fv/Fo (ratio of variable to minimum chlorophyll fluorescence) is determined 
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as a function of temperature. It is simple, quick, and inexpensive and holds promise for 
the rapid screening in a large number of crops, e.g., wheat [58] and legumes (pigeon pea, 
chickpea, groundnut, and soybean) [59].

iii. Estimation of membrane lipid saturation: A higher share of saturated fatty acids in membrane 
lipids increases the lipid melting temperature and prevents a heat-induced increase in the 
membrane fluidity. To maintain the membrane fluidity, plants increase the content of 
saturated and monounsaturated fatty acids, modulating their metabolism in response to 
increasing temperatures [60]. Thus, increasing the saturation level of fatty acids appears 
to be critical for maintaining the membrane stability and enhancing heat tolerance in 
creeping bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera) [61].

iv. Canopy temperature depression (CTD): The surface temperature of the canopy is related 
to the amount of transpiration resulting in evaporative cooling. A hand-held infrared 
thermometer (IRT) allows canopy temperature (CT) to be measured directly and easily 
during afternoon (13:00 and 14:30 h) remotely and without interfering with the crop. The 
viewing angle should be around 40° to the horizontal line above the canopy so as to avoid 
the confounding effect of soil temperature. Studies have shown that CT is correlated with 
many physiological factors: stomatal conductance, transpiration rate, plant water status, 
water use, leaf area index, and crop yield. Genotypes with cooler canopy temperatures 
can be used to indicate a better hydration status. Under heat stress conditions, CTD is 
related to vascular capacity, cooling mechanism, and heat adaptation. CTD has been 
proved to be a rapid and stable test that can be used for selection, e.g., wheat [62].

v. Visual assessment methods/morphological methods: Male sterility in cowpea [63]; pollen 
viability, stigma receptivity in maize [64]; grain sterility in rice [65]; asynchrony of male 
and female floral organ development in chickpea [66], leaf firing, tassel blasting, tassel 
sterility, pollen viability, silk receptivity and some agronomic traits in maize [67].

vi. Selection in hot production environments: It has been effective in wheat [68] and maize [67]. 
Heat stress screening, one criteria for selection of site is high VPD area where low yield 
was found associated with high VPD during all the growing season, high maximum tem-
perature during most of the growing season, and low photothermal quotient corrected 
by VPD in the critical period of grain set before flowering. The relationships found are 
agronomically robust and provide a guide for experimental research but cannot be taken 
as proof of cause-and-effect because weather variables are confounded [69].

vii. Pollen-based screening of genotypes: Using this method, various heat tolerance accessions 
have been identified in different crop species, e.g., DG 5630RR in soybean [70], AZ100 in 
maize [71], and ICC1205 and ICC15614 in chickpea [28, 72].

All these techniques need to be validated for a large number of crops for their applicability 
in future. Regardless of the screening method, a key objective for plant breeders is to develop 
an effective set of thermotolerance markers which can be used for further implementation of 
breeding for heat tolerance in various crop species.

Identification of the superior germplasm for heat tolerance is essential for effective genetic 
manipulation through breeding process. However, identification of reliable and effective heat 
screening methods is a major challenge in conventional breeding to facilitate detection of 
heat tolerance lines [6]. Although a number of screening methods and selection criteria that 
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HS responses among plants are mainly due to their inherent ability to survive and also to 
acquire thermotolerance to lethal temperatures. Genetic variability among crops for HT is 
mainly due to expression of different stress-responsive genes [44], acquisition of thermotoler-
ance, and synthesis and accumulation of HSPs that are well correlated with the antioxidant 
defense system [45]. The maintenance of high membrane thermostability (MTS) is related to 
thermotolerance [46] and an important selection criterion which is determined by measuring 
the electrical conductivity. MTS has been successfully employed to assess thermotolerance 
in many food crops worldwide. The role of thermoprotectants such as HSPs, proline, glycine 
betaine, trehalose, brassinosteroids, salicylic acid, abscisic acid, polyamines, and nitric oxide in 
offering heat tolerance through endogenous synthesis or by exogenous application in different 
crops has been discussed in detail by Kaushal et al. [17]. Future pioneering studies in model 
plants can pave the way to identify key regulators as target for gene manipulation of stress 
tolerance in crop plants. It has also been envisaged that metabolic fingerprinting can be used 
as breeding tool for development of plants with the best potential to tolerate abiotic stresses.

4. Screening methodologies for heat tolerance breeding

Efficient screening procedures and identification of key traits in diverse donor or tolerant 
lines are very much essential toward breeding for heat tolerance. Screening for heat toler-
ance in the field is very challenging due to interactions with other environmental factors, 
but a wide variety of relevant traits are available that allows successful selection in the field 
conditions [47]. Tolerant genotypes may also be selected in controlled environments provided 
validated screening tools are in place. However, very often the more expensive controlled 
environments do not allow natural selection for other factors that interact with the heat stress 
tolerance mechanisms under field conditions, thus limiting its potential of wider applications 
in any trait screening [48]. Heat tolerance can be evaluated by a variety of viability assays, 
measurements, visual assessment, and testing under hotspot locations as described below.

i. Cell membrane thermo-stability test: Cellular membrane dysfunction due to stress leads 
to increased permeability and leakage of ions, which can be readily measured by the 
efflux of electrolytes from affected leaf tissue into an aqueous medium. This method 
was initially developed by the C.Y. Sullivan (University of Nebraska) in the late 1960s 
for assessing sorghum and maize heat tolerance. This has been used to study cellular 
thermostability for heat in wheat [49, 50], soybean [51], maize [52], and chickpea [53]. A 
positive correlation between membrane injury and grain weight was observed in wheat 
suggesting that membrane thermostability (MTS) may be better indicator of heat toler-
ance [54]. The membrane thermostability (MTS) can be measured as follows: MTS = (1 − 
𝑇𝑇1/𝑇𝑇2) × 100, where 𝑇𝑇1 is conductivity reading after heat treatment and 𝑇𝑇2 is conductivity 
reading after autoclaving [55]. This has been tested in pearl millet and found effective 
under field condition and thus can be used for screening large number of genotypes.

ii. Chlorophyll fluorescence measurement: Heat damage in photosynthetic tissue can be meas-
ured by chlorophyll fluorescence [56]. Chlorophyll fluorescence has been linked to a ther-
mal kinetic window established by enzymatic assays [57]. In this approach, leaf discs are 
exposed to a brief illumination period and the time of dark recovery of the fluorescence 
parameter Fv/Fo (ratio of variable to minimum chlorophyll fluorescence) is determined 
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as a function of temperature. It is simple, quick, and inexpensive and holds promise for 
the rapid screening in a large number of crops, e.g., wheat [58] and legumes (pigeon pea, 
chickpea, groundnut, and soybean) [59].

iii. Estimation of membrane lipid saturation: A higher share of saturated fatty acids in membrane 
lipids increases the lipid melting temperature and prevents a heat-induced increase in the 
membrane fluidity. To maintain the membrane fluidity, plants increase the content of 
saturated and monounsaturated fatty acids, modulating their metabolism in response to 
increasing temperatures [60]. Thus, increasing the saturation level of fatty acids appears 
to be critical for maintaining the membrane stability and enhancing heat tolerance in 
creeping bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera) [61].

iv. Canopy temperature depression (CTD): The surface temperature of the canopy is related 
to the amount of transpiration resulting in evaporative cooling. A hand-held infrared 
thermometer (IRT) allows canopy temperature (CT) to be measured directly and easily 
during afternoon (13:00 and 14:30 h) remotely and without interfering with the crop. The 
viewing angle should be around 40° to the horizontal line above the canopy so as to avoid 
the confounding effect of soil temperature. Studies have shown that CT is correlated with 
many physiological factors: stomatal conductance, transpiration rate, plant water status, 
water use, leaf area index, and crop yield. Genotypes with cooler canopy temperatures 
can be used to indicate a better hydration status. Under heat stress conditions, CTD is 
related to vascular capacity, cooling mechanism, and heat adaptation. CTD has been 
proved to be a rapid and stable test that can be used for selection, e.g., wheat [62].

v. Visual assessment methods/morphological methods: Male sterility in cowpea [63]; pollen 
viability, stigma receptivity in maize [64]; grain sterility in rice [65]; asynchrony of male 
and female floral organ development in chickpea [66], leaf firing, tassel blasting, tassel 
sterility, pollen viability, silk receptivity and some agronomic traits in maize [67].

vi. Selection in hot production environments: It has been effective in wheat [68] and maize [67]. 
Heat stress screening, one criteria for selection of site is high VPD area where low yield 
was found associated with high VPD during all the growing season, high maximum tem-
perature during most of the growing season, and low photothermal quotient corrected 
by VPD in the critical period of grain set before flowering. The relationships found are 
agronomically robust and provide a guide for experimental research but cannot be taken 
as proof of cause-and-effect because weather variables are confounded [69].

vii. Pollen-based screening of genotypes: Using this method, various heat tolerance accessions 
have been identified in different crop species, e.g., DG 5630RR in soybean [70], AZ100 in 
maize [71], and ICC1205 and ICC15614 in chickpea [28, 72].

All these techniques need to be validated for a large number of crops for their applicability 
in future. Regardless of the screening method, a key objective for plant breeders is to develop 
an effective set of thermotolerance markers which can be used for further implementation of 
breeding for heat tolerance in various crop species.

Identification of the superior germplasm for heat tolerance is essential for effective genetic 
manipulation through breeding process. However, identification of reliable and effective heat 
screening methods is a major challenge in conventional breeding to facilitate detection of 
heat tolerance lines [6]. Although a number of screening methods and selection criteria that 
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have been developed/proposed by different researchers are briefly discussed above, however, 
the primary field screening methods also include seedling thermo-tolerance index (STI) [73], 
seed to seedling thermo-tolerance index (SSTI) in pearl millet [74], and heat tolerance index 
(HTI) as growth recovery after heat exposure in sorghum [75]. Thermo-tolerance screening 
at germination and early vegetative stage is found effective for pearl millet and maize [76]. 
These field techniques would help in preliminary identification of heat tolerance lines and 
thus proceed with minimum number of lines for further screening and validation. At the same 
time, breeder should ensure the quality of individual line data by comparing with tolerant 
check at all the times. This will facilitate the more reliable way of advancing the heat tolerance 
genotypes in any afore-discussed screening tools.

5. Breeding for heat tolerance: a next-generation breeding approach

The emphasis of crop improvement has been primarily on improving the economic yield in 
majority of the crop plants. This targeted breeding for economically desirable traits in crops 
has resulted in reduced genetic variability in the commercial varieties/hybrids to reach homo-
geneity in appearance. Hence, other essential genes that enable growth and reproduction in 
adverse environments can be absent from modern cultivars owing to their exclusion or loss 
during domestication or subsequent germplasm improvement, and linkage to non-beneficial 
loci or drag on productivity in optimal environments [1]. Useful loci and allelic variants often 
correspond to the downregulation or disruption of genes in susceptible genotypes. Hence, 
continued and broader mining of germplasm could be advantageous. Toward breeding for 
heat tolerance in crops, the initial search for tolerant sources should begin among the modern 
cultivars/advanced breeding lines and landraces of the species. The further search should 
be shifted to primary and secondary gene pool in sequence. For efficient utilization of the 
identified sources, we need to understand the underlying component traits, their inheritance 
including genes/QTLs and also association among important traits. All this information gen-
erated would facilitate targeted breeding for heat tolerance in crops.

5.1. Germplasm as sources for heat tolerance breeding

Wide variation for heat tolerance has been noted in both cultivated and related wild species 
among different crop plants (Table 2). Landraces are the varieties preferably handled by local 
farmers which are adapted to their native environment and could be the potential sources of 
HT. Significant variability for HT has been noted among wheat landraces, wherein tolerant 
ones tend to have higher leaf chlorophyll contents [64] and higher stomatal conductance, 
which can be utilized in breeding programs. Early maturity under high-temperature condi-
tions is closely correlated with lesser yield losses in many crop plants. In wheat, early heading 
varieties performed better than later-heading varieties because they (i) produced fewer leaves 
per tiller and retained more green leaves, (ii) had longer grain-filling periods, and (iii) com-
pleted grain filling earlier in the season when air temperatures were lower [107].

The early maturity-led escape mechanism enabled addressing heat stress in wheat in Eastern 
Gangetic Plains and various South Asian locations [108, 109]. Selection for early flowering and 
maturity has also enabled to escape heat stress in spring-sown chickpea in Mediterranean 
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Crop Heat tolerance sources* HT associated trait/index References

Wheat CWI # 59788, 60155, 60391 Leaf chlorophyll content (LCC) and canopy 
temperature depression (CTD)

[77]

Raj 4014 × WH730 (HT) RIL 
population (113)

1000-grain weight (TGW) [78]

Aegilops tauschii Coss. Cell membrane stability and TTC-based cell 
viability

[79]

A. speltoides Tausch; A. geniculata 
Roth

Spikelet fertility [80]

ALTAR 84/AO’S′; ALTAR 84/A. 
tauschii

Leaf chlorophyll, grain weight, and grain yield [81]

Moomal-2000, Mehran-89 Germination-related traits [82]

Jimai-22 Photosynthesis, PS II, carboxylation, and grain 
yield

[83]

CB # 367, 333, 335 Grain development and survival [84]

WH # 1021, 730 Grain yield [85]

SYN # 11, 36, 44 1000-grain weight [86]

Rice Dular, Todorokiwase, Milyang23, 
IR2006-P12-12-2-2, Giza178

Spikelet fertility and seed set [87]

N22, Bala, Co 39; CG14

(O. glaberrima)

Spikelet fertility and seed set [88]

N22, NH219 Spikelet fertility and pollen viability [89]

Bala (HT) × Azucena RIL 
population

Spikelet fertility [90]

— Spikelet fertility [91]

Oryza meridionalis Growth rate and photosynthesis [92]

N-22 Spikelet fertility [93]

Nipponbare, Akitakomachi Spikelet fertility [94]

Maize ZPBL 1304 (HT); (ZPBL 1304 × 
ZPL 389) F2 population (160)

Heat shock protein (HSP) [95]

B76, Tx205, C273A, BR1, B105C, 
C32B, S1W, C2A554-4

Leaf firing and tassel blast [96]

— Grain filling duration, kernel dry weight, starch, 
protein, and oil contents

[97]

Hybrids: YH-1898, KJ.Surabhi, 
FH-793, ND-6339, NK-64017

Yield [98]

Pearl millet 9444, Nandi 32, ICMB 05666, 
ICMB 92777; ICMB 02333

Seed set [21]

F1’s: H77/29-2 × CVJ-2-5-3-1-3; 
H77/833-2 × 96 AC-93

Seedling thermotolerance index (STI), seed to 
seedling thermotolerance index (SSTI), and 
membrane thermostability (MTS)

[99]

CVJ-2-5-3-1-3; 77/371 × BSECT 
CP 1

STI and SSTI [100]
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have been developed/proposed by different researchers are briefly discussed above, however, 
the primary field screening methods also include seedling thermo-tolerance index (STI) [73], 
seed to seedling thermo-tolerance index (SSTI) in pearl millet [74], and heat tolerance index 
(HTI) as growth recovery after heat exposure in sorghum [75]. Thermo-tolerance screening 
at germination and early vegetative stage is found effective for pearl millet and maize [76]. 
These field techniques would help in preliminary identification of heat tolerance lines and 
thus proceed with minimum number of lines for further screening and validation. At the same 
time, breeder should ensure the quality of individual line data by comparing with tolerant 
check at all the times. This will facilitate the more reliable way of advancing the heat tolerance 
genotypes in any afore-discussed screening tools.

5. Breeding for heat tolerance: a next-generation breeding approach

The emphasis of crop improvement has been primarily on improving the economic yield in 
majority of the crop plants. This targeted breeding for economically desirable traits in crops 
has resulted in reduced genetic variability in the commercial varieties/hybrids to reach homo-
geneity in appearance. Hence, other essential genes that enable growth and reproduction in 
adverse environments can be absent from modern cultivars owing to their exclusion or loss 
during domestication or subsequent germplasm improvement, and linkage to non-beneficial 
loci or drag on productivity in optimal environments [1]. Useful loci and allelic variants often 
correspond to the downregulation or disruption of genes in susceptible genotypes. Hence, 
continued and broader mining of germplasm could be advantageous. Toward breeding for 
heat tolerance in crops, the initial search for tolerant sources should begin among the modern 
cultivars/advanced breeding lines and landraces of the species. The further search should 
be shifted to primary and secondary gene pool in sequence. For efficient utilization of the 
identified sources, we need to understand the underlying component traits, their inheritance 
including genes/QTLs and also association among important traits. All this information gen-
erated would facilitate targeted breeding for heat tolerance in crops.

5.1. Germplasm as sources for heat tolerance breeding

Wide variation for heat tolerance has been noted in both cultivated and related wild species 
among different crop plants (Table 2). Landraces are the varieties preferably handled by local 
farmers which are adapted to their native environment and could be the potential sources of 
HT. Significant variability for HT has been noted among wheat landraces, wherein tolerant 
ones tend to have higher leaf chlorophyll contents [64] and higher stomatal conductance, 
which can be utilized in breeding programs. Early maturity under high-temperature condi-
tions is closely correlated with lesser yield losses in many crop plants. In wheat, early heading 
varieties performed better than later-heading varieties because they (i) produced fewer leaves 
per tiller and retained more green leaves, (ii) had longer grain-filling periods, and (iii) com-
pleted grain filling earlier in the season when air temperatures were lower [107].

The early maturity-led escape mechanism enabled addressing heat stress in wheat in Eastern 
Gangetic Plains and various South Asian locations [108, 109]. Selection for early flowering and 
maturity has also enabled to escape heat stress in spring-sown chickpea in Mediterranean 
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Crop Heat tolerance sources* HT associated trait/index References

Wheat CWI # 59788, 60155, 60391 Leaf chlorophyll content (LCC) and canopy 
temperature depression (CTD)

[77]

Raj 4014 × WH730 (HT) RIL 
population (113)

1000-grain weight (TGW) [78]

Aegilops tauschii Coss. Cell membrane stability and TTC-based cell 
viability

[79]

A. speltoides Tausch; A. geniculata 
Roth

Spikelet fertility [80]

ALTAR 84/AO’S′; ALTAR 84/A. 
tauschii

Leaf chlorophyll, grain weight, and grain yield [81]

Moomal-2000, Mehran-89 Germination-related traits [82]

Jimai-22 Photosynthesis, PS II, carboxylation, and grain 
yield

[83]

CB # 367, 333, 335 Grain development and survival [84]

WH # 1021, 730 Grain yield [85]

SYN # 11, 36, 44 1000-grain weight [86]

Rice Dular, Todorokiwase, Milyang23, 
IR2006-P12-12-2-2, Giza178

Spikelet fertility and seed set [87]

N22, Bala, Co 39; CG14

(O. glaberrima)

Spikelet fertility and seed set [88]

N22, NH219 Spikelet fertility and pollen viability [89]

Bala (HT) × Azucena RIL 
population

Spikelet fertility [90]

— Spikelet fertility [91]

Oryza meridionalis Growth rate and photosynthesis [92]

N-22 Spikelet fertility [93]

Nipponbare, Akitakomachi Spikelet fertility [94]

Maize ZPBL 1304 (HT); (ZPBL 1304 × 
ZPL 389) F2 population (160)

Heat shock protein (HSP) [95]

B76, Tx205, C273A, BR1, B105C, 
C32B, S1W, C2A554-4

Leaf firing and tassel blast [96]

— Grain filling duration, kernel dry weight, starch, 
protein, and oil contents

[97]

Hybrids: YH-1898, KJ.Surabhi, 
FH-793, ND-6339, NK-64017

Yield [98]

Pearl millet 9444, Nandi 32, ICMB 05666, 
ICMB 92777; ICMB 02333

Seed set [21]

F1’s: H77/29-2 × CVJ-2-5-3-1-3; 
H77/833-2 × 96 AC-93

Seedling thermotolerance index (STI), seed to 
seedling thermotolerance index (SSTI), and 
membrane thermostability (MTS)

[99]

CVJ-2-5-3-1-3; 77/371 × BSECT 
CP 1

STI and SSTI [100]
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region and south India [32, 110]. The genetic variability for HT in rice could be exploited to 
screen germplasm and select cultivars that open flowers earlier in the morning or that main-
tain a high number of spikelets per panicle in warm environments [111]. A positive correla-
tion between canopy temperature depression (CTD) and membrane stability with grain yield 
have been noticed and recommended as useful traits in selecting high-temperature tolerant 
genotypes in wheat [80, 112].

Generally, there is a strong correlation between pollen production and viability, anther dehis-
cence, and seed set. The anthers of heat tolerance rice cultivars dehisce more easily than those 
of susceptible cultivars under high-temperature conditions [90, 93]. Higher pollen grain fertil-
ity under HS may serve as an important criterion for measuring HT [113]. Similarly, gametic 
selection has been proposed as a viable option for addressing HS in maize [71]. In wheat, 
maintaining grain weight under heat stress during grain filling is a measure of HT [114, 115]. 
Hence, it has been proposed that high grain-filling rate and high potential grain weight can be 
useful selection criteria for improving HT [116]. Stay-green character has also been suggested 
for mass screening of wheat genotypes for HT [117]. However, this trait may be disadvanta-
geous as it is associated with the tendency to retain the stem reserves [118].

The sources identified for heat tolerance using suitable screening method have to be confirmed 
for their level of tolerance across different temperature regimes, and breeding approaches have 
to be outlined to incorporate the tolerance into desirable agronomic background. Transfer of 
tolerance from cultivated germplasm could be easy but the chances of finding the sources of 
tolerance are quite less. The crop wild relatives may have higher level of tolerance, but their 
incorporation into cultivated background needs a perfect prebreeding/backcross program. 
The availability of molecular markers in crop plants of economic importance could rather 
be put to use by forward and background selection for introgression of desirable genomic 
regions associated with heat tolerance.

5.2. Conventional breeding: a traditional approach

The conventional breeding efforts toward development of heat tolerance cultivars are com-
paratively less among different crops. However, the emphasis has been quite recent and some 
efforts are being made in few important food crops such as wheat, rice, maize, tomato, potato, 
etc. Heat escape is an alternative mechanism through which plant completes its life cycle 

Crop Heat tolerance sources* HT associated trait/index References

Sorghum DeKalb 28E Pollen viability, seed set, seed yield, and harvest 
index

[101]

Cowpea California Blackeye 27 (CB27) Flower production and pod set [102]

B89-200, TN88-63 Seed yield [103]

Common 
bean

SRC-1-12-1-182; SRC-1-12-1-48; 
98020-3-1-7-2; 98012-3-1-2-1

Heat tolerance index (HTI), and heat 
susceptibility index (HSI)

[104]

Chickpea ICCV 92944; several genotypes Seed set [105, 106]

*Heat tolerance sources include germplasm, breeding lines, populations, varieties/hybrids, wild species, etc.

Table 2. Heat tolerance sources and associated traits/indices of important food crops.
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before the onset of heat stress. In durum wheat, this property has been utilized in develop-
ment of early maturing genotypes such as Waha-1, Omrabi-5, and Massara-1 [119]. In rice, 
introgression breeding has facilitated the transfer of HT from “N22” to “Xieqingzao B” line 
by developing BC1F8 lines [120]. Additionally, the advanced line derived from Gayabyeo/
N22 cross has offered HT as well as high yield [121]. In wheat, Aegilops tauschii was suc-
cessfully used as a donor for incorporating HT-relevant component traits such as cell mem-
brane stability and chlorophyll retention into cv. PBW550 through backcrossing [122]. More 
recently, attempts were made in wheat aiming at introgression of wheat-Leymus racemosus 
chromosome to cv. Chinese spring to enhance HT and better adaptation under heat stress 
[123]. Impressive accomplishments were achieved in harnessing the natural genetic variation 
for HT, and additional efforts are underway to introduce the heat tolerance QTLs/genes into 
different genetic backgrounds [88, 120]. In cotton, through pollen selection under HS, heat 
tolerance genes were transferred from a donor line “7456” (G. barbadense L.) to a heat-sensitive 
genotype “Paymaster 404” through backcrossing [113]. In sunflower, by using temperature 
induction response (TIR) technique, adequate genetic variability was observed for thermotol-
erance among the parental lines of the hybrid KBSH-1, viz. CMS234A, CMS234B, and 6D-1 
[124]. The availability of potential donors for HT would encourage plant breeders not only 
to deploy these novel sources directly in breeding schemes but also to excavate the resilient 
alleles that underlie tolerance.

5.3. Physiological traits-based breeding

The efficiency of direct selection for yield improvement under stressed conditions is hindered 
by low heritability and a complex network of major and minor QTLs governing them [125, 
126]. Breeding for high-yielding and heat tolerance lines is limited by the influence of envi-
ronmental factors, poor understanding of genetic inheritance of HT, and less availability of 
validated QTLs/cloned gene(s) for HT in plants [127]. Physiological trait-based breeding would 
be an ideal strategy for incorporating gene(s)/QTLs that determine heat tolerance. Such an 
approach has been adopted in wheat at CIMMYT to develop heat tolerance varieties [128]. 
Toward breeding for heat tolerance, physiological traits that need to be considered include 
those related to canopy structure, delayed senescence, photosynthesis efficiency, less respi-
ration rates, reproductive traits, and harvest index [127, 129]. Genetic variability has been 
assessed in several crop plants under HS for several physiological traits and suitable tolerant 
sources and associated traits have been identified (Table 2).

Genetic variability existing for the plant phenologies conferring HT need to be exploited. 
Alternatively, selection for morphophysiological traits involved in heat stress adaptation, 
and also indirectly associated with yield, can be utilized for enhancing HT in crop plants 
that has been explored in wheat [127]. Substantial genetic variability for photosynthetic rate 
under HS has been noted in wheat and rice, which would serve as a potential indicator of 
HS tolerance [130, 131]. While screening over 1000 wheat genotypes, the chlorophyll fluores-
cence was established as an important physiological parameter [132]. Canopy temperature 
depression (CTD) has been found to act as heat escape mechanism in cotton [133], while for 
HT in wheat [81, 134]. The cooler canopy temperature (CT) under HS caused higher yield in 
wheat [109, 135]. Under HS, the CTD, flag leaf stomatal conductance and photosynthetic rate 
together are found to be positively correlated with yield in wheat [62].
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region and south India [32, 110]. The genetic variability for HT in rice could be exploited to 
screen germplasm and select cultivars that open flowers earlier in the morning or that main-
tain a high number of spikelets per panicle in warm environments [111]. A positive correla-
tion between canopy temperature depression (CTD) and membrane stability with grain yield 
have been noticed and recommended as useful traits in selecting high-temperature tolerant 
genotypes in wheat [80, 112].

Generally, there is a strong correlation between pollen production and viability, anther dehis-
cence, and seed set. The anthers of heat tolerance rice cultivars dehisce more easily than those 
of susceptible cultivars under high-temperature conditions [90, 93]. Higher pollen grain fertil-
ity under HS may serve as an important criterion for measuring HT [113]. Similarly, gametic 
selection has been proposed as a viable option for addressing HS in maize [71]. In wheat, 
maintaining grain weight under heat stress during grain filling is a measure of HT [114, 115]. 
Hence, it has been proposed that high grain-filling rate and high potential grain weight can be 
useful selection criteria for improving HT [116]. Stay-green character has also been suggested 
for mass screening of wheat genotypes for HT [117]. However, this trait may be disadvanta-
geous as it is associated with the tendency to retain the stem reserves [118].

The sources identified for heat tolerance using suitable screening method have to be confirmed 
for their level of tolerance across different temperature regimes, and breeding approaches have 
to be outlined to incorporate the tolerance into desirable agronomic background. Transfer of 
tolerance from cultivated germplasm could be easy but the chances of finding the sources of 
tolerance are quite less. The crop wild relatives may have higher level of tolerance, but their 
incorporation into cultivated background needs a perfect prebreeding/backcross program. 
The availability of molecular markers in crop plants of economic importance could rather 
be put to use by forward and background selection for introgression of desirable genomic 
regions associated with heat tolerance.

5.2. Conventional breeding: a traditional approach

The conventional breeding efforts toward development of heat tolerance cultivars are com-
paratively less among different crops. However, the emphasis has been quite recent and some 
efforts are being made in few important food crops such as wheat, rice, maize, tomato, potato, 
etc. Heat escape is an alternative mechanism through which plant completes its life cycle 

Crop Heat tolerance sources* HT associated trait/index References

Sorghum DeKalb 28E Pollen viability, seed set, seed yield, and harvest 
index

[101]

Cowpea California Blackeye 27 (CB27) Flower production and pod set [102]

B89-200, TN88-63 Seed yield [103]

Common 
bean

SRC-1-12-1-182; SRC-1-12-1-48; 
98020-3-1-7-2; 98012-3-1-2-1

Heat tolerance index (HTI), and heat 
susceptibility index (HSI)

[104]

Chickpea ICCV 92944; several genotypes Seed set [105, 106]

*Heat tolerance sources include germplasm, breeding lines, populations, varieties/hybrids, wild species, etc.

Table 2. Heat tolerance sources and associated traits/indices of important food crops.
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before the onset of heat stress. In durum wheat, this property has been utilized in develop-
ment of early maturing genotypes such as Waha-1, Omrabi-5, and Massara-1 [119]. In rice, 
introgression breeding has facilitated the transfer of HT from “N22” to “Xieqingzao B” line 
by developing BC1F8 lines [120]. Additionally, the advanced line derived from Gayabyeo/
N22 cross has offered HT as well as high yield [121]. In wheat, Aegilops tauschii was suc-
cessfully used as a donor for incorporating HT-relevant component traits such as cell mem-
brane stability and chlorophyll retention into cv. PBW550 through backcrossing [122]. More 
recently, attempts were made in wheat aiming at introgression of wheat-Leymus racemosus 
chromosome to cv. Chinese spring to enhance HT and better adaptation under heat stress 
[123]. Impressive accomplishments were achieved in harnessing the natural genetic variation 
for HT, and additional efforts are underway to introduce the heat tolerance QTLs/genes into 
different genetic backgrounds [88, 120]. In cotton, through pollen selection under HS, heat 
tolerance genes were transferred from a donor line “7456” (G. barbadense L.) to a heat-sensitive 
genotype “Paymaster 404” through backcrossing [113]. In sunflower, by using temperature 
induction response (TIR) technique, adequate genetic variability was observed for thermotol-
erance among the parental lines of the hybrid KBSH-1, viz. CMS234A, CMS234B, and 6D-1 
[124]. The availability of potential donors for HT would encourage plant breeders not only 
to deploy these novel sources directly in breeding schemes but also to excavate the resilient 
alleles that underlie tolerance.

5.3. Physiological traits-based breeding

The efficiency of direct selection for yield improvement under stressed conditions is hindered 
by low heritability and a complex network of major and minor QTLs governing them [125, 
126]. Breeding for high-yielding and heat tolerance lines is limited by the influence of envi-
ronmental factors, poor understanding of genetic inheritance of HT, and less availability of 
validated QTLs/cloned gene(s) for HT in plants [127]. Physiological trait-based breeding would 
be an ideal strategy for incorporating gene(s)/QTLs that determine heat tolerance. Such an 
approach has been adopted in wheat at CIMMYT to develop heat tolerance varieties [128]. 
Toward breeding for heat tolerance, physiological traits that need to be considered include 
those related to canopy structure, delayed senescence, photosynthesis efficiency, less respi-
ration rates, reproductive traits, and harvest index [127, 129]. Genetic variability has been 
assessed in several crop plants under HS for several physiological traits and suitable tolerant 
sources and associated traits have been identified (Table 2).

Genetic variability existing for the plant phenologies conferring HT need to be exploited. 
Alternatively, selection for morphophysiological traits involved in heat stress adaptation, 
and also indirectly associated with yield, can be utilized for enhancing HT in crop plants 
that has been explored in wheat [127]. Substantial genetic variability for photosynthetic rate 
under HS has been noted in wheat and rice, which would serve as a potential indicator of 
HS tolerance [130, 131]. While screening over 1000 wheat genotypes, the chlorophyll fluores-
cence was established as an important physiological parameter [132]. Canopy temperature 
depression (CTD) has been found to act as heat escape mechanism in cotton [133], while for 
HT in wheat [81, 134]. The cooler canopy temperature (CT) under HS caused higher yield in 
wheat [109, 135]. Under HS, the CTD, flag leaf stomatal conductance and photosynthetic rate 
together are found to be positively correlated with yield in wheat [62].
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Membrane thermostability MTS is considered as a useful component for measuring HT, 
while assessing genetic variability in different crops [49]. Selection for MTS during anthesis 
stage under HS led to significant yield improvements in wheat [50]. Various physiological 
traits and their relative contributions to HT in wheat have been discussed in detail earlier 
[129]. Screening against HS based on parameters such as electrolyte leakage from cell mem-
brane and chlorophyll fluorescence revealed negative association of membrane injury with 
specific leaf weight in some legume species including groundnut and soybean [59]. The 
combination of the two selection parameters, viz. high chlorophyll content and MTS, was 
implicated to carry out selections in Brassica and wheat [34, 136]. The relative cell injury 
level (RCIL) under HS could also be taken as a reliable index in determining HS tolerance in 
cotton [137].

The adaptation of root respiratory carbon metabolism can offer tolerance to soil temperature 
by managing the ion uptake load as reported in Agrostis species [138]. The efficient carbon 
and protein metabolism is known to confer higher thermotolerance to roots at 45°C in Agrostis 
scabra (a C3 perennial grass species) [139]. In wheat, stay-green trait associated with CTD has 
been indicated as a strong indicator of HT [140]. However, stay-green trait is less important 
in the context of yield on account of disability in translocation of stem reserves to grain under 
HS [118]. Whereas, the conditions encompassing heat stress alone, as well as heat stress and 
drought, stay-green trait is measured as normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) at 
physiological maturity exhibiting a positive correlation with the yield [141]. Therefore, physi-
ological trait-based breeding remains a promising improvement strategy to develop heat 
tolerance genotypes without causing yield penalty.

5.4. Molecular markers in breeding for HT

The efforts by conventional breeding schemes have led to identification of several HT-relevant 
gene(s) and their inheritance patterns [6, 142]. Recent advances in marker discovery and geno-
typing assays have led to the precise determination of chromosomal position of the QTLs 
responsible for HT in different crops [90, 143–145]. The identification of markers linked to 
QTLs enables breeding of stress-tolerant crops by combining or pyramiding of QTLs govern-
ing tolerance to various stresses. An elaborative list of QTLs associated with HT in various 
crops along with details of mapping populations used, number of QTLs identified, associated 
markers, chromosomal positions, and phenotypic variation explained (PVE) has been sum-
marized by Jha et al. [146]. Several major or minor QTLs and linked markers for HT have been 
identified in major food crops such as rice [90, 147–149], wheat [143, 144, 150–152], and maize 
[153, 154]. QTLs for several HT-related traits have been identified such as cellular membrane 
stability, pollen germination, and pollen tube growth in maize [153, 154]; stay-green trait, 
photosynthetic genes, and HSPs in sorghum [155]; and pollen viability in adzuki bean [156].

In wheat, one candidate SNP marker that clearly distinguished heat tolerance and heat-sensitive 
cultivars was identified [157]. For grain-filling rate (GFR) that governs grain yield in wheat under 
HS, 12 closely linked SSR markers were identified [158]. Using a SNP marker for a RIL popula-
tion, five important genomic regions that offered HT in cowpea were identified [159]. Genome-
wide as well as candidate-gene-based association mapping using SNP and DArT markers in 
chickpea could establish marker-trait associations for HT [160]. Recently, a major dominant 
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locus OsHTAS (Oryza sativa heat tolerance at seedling stage) was identified from the genotype 
HT54, which contributed high-temperature tolerance at 48°C especially during seedling and 
grain-filling stages [161]. The QTLs identified using molecular markers in different crops pro-
vide a way to transfer the causative heat tolerance gene(s)/QTLs to elite cultivars. In parallel, the 
fine mapping accompanied by cloning of candidate QTL will help the breeders to commence 
marker-assisted breeding for incorporating HT in various important crops in near future.

For transfer of quantitative traits such as HT, molecular markers would enable the recovery of 
desirable genotypes in a precise and time-saving fashion [162]. Molecular markers have been 
useful in identifying heat sensitive advanced generation introgression lines in rice [120, 149]. 
The near isogenic lines (NILs) created by introducing desirable allele into the heat sensitive 
cultivar showed considerable reduction in the incidence of heat-induced injuries such as white-
back kernels [163]. Recently in rice, a 1.5-Mb chromosomal region harboring a robust QTL con-
trolling better grain quality under HS has been transferred from “Kokoromachi” to “Tohoku 
168” using marker-assisted backcrossing [162]. The resultant NILs had improved grain quality 
over the susceptible parent.

DNA markers related to various HT/component traits have been identified in different crops 
such as rice [148, 161, 163–165], wheat [143–145, 150, 152, 166, 167], and cowpea [159, 168]. 
Once the markers associated with QTLs have been identified, the candidate QTLs can fur-
ther be introgressed into elite lines through marker-assisted selection (MAS) strategies. One 
of the difficulties of developing superior genotypes for heat stress is that these traits are 
generally controlled by small effect QTLs or several epistatic QTLs [3]. To overcome this 
problem, approaches that can be employed are pyramiding several QTLs in the same genetic 
background using large populations through marker-assisted recurrent selection (MARS) or 
genomic selection (GS) [169].

MAS programs for complex traits such as heat tolerance are not effective mainly due to the 
genotype × environment and gene-gene (i.e., epistasis) interactions, which frequently result 
in a low breeding efficiency [170]. In contrast to MAS strategies which use markers for which 
a significant association with a trait has been identified, the GS method predicts breeding 
values using data derived from a vast number of molecular markers with a high coverage of 
the genome. Its novelty is that it uses all marker data as predictors of performance and sub-
sequently delivers more accurate predictions [3]. Simulation studies indicated that GS may 
increase the correlations between predicted and true breeding value over several generations, 
without the need to re-phenotype. Thus, GS may result in lower analysis costs and increased 
rates of genetic gain [171, 172].

QTLs often do not translate well across genetic backgrounds and often produce smaller than 
expected adaptation effects. Thus, improving crop abiotic stress tolerance by exploiting the 
segregation of natural alleles rather seems challenging for such an adaptive QTL strategy 
[170]. When quantitative hereditary characteristics such as heat stress tolerance are involved, 
recurrent selection seems to be one of the most efficient methods in plant breeding. In mul-
tiple crosses, the probability is very small of obtaining superior genotypes that reunite all the 
favorable alleles. However, in this circumstance, a large segregating population is required, 
aspect that becomes unfeasible in practice [3]. The alternative is to adopt recurrent selection to 
gradually accumulate, by recombination cycles, the desirable and available alleles in different 
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Membrane thermostability MTS is considered as a useful component for measuring HT, 
while assessing genetic variability in different crops [49]. Selection for MTS during anthesis 
stage under HS led to significant yield improvements in wheat [50]. Various physiological 
traits and their relative contributions to HT in wheat have been discussed in detail earlier 
[129]. Screening against HS based on parameters such as electrolyte leakage from cell mem-
brane and chlorophyll fluorescence revealed negative association of membrane injury with 
specific leaf weight in some legume species including groundnut and soybean [59]. The 
combination of the two selection parameters, viz. high chlorophyll content and MTS, was 
implicated to carry out selections in Brassica and wheat [34, 136]. The relative cell injury 
level (RCIL) under HS could also be taken as a reliable index in determining HS tolerance in 
cotton [137].

The adaptation of root respiratory carbon metabolism can offer tolerance to soil temperature 
by managing the ion uptake load as reported in Agrostis species [138]. The efficient carbon 
and protein metabolism is known to confer higher thermotolerance to roots at 45°C in Agrostis 
scabra (a C3 perennial grass species) [139]. In wheat, stay-green trait associated with CTD has 
been indicated as a strong indicator of HT [140]. However, stay-green trait is less important 
in the context of yield on account of disability in translocation of stem reserves to grain under 
HS [118]. Whereas, the conditions encompassing heat stress alone, as well as heat stress and 
drought, stay-green trait is measured as normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) at 
physiological maturity exhibiting a positive correlation with the yield [141]. Therefore, physi-
ological trait-based breeding remains a promising improvement strategy to develop heat 
tolerance genotypes without causing yield penalty.

5.4. Molecular markers in breeding for HT

The efforts by conventional breeding schemes have led to identification of several HT-relevant 
gene(s) and their inheritance patterns [6, 142]. Recent advances in marker discovery and geno-
typing assays have led to the precise determination of chromosomal position of the QTLs 
responsible for HT in different crops [90, 143–145]. The identification of markers linked to 
QTLs enables breeding of stress-tolerant crops by combining or pyramiding of QTLs govern-
ing tolerance to various stresses. An elaborative list of QTLs associated with HT in various 
crops along with details of mapping populations used, number of QTLs identified, associated 
markers, chromosomal positions, and phenotypic variation explained (PVE) has been sum-
marized by Jha et al. [146]. Several major or minor QTLs and linked markers for HT have been 
identified in major food crops such as rice [90, 147–149], wheat [143, 144, 150–152], and maize 
[153, 154]. QTLs for several HT-related traits have been identified such as cellular membrane 
stability, pollen germination, and pollen tube growth in maize [153, 154]; stay-green trait, 
photosynthetic genes, and HSPs in sorghum [155]; and pollen viability in adzuki bean [156].

In wheat, one candidate SNP marker that clearly distinguished heat tolerance and heat-sensitive 
cultivars was identified [157]. For grain-filling rate (GFR) that governs grain yield in wheat under 
HS, 12 closely linked SSR markers were identified [158]. Using a SNP marker for a RIL popula-
tion, five important genomic regions that offered HT in cowpea were identified [159]. Genome-
wide as well as candidate-gene-based association mapping using SNP and DArT markers in 
chickpea could establish marker-trait associations for HT [160]. Recently, a major dominant 
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locus OsHTAS (Oryza sativa heat tolerance at seedling stage) was identified from the genotype 
HT54, which contributed high-temperature tolerance at 48°C especially during seedling and 
grain-filling stages [161]. The QTLs identified using molecular markers in different crops pro-
vide a way to transfer the causative heat tolerance gene(s)/QTLs to elite cultivars. In parallel, the 
fine mapping accompanied by cloning of candidate QTL will help the breeders to commence 
marker-assisted breeding for incorporating HT in various important crops in near future.

For transfer of quantitative traits such as HT, molecular markers would enable the recovery of 
desirable genotypes in a precise and time-saving fashion [162]. Molecular markers have been 
useful in identifying heat sensitive advanced generation introgression lines in rice [120, 149]. 
The near isogenic lines (NILs) created by introducing desirable allele into the heat sensitive 
cultivar showed considerable reduction in the incidence of heat-induced injuries such as white-
back kernels [163]. Recently in rice, a 1.5-Mb chromosomal region harboring a robust QTL con-
trolling better grain quality under HS has been transferred from “Kokoromachi” to “Tohoku 
168” using marker-assisted backcrossing [162]. The resultant NILs had improved grain quality 
over the susceptible parent.

DNA markers related to various HT/component traits have been identified in different crops 
such as rice [148, 161, 163–165], wheat [143–145, 150, 152, 166, 167], and cowpea [159, 168]. 
Once the markers associated with QTLs have been identified, the candidate QTLs can fur-
ther be introgressed into elite lines through marker-assisted selection (MAS) strategies. One 
of the difficulties of developing superior genotypes for heat stress is that these traits are 
generally controlled by small effect QTLs or several epistatic QTLs [3]. To overcome this 
problem, approaches that can be employed are pyramiding several QTLs in the same genetic 
background using large populations through marker-assisted recurrent selection (MARS) or 
genomic selection (GS) [169].

MAS programs for complex traits such as heat tolerance are not effective mainly due to the 
genotype × environment and gene-gene (i.e., epistasis) interactions, which frequently result 
in a low breeding efficiency [170]. In contrast to MAS strategies which use markers for which 
a significant association with a trait has been identified, the GS method predicts breeding 
values using data derived from a vast number of molecular markers with a high coverage of 
the genome. Its novelty is that it uses all marker data as predictors of performance and sub-
sequently delivers more accurate predictions [3]. Simulation studies indicated that GS may 
increase the correlations between predicted and true breeding value over several generations, 
without the need to re-phenotype. Thus, GS may result in lower analysis costs and increased 
rates of genetic gain [171, 172].

QTLs often do not translate well across genetic backgrounds and often produce smaller than 
expected adaptation effects. Thus, improving crop abiotic stress tolerance by exploiting the 
segregation of natural alleles rather seems challenging for such an adaptive QTL strategy 
[170]. When quantitative hereditary characteristics such as heat stress tolerance are involved, 
recurrent selection seems to be one of the most efficient methods in plant breeding. In mul-
tiple crosses, the probability is very small of obtaining superior genotypes that reunite all the 
favorable alleles. However, in this circumstance, a large segregating population is required, 
aspect that becomes unfeasible in practice [3]. The alternative is to adopt recurrent selection to 
gradually accumulate, by recombination cycles, the desirable and available alleles in different 
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parents [173]. The main aim of a recurrent selection program is to increase the frequency 
of favorable alleles for traits of interest, while conserving the genetic variability. The major 
advantages are: (i) greater genetic variability obtained by intercrossing of multiple parents; 
(ii) greater opportunity for recombination through successive crossings; (iii) greater efficiency 
in increasing the favorable gene frequency since it is a repetitive and accumulative process; 
and (iv) greater facility to incorporate exotic germplasm in the population [174]. In potato 
breeding program at the Federal University of Lavras, heat stress tolerance genotypes were 
successfully developed using recurrent selection, which led to gains in tuber production with 
improved quality [175].

A current approach to the challenge of high-temperature tolerance is “physiological” or 
“developmental” trait breeding through recurrent selection using crop germplasm from 
regions with hot growing seasons [127]. In both cases, the targets are loci with high heritabil-
ity that sustain yield at normal and elevated temperatures. The selection can be on combined 
heat and drought tolerance, as required by many crops. Recurrent selection has been success-
fully used to improve heat tolerance in wheat [176, 177] and potato [175]. In wheat, the stable 
introduction of chromosomes from its wild relative Leymus racemosus provided heat toler-
ance in hot and arid fields [123]. The heat- and drought-tolerant rice variety N22 (aus ssp.) 
has provided QTLs associated with high levels of HSPs in anthers, spikelets, and flag leaves 
associated with maintenance of yield under high night temperatures [148, 178]. Additional 
targeted developmental breeding in rice takes advantage of QTLs from Oryza officinalis that 
avoid heat-induced spikelet sterility by promoting dehiscence and fertilization in the cooler 
early mornings [179]. In time, these approaches may yield loci and knowledge that can accel-
erate improvement in heat tolerance in combination with drought tolerance.

Field trials under real stress conditions allow for conclusive remarks on stress tolerance and 
yield performance of a genotype. Development of more precise phenotyping tools that can be 
applied to field conditions is a prerequisite for enabling the assessment of the complex genetic 
networks associated with QTLs. The small, yet significant phenotypic changes delivered by 
introducing single genes into breeding material require precision phenotyping protocols and 
the resource capacity to carry these out on very large populations. The integrated approach 
for HT has been illustrated in Figure 1 with details of whole breeding process.

5.5. Transgenic approach

Tolerant sources if not found in a given species or not giving enough protection, transgenic 
approach is an alternative option. However, it requires identification of the gene responsible 
for the desired trait, but poses no barrier for transferring useful genes across different species 
within the plant kingdom or even from animal systems. Genes of nonplant species could 
potentially be introgressed as well and generally, several combinations of beneficial genes 
could be transferred into the same plant [3]. With increasingly refined transformation and 
regeneration protocols, transgenic techniques are becoming attractive tool for designing both 
biotic and abiotic stress-tolerant crops via manipulating native genes or introducing gene(s) 
that lie beyond the crop gene pools [180]. Toward development of transgenics for HT, primar-
ily the focus has been on engineering genes that encode transcription factors (TFs), HSPs, 
chaperones, organic osmolytes, antioxidants and plant growth regulators. This has been ear-
lier summarized by Grover et al. [181]. Most of the transgenics developed for HT are mostly 
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in model plants such as Arabidopsis, tobacco, and rice. Further, it needs to be extended to other 
agriculturally important field crops.

To combine stress tolerance with high yield potential while avoiding the negative effects of a 
stress gene on plant growth under favorable conditions, strategies that spatially and tempo-
rally restrict transgene expression via tissue-specific and stress-inducible promoters are used 
[182]. Engineering promoters will facilitate gene pyramiding through genetic modification, 
addressing the issue of tolerance to multiple stresses at different stages of plant growth [183]. 
As an alternative, engineering with specific transcription factors and signaling components 
could be employed. Ultimately, this leads to the expression of their target transcriptome 
that consists of several genes involved in the response to stress. Transcriptome engineering 
emerges thus as a promising avenue for the development of abiotic stress-tolerant crops. 
Currently, however, plant genetic engineering is hampered by nonbiological constraints 
mainly related to the commercialization of transgenic crops, particularly in Europe [184]. 
Thus, the future commercial success of transgenic breeding will depend upon the develop-
ment of clearly defined and scientifically based regulatory frameworks, and upon public 
acceptance of genetically modified plants and their produce [185].

5.6. Phenomics for precise and high-throughput phenotyping

Enormous sequence information is being generated through new-generation high-through-
put DNA sequencing technologies [186]. But, precise, accurate, and high-throughput pheno-
typing of the traits on a large scale remains strenuous [187]. Field-based phenotyping (FBP) 

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of next-generation (integrated) breeding approach to develop heat tolerant cultivars.
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parents [173]. The main aim of a recurrent selection program is to increase the frequency 
of favorable alleles for traits of interest, while conserving the genetic variability. The major 
advantages are: (i) greater genetic variability obtained by intercrossing of multiple parents; 
(ii) greater opportunity for recombination through successive crossings; (iii) greater efficiency 
in increasing the favorable gene frequency since it is a repetitive and accumulative process; 
and (iv) greater facility to incorporate exotic germplasm in the population [174]. In potato 
breeding program at the Federal University of Lavras, heat stress tolerance genotypes were 
successfully developed using recurrent selection, which led to gains in tuber production with 
improved quality [175].

A current approach to the challenge of high-temperature tolerance is “physiological” or 
“developmental” trait breeding through recurrent selection using crop germplasm from 
regions with hot growing seasons [127]. In both cases, the targets are loci with high heritabil-
ity that sustain yield at normal and elevated temperatures. The selection can be on combined 
heat and drought tolerance, as required by many crops. Recurrent selection has been success-
fully used to improve heat tolerance in wheat [176, 177] and potato [175]. In wheat, the stable 
introduction of chromosomes from its wild relative Leymus racemosus provided heat toler-
ance in hot and arid fields [123]. The heat- and drought-tolerant rice variety N22 (aus ssp.) 
has provided QTLs associated with high levels of HSPs in anthers, spikelets, and flag leaves 
associated with maintenance of yield under high night temperatures [148, 178]. Additional 
targeted developmental breeding in rice takes advantage of QTLs from Oryza officinalis that 
avoid heat-induced spikelet sterility by promoting dehiscence and fertilization in the cooler 
early mornings [179]. In time, these approaches may yield loci and knowledge that can accel-
erate improvement in heat tolerance in combination with drought tolerance.

Field trials under real stress conditions allow for conclusive remarks on stress tolerance and 
yield performance of a genotype. Development of more precise phenotyping tools that can be 
applied to field conditions is a prerequisite for enabling the assessment of the complex genetic 
networks associated with QTLs. The small, yet significant phenotypic changes delivered by 
introducing single genes into breeding material require precision phenotyping protocols and 
the resource capacity to carry these out on very large populations. The integrated approach 
for HT has been illustrated in Figure 1 with details of whole breeding process.

5.5. Transgenic approach

Tolerant sources if not found in a given species or not giving enough protection, transgenic 
approach is an alternative option. However, it requires identification of the gene responsible 
for the desired trait, but poses no barrier for transferring useful genes across different species 
within the plant kingdom or even from animal systems. Genes of nonplant species could 
potentially be introgressed as well and generally, several combinations of beneficial genes 
could be transferred into the same plant [3]. With increasingly refined transformation and 
regeneration protocols, transgenic techniques are becoming attractive tool for designing both 
biotic and abiotic stress-tolerant crops via manipulating native genes or introducing gene(s) 
that lie beyond the crop gene pools [180]. Toward development of transgenics for HT, primar-
ily the focus has been on engineering genes that encode transcription factors (TFs), HSPs, 
chaperones, organic osmolytes, antioxidants and plant growth regulators. This has been ear-
lier summarized by Grover et al. [181]. Most of the transgenics developed for HT are mostly 
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in model plants such as Arabidopsis, tobacco, and rice. Further, it needs to be extended to other 
agriculturally important field crops.

To combine stress tolerance with high yield potential while avoiding the negative effects of a 
stress gene on plant growth under favorable conditions, strategies that spatially and tempo-
rally restrict transgene expression via tissue-specific and stress-inducible promoters are used 
[182]. Engineering promoters will facilitate gene pyramiding through genetic modification, 
addressing the issue of tolerance to multiple stresses at different stages of plant growth [183]. 
As an alternative, engineering with specific transcription factors and signaling components 
could be employed. Ultimately, this leads to the expression of their target transcriptome 
that consists of several genes involved in the response to stress. Transcriptome engineering 
emerges thus as a promising avenue for the development of abiotic stress-tolerant crops. 
Currently, however, plant genetic engineering is hampered by nonbiological constraints 
mainly related to the commercialization of transgenic crops, particularly in Europe [184]. 
Thus, the future commercial success of transgenic breeding will depend upon the develop-
ment of clearly defined and scientifically based regulatory frameworks, and upon public 
acceptance of genetically modified plants and their produce [185].

5.6. Phenomics for precise and high-throughput phenotyping

Enormous sequence information is being generated through new-generation high-through-
put DNA sequencing technologies [186]. But, precise, accurate, and high-throughput pheno-
typing of the traits on a large scale remains strenuous [187]. Field-based phenotyping (FBP) 

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of next-generation (integrated) breeding approach to develop heat tolerant cultivars.
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facilities are now being initiated to have a more realistic evaluation of the plant responses to 
environment [188]. Infrared thermography is being utilized for large-scale phenotyping of 
plants responses to abiotic stress including HT in wheat and chrysanthemum [189–191]. The 
chlorophyll fluorescence (Fv/Fm) and canopy temperature were assessed in wheat to identify 
HT types [132, 143, 192, 193]. Recently, high-resolution thermal imaging system was used 
to precisely measure the leaf temperature [194]. The phenotyping platforms established to 
screen for HT include “HTpheno” for image analysis [195] and “Rootscope” used to quantify 
heat-shock responses in plants [196]. In the near future, the new-generation phenomics plat-
forms would allow cost-effective and user-friendly screening for HT in crop plants.

6. Conclusion and way forward

High temperatures reduce global crop productivity by limiting either through growth limit and 
grain set or grain filling, and can also affect the end-use quality of the grain by reducing its com-
positions. Thus, temperatures during flowering time are very common in the photosensitive 
genotypes or in crops growing in the arid and semi-arid regions of the world, where extreme 
heat is more frequent with the climate change. Breeders should consider and devise tools for 
flowering time heat tolerance screening which direct link to productivity of a crop. Tolerance 
to heat is difficult to assess in the field due to variation in the timing and severity of natural 
heat events; so, rapid and cost-effective screening tools should be in place for applied crop 
breeding. All the growing food crops are selected upon short duration and better yield in small 
piece of land through domestication; therefore, there is a long way to go in understanding the 
mechanisms and its dissections before we draw a truly comprehensive picture of heat tolerance 
breeding for food crops. At the same time, these type of research is essential to counteracting a 
future where climate change may lead to moderate-to-severe reduction in crop yield in tropical 
and subtropical regions by the end of this century. Finally, farmers and breeders are blamed 
for these development-oriented research activities which are not always true as connecting lab 
evidences to farmers’ field still is undermanaged in agricultural systems, especially in public 
not in private sector (champions of seed systems). A day or two scientific and political con-
ferences will never bring long-term comprehensive solution for climate-smart agriculture but 
building a strong global research network consortium is highly need of the century that would 
be a potential seed of the future climate-smart agricultural strategies to capture crop diversity 
including native food and fodder crops such as millets and grain legumes.
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Abstract

Most traits important to agriculture, biology, and biomedicine are complex traits, deter-
mined by both genetic and environmental factors. The complex traits that change their 
phenotypes over different stages of development are called dynamic traits. Traditional 
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) mapping approaches ignore the dynamic changes of complex 
traits. Functional mapping, as a powerful statistical tool, can not only map QTLs that con-
trol the developmental pattern and process of complex traits, but also describe the dynamic 
changes of complex traits. In this study, we used functional mapping to identify those 
QTLs that affect height growth in 10th generation recombinant inbred lines derived from 
two different Arabidopsis thaliana accessions. Functional mapping identified 48 QTLs that 
are related to height traits. The growth curves of different genotypes can be drawn for each 
significant locus. By GO gene function annotations, we found that these QTLs detected are 
associated with the synthesis of biological macromolecules and the regulation of biological 
functions. Our findings provide unique insights into the genetic control of height growth of 
A. thaliana and will provide a theoretical basis for the study of complex traits.

Keywords: complex traits, QTL, functional mapping, growth, Arabidopsis thaliana

1. Introduction

Complex traits are genetic traits controlled by multiple genes. They are sensitive to envi-
ronmental changes and easily affected by the environment [1]. The phenotypic expression 
of complex traits in individuals within a population displays a continuous variation and 
generally a normal distribution. Most important biochemical, medical, and agronomic traits 
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and the majority of human diseases are complex traits that are controlled by interconnected 
genetic networks and environmental factors. In these gene networks, the effect of each gene is 
small [2]. The characteristics also change at different developmental stages and demonstrate 
the dynamic features of complex traits. The study of these complex traits is an important topic 
in modern biology.

Genetic mapping aimed at mapping underlying genes to genomic locations is a powerful tool 
for dissecting the genetic architecture of complex traits. Lander and Botstein have proposed 
an approach for mapping quantitative trait loci (QTLs) based on a sparse-density linkage map 
of molecular markers. This so-called interval mapping method can overcome the confound-
ing problem of marker-QTL recombination [3]. Composite interval mapping includes other 
markers as covariates to control the overall genetic background, which displays increased 
power in QTL detection [4]. Considering QTL-QTL epistatic interactions in a linkage map, 
Kao et al. proposed using multiple marker intervals to map QTLs [5]. Currently, statistical 
methodologies for QTL mapping include regression analysis, maximum likelihood, and the 
Bayesian approach. With the development of high-throughput single nucleotide polymor-
phism (SNP) genotyping techniques, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have pro-
vided a powerful means of mapping a complete set of genes underlying complex traits [6–8]. 
The genetic structure of a trait is explained by GWAS, which identify the numbers and chro-
mosomal locations of each gene, the size of each gene’s unique and pleiotropic effects, and 
the relative contributions of additive, dominant, and epistatic genetic effects. This provides an 
unprecedented tool for preparing a genotype-phenotype map [9]. So far, GWAS have detected 
many genetic variants for a wide range of complex traits, including those pertaining to agri-
culture, forestry, and human disease [9, 10].

It should be noted, however, that traits such as height and weight vary with time or other inde-
pendent environmental stimuli. The traditional QTL mapping method directly associates a sin-
gle marker with a single phenotype at a time point, which ignores the dynamic characteristics of 
organisms at different developmental stages, and cannot exactly reflect the whole genetic archi-
tecture of complex traits. Although thousands of QTLs were detected in many individuals, only 
a small number of QTLs were cloned and separated [11]. The reason for this problem is that the 
QTLs that have undergone rigorous statistical testing are divorced from biological relevance, 
which limited the projections of the genetic structure of traits. Genetic analysis of dynamic traits 
presents a serious statistical challenge. To solve these problems, Ma et al. [13] proposed a QTL 
mapping method based on a logistic-mixture model [12]. The QTL effect on developmental 
traits during ontogeny is considered as a function of time, and a series of growth formulas can 
be derived from the logistic curve describing plant height, size, and weight [13], arriving at a 
model which is expected to be improved in parameter estimation and statistical inference over 
previous models. Ma et al. [13] developed a maximum likelihood statistical framework based 
on a logistic-mixture model for the characteristics of function-valued traits, which change as a 
function of a specific variable. This QTL mapping strategy is called functional mapping.

Functional mapping combines mathematical functions that describe biological processes and 
assembles mathematical formulas into the statistical framework of QTL mapping to study the 
interactions between genes and phenotypic traits of organisms during growth and develop-
ment. We estimate the parameters of a specific genotype that determines the development of 
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a trait by statistical hypothesis testing and parameter estimation, rather than directly estimat-
ing the genetic effects of the gene at all-time points. Because of the combination of biologi-
cal laws (defined by mathematical models) and the reduced number of genetic parameters 
that need to be estimated, functional mapping increased the potency of detecting significant 
QTLs [14]. Statistical merits of functional mapping will be exemplified in which case data 
are recorded irregularly, bringing on data sparsity. Such sparse longitudinal data cannot be 
well analyzed by traditional mapping for two reasons. First, because the problem of miss-
ing data existing at a given time point, traditional method is unable to use all of individuals, 
thus leading to a biased parameter estimation and reduced power of QTL detection. Second, 
individuals are measured at a few number of time points, limiting the fit of growth equation. 
Functional mapping is robust for handling longitudinal sparse data in which no single time 
point has the phenotypic data for all individuals, facilitating the QTL mapping to study the 
genetic architecture of hard-to-measure traits.

A set of tree data is used to assess the statistical validity of functional mapping. Several QTLs 
affecting the developmental trajectories of poplar were detected with the QTL mapping method 
based on the logistic-mixture model [15], and these QTLs were located on a genetic linkage map 
constructed by polymorphic markers. Studies have shown that functional mapping is useful in 
establishing gene-phenotype relationships and predicting QTL phenotypes of individual organ-
isms based on the control of a trait. Functional mapping combines the principles of Mendelian 
genetics with statistical and developmental mechanisms, and is superior to traditional QTL 
mapping methods that combine the principles of statistics and genetics. To date, functional map-
ping has been used for mapping dynamic QTLs in poplars [16], jujubes [17], soybeans [18], rice 
[19], maize [20], yeast [21], oysters [22], mice [23], humans [24], and drug responses [25, 26].

Arabidopsis thaliana is a small, annual or winter annual, rosette plant. A. thaliana is a central 
genetic model and universal reference organism in plant and crop science. The successful 
integration of different fields of research in the study of A. thaliana has made a large con-
tribution to our molecular understanding of key concepts in biology. The Arabidopsis refer-
ence genome sequence was the first published nuclear genome of a flowering plant in 2000 
(http://www.arabidopsis.org) [27, 28]. The ease and speed with which experiments can be 
conducted on A. thaliana has allowed enormous fundamental progress in our knowledge of 
the molecular principles of plant development, cell biology, metabolism, physiology, genet-
ics, and epigenetics [29]. The uses of Arabidopsis as the universal reference plant continue to 
expand, particularly in the field of systems biology [30, 31]. Important work has been done to 
investigate the molecular networks that mediate environmentally controlled developmental 
switches in A. thaliana. Examples include the transition from vegetative to reproductive devel-
opment, also termed flowering time control [32–34], seed dormancy and germination control 
[35, 36], and the light-regulated development of seedlings [37, 38]. A. thaliana has also served 
as a model research organism for exploring many areas of fundamental biology, including 
photobiology, the circadian clock, DNA methylation, DNA repair, RNA silencing, protein 
degradation, and G-protein signaling, many of which have direct application in human health 
[39–42]. Insights into the functions of a multitude of individual genes, as well as the elucida-
tion of biosynthetic pathways and regulatory networks, in A. thaliana have proven invalu-
able for identifying the genetic basis of agronomically important traits in crops such as plant 
height and flowering time [43, 44]. Classical molecular genetics approaches have been used in 
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A. thaliana to dissect the patterning and development of flowers [45], embryos [46], leaves, and 
roots [47]. In this study, we describe the implementation of functional mapping to identify 
and map QTLs for height trajectories in a population of A. thaliana. The mapping population 
is composed of 144 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from a Landsberg erecta (LER) 
cultivar and a Shadara (SHA) cultivar. Functional mapping identified 48 QTLs that determine 
the height growth of A. thaliana. The identification of these QTLs will help us address funda-
mental questions about the genetic mechanisms of height growth.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

In this study, the mapping population included 114 RILs derived from two cultivars of 
Arabidopsis. The main phenotype of the LER cultivar includes round leaves, short petiole, 
short pedicel, flowers clustered at inflorescence tips, short pod width, sharp tip, inflores-
cence compact, and a plant height of 10–25 cm. The general traits of the SHA cultivar are 
described in The Arabidopsis Information Resource database as a slightly narrow leaf with a 
height of about 30 cm. To ensure adequate seeds for the sustainability of the material, each 
RIL carried out a generation of expansion. For the sterilization of Arabidopsis seeds, the seeds 
were shaken in a centrifuge tube with 10% sodium hypochlorite for 6 min; 1 ml of 95% alco-
hol was then added, and the tubes were shaken for 5 min. The seeds were rinsed 5–6 times 
to thoroughly wash away the remaining sodium hypochlorite solution on the seed surface. 
The alcohol was poured out, and the tubes were dried at a super clean bench to obtain sterile 
Arabidopsis seeds.

For vernalization of A. thaliana seeds, distilled water was added to the seeds and the seeds 
were placed in a 4°C refrigerator for 3 days of dark treatment before sowing. To sow the seeds 
after vernalization, vermiculite, peat, and limestone were mixed evenly in a 1:1:1 ratio and 
used as the soil. An 18 × 18 cm plastic grid with 90 squares was placed over the plant pot. The 
seeds were placed into each mesh with a toothpick. The planting diagram of the experiment 
is shown in Figure 1. Circles and triangles represent the two different lines of A. thaliana, 
planted in the same growing space. After planting, the plant pot was covered with plastic 
wrap and then transferred to the long day (16 h) and short day (8 h) artificial climate room 
(22°C). When the Arabidopsis sprouts displayed green shoots, the plastic wrap was removed.

2.2. Phenotypic data acquisition

Plant height was measured after 1 week of planting. Each line of A. thaliana was randomly 
selected for 10 strains. In total, 1160 strains of Arabidopsis were selected. The height of 
Arabidopsis plants were measured once per week until the end of the plant’s life cycle by 
manual measurement with a 1 mm ruler (accurate to 1 mm).

The plant height phenotype was measured for 1160 A. thaliana strains. The height of 1–60 
lines of Arabidopsis was measured seven times, and the height of 60–116 lines of Arabidopsis 
was measured seven times. Because of environmental or genotypic reasons, nine lineages of 
Arabidopsis did not complete a life cycle (numbers 1–4, 22, 28–30, and 60).
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The growth of Arabidopsis strains can be seen in Figure 2a–c, which indicates the growth of the 
strains for 1, 3, and 6 weeks, respectively.

2.3. Acquisition of SNP data

A. thaliana DNA was extracted with a DNA extraction kit (TIANGEN DP305) according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. The plant material used was 100 mg of the young leaf. After 
DNA was detected in the samples, the DNA sequence was determined by an outside com-
pany. The resulting sequence data was subjected to SNP calling.

2.3.1. DNA quality inspection

The degree of degradation of the DNA was analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis and imaged 
with an ultraviolet gel imager. The DNA sample was determined to be without degradation if 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of Arabidopsis planting.

Figure 2. Arabidopsis growth conditions at 1 week (a), 3 weeks (b), and 6 weeks (c).
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the sample did exhibit dispersion phenomena. All of the samples were determined not to be 
degraded and were sequenced.

We measured the absorbance of the DNA samples at wavelengths of 260 and 280 nm and 
calculated the value of the optical density (OD) 260/OD280. Samples were determined to be of 
sufficient quality if this value was greater than 1.8 and less than 2.2. After testing, all samples 
were found to meet the requirements for sequencing.

2.3.2. Sequencing and mapping

DNA from the sample was sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform to generate 
125 bp paired-end reads at greater depth. All these RILs sequencing were performed at Total 
Genomics Solution (TGS) Institute. After sequencing quantity control, the data of 107 samples 
reached 117.68 G, with an average of 1.10 G per sample. The percentage of Q30 bases was 
more than 90%, the percentage of Q20 bases was more than 95%, and the distribution of GC 
was normal. Thus, the quantity and quality of the sequencing met the requirements for sub-
sequent analysis.

The per-base coverage depth across all contigs was calculated by mapping raw reads from 
each RIL against reference genomes. The results showed that the average mapping ratio and 
sequencing coverage of the samples were higher than 95 and 92%, respectively. The sequence 
depth of the samples was 9.91×. In addition to the line 110, the other lines are better for subse-
quent variation detection and analysis.

2.4. SNP calling

SNP detection was performed with the widely accepted mutation detection software GATK.
SNP. The screening criteria were as follows: The depth of sequencing for each sample was 
greater than or equal to 4, otherwise the sample was marked as missing. Additionally, 
the quality value of the comparison must be greater than or equal to 20, and the variation 
detection quality value must be greater than or equal to 50. If the allele frequency was less 
than 5% or the absence rate of the sample was greater than 50%, the site was filtered out.

The RIL population contains 105 progeny and two parents; the parent number is “A518_
LER” and “A518_SHA.” The reads of each sample were compared with the reference 
genome. The average ratio of the samples was above 95%, and the coverage was greater 
than 92%. The average sequencing depth was 9.19×. By processing, we obtained 107 sam-
ples and 1,023,325 whole genome SNP markers. According to the situation of this popula-
tion, individuals with heterozygous genotype ratios over 25% and markers indicating that 
parents possessed heterozygous genotypes were eliminated. Finally, 609,427 SNPs and 80 
individuals met the model requirements and could be used to detect the QTLs that affect 
the growth height of A. thaliana.
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3. Functional mapping

3.1. Statistical model

Let   y  
i
   = c ( y  

i
   (1) , ⋯ ,  y  

i
   (T) )   denote the vector of trait values for RIL, i measured at T time-points. 

Consider a SNP with two alleles Q and q, generating two genotypes: QQ with n1 RILs 
and qq with n2 RILs. In this study, the likelihood for height growth data of A. thaliana is 
expressed as

  L (Φ | y)  =  ∏ 
i=1

  
 n  1  

     f  1   ( y  i  )   ∏ 
i=1

  
 n  2  
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where  Φ  indicates the unknown parameters including the time-dependent effects of dif-
ferent QTL genotypes and the time-dependent residual variance and correlations.   f  

1
   ( y  

i
  )   

and   f  
2
   ( y  

i
  )   are a multivariate normal distribution with a time-dependent mean vector for 

genotype QQ and qq,

   { 
 μ  1   =  ( μ  1   (1) , .…  μ  1   (T) ) for QQ,

    
 μ  2   =  ( μ  2   (1) , .…  μ  2   (T) ) for qq.

     (2)

(T × T)-dimensional longitudinal covariance matrix is expressed as  Σ , which can be modeled 
by using a statistical approach such as the first-order autoregressive [AR(1)] model or an 
autoregressive moving-average process (ARMA). The maximum-likelihood estimates (MLEs) 
of the unknown parameters are implemented with the simplex algorithm in R software [48].

3.2. Modeling the mean vector

One of the most important equations for capturing time-specific change in growth is the logis-
tic curve [49, 50], which we used to describe height growth of the QTL genotype according to 
the following expression:

  g (t)  =   a ______ 1 +  be   −rt   ,  (3)

where g(t) represents the trait value at time point t, a indicates the asymptotic value of g when  
t → ∞ , b is a parameter to position the curve on the time axis, and r indicates the relative growth 
rate. Consequently, any specific growth characteristics described by the logistic growth equa-
tion can be captured by parameter a, b, and r, and these can be used to determine the coordi-
nates of biologically important benchmarks along the growth trajectory. The mean vector for 
the QTL genotypes QQ and qq from time 1 to T in the multivariate normal density function is 
expressed as:
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3.3. Modeling the covariance structure

The first-order autoregressive [AR(1)] model has been successfully applied to model the struc-
ture of the within-subject covariance matrix for functional mapping. The AR(1) model includes 
two basic assumptions: (1) variance stationarity (the residual variance, σ2) is unchanged over 
time points and (2) covariance stationarity (the correlation between different time points) 
decreases proportionally (in ρ) with increased time interval. The AR(1) is described as:
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where 0 < ρ < 1 is the proportion parameter with which the correlation decays with a time point.

3.4. Hypothesis tests

After the MLEs of the parameters are obtained, the hypothesis concerning the existence of a 
QTL affecting overall growth can be written as:

   { 
H0 :  a  1   =  a  2  ,  b  1   =  b  2  ,  r  1   =  r  2      
H1 : at least one of the equalities above does not hold

  ,  (6)

where the null hypothesis H0 corresponds to the reduced model and the alternative hypoth-
esis H1 corresponds to the full model. The test statistics for testing the hypotheses is the log-
likelihood ratio (LR) of the full over reduced model. The critical threshold is determined from 
permutation tests.

3.5. Candidate gene function annotation

Gene ontology (GO) annotation analysis was performed using Blast2GO [51]. Finally, R script 
language programming was used to translate the GO annotation results into charts.

4. Results

4.1. QTL detection

By plotting the total growth against growth week, it was observed that each of the 116 mapped 
genotypes followed the logistic growth curve. Figure 3 illustrates the growth trajectories of 
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height for each RIL over 9 weeks. A least-squares approach was used to fit height growth with 
the logistic curve (Eq. (3)) for each RIL. Based on statistical tests, all genotypes can be fit by a 
logistic curve containing parameters a, b, and r (P < 0.01, Figure 3).

According to the fit results, the relative growth rate of A. thaliana was r = 0.61, and the asymp-
totic value of plant height was calculated to be a = 10.08. We can see from Figure 3 that the plant 
height of A. thaliana increases exponentially over a period of time, and as growth time increases, 
the trend of the curve begins to flatten, until the plant height does not change anymore. In addi-
tion, different genotypes showed different growth curves, suggesting the possibility of genetic 
control over the growth trajectories. The statistical model built upon the logistic growth curve 
model is used to map QTLs responsible for growth trajectories in plant height.

Functional mapping was implemented to analyze the mapping population. A Manhattan plot 
of LR values against the genome locations of SNPs distributed throughout the genome is 
shown in Figure 4. We found QTLs that affect the growth trajectory of plant height on the 
fourth chromosome of the RIL population (Figure 4). The genome-wide empirical estimate 
of the critical value is obtained from permutation tests. The profile of the LR value of the full 
and reduced model across the length of chromosome 4 has a clear peak from 7.9 to 22.5 kb. A 
total of 48 significant QTLs responsible for growth trajectories of plant heights were identi-
fied. The LR value at this peak is 437.78, which is beyond the empirical critical threshold at 
the significance level p = 0.05.

Functional mapping can also be used to observe the dynamic expression of a QTL over time 
such as when a QTL starts to affect a growth process. The parameter combination of the 
QQ genotype was a1 = 9.07, b1 = 370.08, and r1 = 0.92. The parameter combination of the qq 
genotype was a2 = 39.62, b2 = 114.61, and r2 = 0.28. Different QTL genotypes corresponded to 
different parameter combinations, which indicate that the QTL controls the developmental 

Figure 3. The growth trajectories of height for individual recombinant inbred lines (RILs) are shown in green, whereas 
yellow lines are the mean growth trajectories of all RILs fitted to a curve. The x- and y-axes of the plot denote time (in 
weeks) and height (in cm).
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Figure 5. Growth trajectory for different genotypes at the QTLs detected on groups.

trajectory of the plant height. Using the estimates from the growth curves, we drew two dif-
ferent curves, each corresponding to a genotype at each of the detected QTLs on the fourth 
chromosome (Figure 5).

On the basis of the hypothesis test (6), this QTL is detected to be inactive until A. thaliana grew 
to 4 weeks, and its effect on height growth increased with time. At 9 weeks, the genotype qq 
exhibited height growth more than its alternative QQ. The effect of qq on plant height was 
more significant than that of QQ. If different genotypes at a given QTL correspond to different 
trajectories, the QTL must affect the differentiation of this trait. Apparently, this mapped QTL 
interacts significantly with time to affect the height growth of A. thaliana.

4.2. Candidate gene function annotation

GO classification is widely used for gene classification and functional annotation, and GO pro-
vides three types of semantic terms, including cell component, molecular function, and biological 

Figure 4. The log-likelihood ratio (LR) of height change of Arabidopsis thaliana. The profiles of the LR between the full 
model (there is a quantitative trait locus [QTL]) and reduced model (there is no QTL) for height growth trajectories 
throughout the A. thaliana genome. The critical thresholds for claiming the genome-wide existence of a QTL are obtained 
from permutation tests.
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process, to describe the characteristics of genes and gene products [52, 53]. To further summarize 
the data of GO classification, the cytological components include cell structure, tissue, protein 
complex, extracellular structure, and cell process. Biological processes include developmental 
processes, physiological processes, regulatory processes, and the processes of responding to 
stress. Molecular functions include binding, catalysis, activation, structural molecules, and tran-
scriptional regulatory functions (Figure 6).

Functional prediction and classification analysis of 48 loci were screened with the National 
Center for Biotechnology and the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) databases. There are 20 gene 
families in these loci, which include the F-box and calcium-binding EF-hand protein families. 
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antibiotics, one-carbon pool by folate, starch, and sucrose metabolism, glycerolipid metabo-
lism (synthase), glycerolipid metabolism (lipase), polyketide sugar unit biosynthesis, strep-
tomycin biosynthesis, and pentose and glucuronate interconversions. We found that these 
nine pathways are mostly associated with carbohydrate, energy, and amino acid metabolism. 
These biological processes play an important role in the development of height in Arabidopsis.

We also found that AT4G00160.1 encodes an F-box protein in the signal transduction pathway. It 
has been shown that F-box is an auxin receptor [54]. Plant height development is regulated by gib-
berellin (GA) and auxin (indole-3-acetic acid [IAA]) [55], and GA20ox and GA30ox are encoded 
by multiple genes, and mutations in these loci can result in dwarfing of the plant in the later stage 
of GA biosynthesis [56]. The most significant site, AT4G01150.1, is related to protein curvature 
thylakoid chloroplastic. Protein curvature thylakoid chloroplastic tends to be located in leaves 
and stems, and plays an important role in plant photosynthesis, which affects plant growth [57].

5. Discussion

Gene mapping has been shown to be a powerful approach for the study of the genetic archi-
tecture of complex traits. It has been instrumental for the characterization of QTLs that control 
quantitative traits of interest to agriculture, biology, and human disease [58, 59]. However, tra-
ditional mapping strategies do not provide much insight into the genetic control mechanisms 
for phenotypic variations if some statistical and biological issues related to the approach are 
not resolved. Ma et al. (2002) integrated some fundamental biological principles into the map-
ping framework, aimed at generating more biologically meaningful discoveries related to trait 
formation and development, further proposing so-called functional mapping [13]. Functional 
mapping attempts to combine strong statistical and molecular genetics with the developmen-
tal mechanisms of biological features, and to elucidate the genetic mechanisms of complex 
traits. Since functional mapping combines different mathematical functions with biological 
significance, it possesses three advantages over traditional mapping methods in QTL map-
ping: (1) because the underlying biological mechanism is considered, the results of functional 
mapping are closer to biological reality; (2) a smaller sample size can be used to achieve suf-
ficient accuracy for QTL detection because multiple measurements of the same individual 
improve mapping accuracy; and (3) by treating the growth process as a smooth curve, a large 
number of variables can be analyzed simultaneously, and the estimation of a small number of 
parameters can improve the accuracy of the parameter estimation and flexibility of the model.

With the development of high-throughput sequencing technology and the reduction of 
sequencing cost, GWAS have become an important tool for studying complex traits and have 
been widely used in genetic studies of complex traits in humans, animals, and plants [60]. 
Most GWAS only use single phenotypic data to perform regression analysis with each SNP 
such as with Plink software [61]. In addition, some GWAS have been developed to solve the 
false positive loci of population structure and genetic relationship [62–64]. The successes and 
potential of GWAS have not been explored when complex phenotypes arise as a curve. In 
any regard, a curve is more informative than a point in describing the biological features of a 
trait. To apply functional mapping to GWAS by integrating GWAS and functional aspects of 
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dynamic traits, a new analytical model for genome-wide association analysis of dynamic data, 
called functional GWAS (fGWAS), has been derived [65]. There are two advantages to fGWAS 
over GWAS: (1) fGWAS is able to identify genes that determine the final form of the trait and 
(2) it provides the ability to study the temporal pattern of genetic control over a time course.

The regulation network of plant height traits has been studied intensively in molecular biol-
ogy. We already know that the development of plant height traits is regulated by growth 
hormones such as GA and IAA. Using functional mapping, we found 48 growth QTLs in A. 
thaliana. Through the GO annotation of QTLs, we found that there are many genes among 
the significant loci identified in this study that are related to the pathways for synthesis and 
conduction of growth hormones, such as AT4G00160.1, which encodes an F-box protein in the 
signal transduction pathway. It has been shown that the F-box is an auxin receptor. Thus, we 
can see that the QTLs identified in this study may not only be applicable to A. thaliana, but also 
to other plants. These results show that functional mapping can reveal more intricate details 
of dynamic traits such as height growth and other phenotypes.

Functional mapping is far from enough to fully study complex traits, and there are still many 
limitations in describing the developmental pathways leading to the final phenotype and 
revealing the underlying genetic mechanisms for the formation and development of these 
traits. It is too simple to draw a complete dynamic diagram of complex traits. Wu [66] extends 
functional mapping to system mapping. By identifying the dynamic formation process of 
complex traits as a system and decomposing it into several parts, the QTL that controls the 
interaction of each component during the development of complex characters is identified. 
From the point of view of ecology, the process of character formation is extremely complex. 
To draw a complete quantitative genetic structure, we need to study the characteristics of 
an organism affected by its own genes as well as the influence from the community part-
ner genome. In nature, most organisms live in groups, and individuals compete with each 
other. Wu combined game theory with QTL mapping, which opens up new opportunities for 
improving the accuracy and resolution of complex phenotype QTL recognition [67].
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tomycin biosynthesis, and pentose and glucuronate interconversions. We found that these 
nine pathways are mostly associated with carbohydrate, energy, and amino acid metabolism. 
These biological processes play an important role in the development of height in Arabidopsis.

We also found that AT4G00160.1 encodes an F-box protein in the signal transduction pathway. It 
has been shown that F-box is an auxin receptor [54]. Plant height development is regulated by gib-
berellin (GA) and auxin (indole-3-acetic acid [IAA]) [55], and GA20ox and GA30ox are encoded 
by multiple genes, and mutations in these loci can result in dwarfing of the plant in the later stage 
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not resolved. Ma et al. (2002) integrated some fundamental biological principles into the map-
ping framework, aimed at generating more biologically meaningful discoveries related to trait 
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significance, it possesses three advantages over traditional mapping methods in QTL map-
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mapping are closer to biological reality; (2) a smaller sample size can be used to achieve suf-
ficient accuracy for QTL detection because multiple measurements of the same individual 
improve mapping accuracy; and (3) by treating the growth process as a smooth curve, a large 
number of variables can be analyzed simultaneously, and the estimation of a small number of 
parameters can improve the accuracy of the parameter estimation and flexibility of the model.

With the development of high-throughput sequencing technology and the reduction of 
sequencing cost, GWAS have become an important tool for studying complex traits and have 
been widely used in genetic studies of complex traits in humans, animals, and plants [60]. 
Most GWAS only use single phenotypic data to perform regression analysis with each SNP 
such as with Plink software [61]. In addition, some GWAS have been developed to solve the 
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dynamic traits, a new analytical model for genome-wide association analysis of dynamic data, 
called functional GWAS (fGWAS), has been derived [65]. There are two advantages to fGWAS 
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(2) it provides the ability to study the temporal pattern of genetic control over a time course.
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ogy. We already know that the development of plant height traits is regulated by growth 
hormones such as GA and IAA. Using functional mapping, we found 48 growth QTLs in A. 
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the significant loci identified in this study that are related to the pathways for synthesis and 
conduction of growth hormones, such as AT4G00160.1, which encodes an F-box protein in the 
signal transduction pathway. It has been shown that the F-box is an auxin receptor. Thus, we 
can see that the QTLs identified in this study may not only be applicable to A. thaliana, but also 
to other plants. These results show that functional mapping can reveal more intricate details 
of dynamic traits such as height growth and other phenotypes.

Functional mapping is far from enough to fully study complex traits, and there are still many 
limitations in describing the developmental pathways leading to the final phenotype and 
revealing the underlying genetic mechanisms for the formation and development of these 
traits. It is too simple to draw a complete dynamic diagram of complex traits. Wu [66] extends 
functional mapping to system mapping. By identifying the dynamic formation process of 
complex traits as a system and decomposing it into several parts, the QTL that controls the 
interaction of each component during the development of complex characters is identified. 
From the point of view of ecology, the process of character formation is extremely complex. 
To draw a complete quantitative genetic structure, we need to study the characteristics of 
an organism affected by its own genes as well as the influence from the community part-
ner genome. In nature, most organisms live in groups, and individuals compete with each 
other. Wu combined game theory with QTL mapping, which opens up new opportunities for 
improving the accuracy and resolution of complex phenotype QTL recognition [67].
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Abstract

Major paradigm shift in plant breeding since the availability of molecular marker tech-
nology is that mapping and characterizing the genetic loci that control a trait will lead 
to improved breeding. Often, one of the rationales for cloning of QTL is to develop the 
“perfect marker” for MAS, perhaps based on a functional polymorphism. In contrast, an 
advantage of genomic selection is precisely its black box approach to exploiting genotyp-
ing technology to expedite genetic progress. This is an advantage in our view because 
it does not rely on a “breeding by design” engineering approach to cultivar develop-
ment requiring knowledge of biological function before the creation of phenotypes. 
Breeders can therefore use genomic selection without the large upfront cost of obtain-
ing that knowledge. In addition, genomic selection can maintain the creative nature of 
phenotypic selection which couple’s random mutation and recombination to sometimes 
arrive at solutions outside the engineer’s scope. Currently, the lion’s share of research on 
genomic selection has been performed in livestock breeding, where effective population 
size, extent of LD, breeding objectives, experimental design, and other characteristics 
of populations and breeding programs are quite different from those of crop species. 
Nevertheless, a great number of findings within this literature are very illuminating for 
genomic selection in crops and should be studied and built upon by crop geneticists and 
breeders. The application of powerful, relatively new statistical methods to the problem 
of high dimensional marker data for genomic selection has been nearly as important to 
the development of genomic selection as the creation of high-density marker platforms 
and greater computing power. The methods can be classified by what type of genetic 
architecture they try to capture.
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1. Introduction

Marker-assisted selection (MAS) is an important scheme in plant breeding since the 1990s, 
after promising analysis results for tagging genes or mapping QTL [1]. Marker assisted selec-
tion and molecular breeding have been used in the identification of underlying major genes in 
gene pools and their transfer to desirables traits of major plant breeding programs. Using of 
MAS have shown some shortcomings due to long selection schemes and also the look for vital 
marker-QTL associations being unable to capture “minor” gene effects. Thus marker-assisted 
selection (MAS) is difficult to improve traits having complex inheritance such as grain yield and 
abiotic stresses.

Using whole-genome prediction models, the genomic selection (GS) strategy has paved the 
way to over-come these limitations. High-density molecular markers using is one of the main 
features of genomic selection. Therefore, each of the trait loci has the likelihood of being in 
linkage disequilibrium (LD) with a minimum of one marker locus within the entire breeding 
population. Genome selection strategy removes the need to mapping of genes and search 
for linked QTL–marker loci associated individually. Rather, Genomic selection accounts for 
bunches of predictors simultaneously and is characterized by constraining random estimates 
towards zero. Moreover, Genomic selection helpful for accelerate breeding cycles in such a 
way that the rate of annual genetic gain per unit of time and cost can be decreased. Genomic 
selection has been well established in the field of animal breeding, but is in its beginning in 
crops plants and forest tree breeding.

Genome-wide selection or genomic selection estimates marker effects across the full ordering 
of the breeding population (BP) supported the prediction model developed within the train-
ing population (TP). Training population could be a group of related individuals (such as 
half-sibs or lines) that are each phenotypes and genotypes. Breeding population typically is 
just genotyped not phenotypes. Hence, Genomic selection depends on the degree of genetic 
similarity between training population and breeding population within the Linkage disequi-
librium between marker and trait loci. Breeding values have not been a preferred index in 
plant breeding, however it is in animal breeding. Once plan of genomic estimated breeding 
value (GEBV) was planned, it had been considered an unrealistic approach due to lack of 
enormous scale genotyping technologies. However, currently, it has been a possible approach 
with recent advances in high throughput genotyping platforms (3rd generation platforms). 
Generally processes of genomic selection and marker assisted selection used for Quantitative 
Traits are shown in Figure 1.

The main schemes of the two approaches are similar, wherever each marker assisted selec-
tion and genomic selection consist of breeding and training phases. In the training phase, 
phenotypes and genome-wide (GW) genotypes are investigated in an exceedingly set of a 
population, i.e., the mapping population in marker assisted selection and also the training 
population in genomic selection. Among populations, important relationships between phe-
notypes and genotypes are expected utilizing statistical models. Within the breeding phase, 
genotype data are obtained in an exceedingly breeding population, on the basis of genotypic 
information favorable individuals are selected. There are three prominent variations 
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between the two approaches: (1) within the training section, quantitative trait loci (QTLs) 
are known in marker assisted selection whereas formulae for genetic estimation of breed-
ing value prediction are generated in genomic selection, called genomic selection models;  
(2) within the breeding section, genotype data are solely needed for targeted regions in marker 
assisted selection, whereas genomic selection genotype data are considered to be mandatory in 
genomic selection (3) within the breeding phase, favorable individuals are selected on the bases 
of the linked markers in marker assisted selection, whereas GEBVs are used for selection in 
GS. Thus, GS collectively analyses all the genetic variance of every individual by summing the 
marker impacts of GEBV and it is expected to deal with little effect genes that cannot be captured 
by traditional MAS.

The statistical ways employed by GS are comparatively new the plant-breeding community. 
The ways of marker-assisted selection (MAS) or marker-assisted recurrent selection (MARS) 
assume that the user is aware of that alleles are favorable, and what their average effects on 
the phenotype are. This assumption is viable for major-gene traits however not for quantita-
tive traits that are influenced by several loci of little impact and the environment. To deal with 

Figure 1. Self-pollinated crop genomic selection vs. phenotypic/MAS selection timeline.
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quantitative traits, new statistical approaches that might account for this uncertainty were 
required to get the most effective predictions potential. Finding problem with locus identifi-
cation, entailed that the consequences for all marker loci be at the same time estimated. Once 
a prediction based on allele effects, the allele becomes the unit of analysis. Alleles are so the 
units that need to be replicated inside and across environments. However that replication will 
occur in spite of the particular lines carrying the alleles such lines themselves no longer need 
to be replicated. Within the breeding context, removing the requirement for line replication 
opens the likelihood of dramatically increasing the amount of lines pushed through the pipe-
line of a breeding program, and successively of accelerating selection intensity.

2. Genomic selection scheme

Genomic selection is to assemble a training population for individuals for which both geno-
types and phenotypes are available and use those data to create a statistical model that relates 
variation in observed genotypes marker loci to variation in the observed phenotypes of the 
individuals. Multiple generations of parents and progenies provided powerful training popu-
lation than a single generation individuals and larger number of individual’s generations and 
markers provide more powerful training population (TP). The statistical model obtained from 
genotype and phenotype is then applied to a prediction population comprised of individuals 
for which genotypes are available, but phenotypes are not. GS is based on similarity between 
the training population (TP) and breeding population (BP) in the LD between marker loci 
and trait loci. This similarity may exist because breeding population is selected from training 
population or descended from training population or because density of markers is so high 
that every trait locus is in disequilibrium with at least one marker locus across the entire pop-
ulation of the target species. The training population is genotyped and phenotyped to train 
the genomic selection (GS) prediction model. In Genomic selection main role of phenotyping 
is to calculate effect of markers & cross validation. Genotypic information from the breeding 
material is then fed into the model to calculate genome estimated breeding values (GEBV) for 
these lines (Figure 2).

2.1. Need of genomic selection

Traditional marker assisted selection, whereas helpful for merely transmitted traits controlled 
by few loci, loses effectiveness because the number of loci will increase. This is often true for 
individual quantitative traits or once multiple traits are below selection. Quantitative traits 
like grain yield, abiotic stress have verified hard to enhance with marker-assisted selection. 
The main limitations are (i) tiny population sizes and traditional statistical strategies that have 
inadequate power to find and accurately estimate effects of small-effect quantitative trait loci 
(QTL) and (ii) gene x gene interactions (epistasis) and (iii) genotype x environment interac-
tions (G.E) that have restricted the exchangeability of quantitative trait loci result estimates 
across populations and environments. The Beavis effect is a statistical phenomenon in biology 
that refers to the overestimation of the effect size of quantitative trait loci (QTL) as a result of 
small sample sizes in QTL studies.
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The availability of low cost and extensive molecular markers in plants has allowed breed-
ers to raise however molecular markers might best be used to win breeding progress. 
Additionally advances in high-throughput genotyping have markedly reduced the value 
per data point of molecular markers and increasing genome coverage. This reduction was 
in the main the results of three parallel developments [2] (i) the invention of huge numbers 
of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers in several species; (ii) development of 
high-throughput technologies, like multiplexing and gel-free deoxyribonucleic acid arrays, 
for screening SNP polymorphisms; and (iii) automation of the marker-genotyping method, 
together with efficient procedures for deoxyribonucleic acid extraction [2]. Phenotyping 
prices are increased Genotyping prices are being reduced and marker densities are being 
increased speedily.

Statistical strategies are inadequate for improving polygenic traits controlled by several loci 
of small impact. There will be more markers (explanatory variables) than lines (observations) 
that introduce statistical issues. Drawback of small p (number of traits) and enormous m 
(number of markers) ends up in a lack of degrees of freedom. The foremost acceptable statisti-
cal model is required to at the same time estimate several marker effects from a limited range 
of phenotypes. In so-called “large p, small m” problems, standard multiple linear regres-
sion cannot be used without variable selection, that conflicts with the initial goal of avoiding 
marker selection. To overcome these issues, a range of ways, e.g., best linear unbiased predic-
tion, ridge regression, Bayesian regression, kernel regression and machine learning methods 
are projected to develop prediction models for genomic selection.

The most economical use of GS is to exchange expensive and long phenotyping by a predic-
tion of the genetic worth of the character below selection (or any multi trait index). Thus, the 
foremost expected advantage is to shorten selection cycles. However, to learn from shorter 

Figure 2. Genomic selection scheme. Information on phenotype and genotype for a training population allows estimating 
parameters for the model. (Modified: Castro et al. 2012) [12].
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The availability of low cost and extensive molecular markers in plants has allowed breed-
ers to raise however molecular markers might best be used to win breeding progress. 
Additionally advances in high-throughput genotyping have markedly reduced the value 
per data point of molecular markers and increasing genome coverage. This reduction was 
in the main the results of three parallel developments [2] (i) the invention of huge numbers 
of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers in several species; (ii) development of 
high-throughput technologies, like multiplexing and gel-free deoxyribonucleic acid arrays, 
for screening SNP polymorphisms; and (iii) automation of the marker-genotyping method, 
together with efficient procedures for deoxyribonucleic acid extraction [2]. Phenotyping 
prices are increased Genotyping prices are being reduced and marker densities are being 
increased speedily.
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sion cannot be used without variable selection, that conflicts with the initial goal of avoiding 
marker selection. To overcome these issues, a range of ways, e.g., best linear unbiased predic-
tion, ridge regression, Bayesian regression, kernel regression and machine learning methods 
are projected to develop prediction models for genomic selection.

The most economical use of GS is to exchange expensive and long phenotyping by a predic-
tion of the genetic worth of the character below selection (or any multi trait index). Thus, the 
foremost expected advantage is to shorten selection cycles. However, to learn from shorter 

Figure 2. Genomic selection scheme. Information on phenotype and genotype for a training population allows estimating 
parameters for the model. (Modified: Castro et al. 2012) [12].
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cycles, the genetic gain per selection cycle ought to be near that predicted from phenotypic 
or combined MAS + phenotypic selection. Progeny testing schemes have a high accuracy of 
selection, however the time interval is also additional, takes long term to perform a cycle of 
selection that decreases the genetic gain. The univariate breeder’s equation was used for the 
GS-BPs as a result of they include just one stage of selection [3]. Selection accuracy is adequate 
to the correlation between selection criteria and breeding value (i.e., correlation between phe-
notypes or GEBVs and true breeding values [TBVs]). In oxen, Schaeffer [4] determined that the 
time and value savings exploitation GS with GEBV accuracy of 0.75 would increase genetic 
gain twofold and supply a price savings of ninety two in comparison to the present ways. 

Figure 3. Genomic selection scheme.
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The power to calculate extremely correct GEBVs and also the potential to drastically cut back 
makeup analysis frequency and selection cycle time expedited a speedy adoption of genomic 
selection and is revolutionizing the oxen breeding trade (Figure 3).

2.2. Model for genomic selection

The basic model may be denoted as

   Y  i   = g ( x  i  )  +  e  i    (1)

where   Y  
i
    is an observed phenotype of individual i (i = 1 … n) and xi is a 1 x p vector of SNP gen-

otypes on individual i, g(xi) is a function relating genotypes to phenotypes, and ei a residual 
term. The GEBV is generally equal to g (xi). Further similarities among GS models can be seen 
by recognizing that they all seek to minimize a certain cost function. In least squares analysis, 
the well-known cost function is simply the sum of squared residuals.

2.3. Cross-validation

Evaluating GEBV accuracy through cross validation (CV). CV entails splitting the data into 
training and validation set. The ratio of observations in each set varies, but often a fivefold 
CV is used, that is, the data set is randomly divided into five sets, with four sets being com-
bined to form the training set and the remaining set designated as the validation set. Each 
subset of the data is used as the validation set once, before applying of the prediction model 
to the breeding population, the accuracy of the model should be tested. For this, most of the 
training population is used to create a prediction model, which is then used to estimate the 
genomic estimation breeding values of the remaining individuals in the training population, 
using genotypic data only. This permits researchers to “test” and refine the prediction model 
to make sure the prediction accuracy is high enough that future predictions are often relied 
upon. Once valid, the model is often applied to a breeding population to calculate GEBVs of 
lines that genotypical, however no phenotypical, information is available.

2.4. Genomic selection prediction accuracies

The prediction accuracy of the GEBVs is evaluated by the correlation between the GEBVs and 
empirically estimated breeding values, r(GEBV: EBV), where the EBV can be obtained in a 
number of ways, most simply, as a phenotypic mean. This correlation provides an estimate of 
selection accuracy and thus directly relates GEBV prediction accuracy to selection response 
[2]. Other statistics such as mean-square error (MSE) are used occasionally [3]. Genomic 
selection accuracy is defined as the correlation between GEBV and the true breeding value 
(TBV), that is, r(GEBV:TBV). Since we can only measure r(GEBV:EBV), this measure needs 
to be converted to an estimate of r(GEBV:TBV). To do so, it is assumed that r(GEBV:EBV) 
= r(GEBV:TBV) X r(EBV:TBV). This assumption is correct if the only component common 
between the GEBV and the EBV is the TBV itself. In other words, the assumption holds if 
GEBV = TBV + e1 and EBV = TBV + e2, where e1 and e2 are uncorrelated residuals. The 
assumption could be violated if the training and validation data were collected in the same 
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environment. In that case, genotype by environment (G.E) interaction would generate a com-
mon component of error in both GEBV and EBV, biasing their correlation upward. Thus, 
training and validation data should be collected in different environments to ensure sound 
estimates of GEBV prediction accuracy. The correction, r(EBV:TBV), accounts for the fact that 
the EBV in the validation set is not free of error. When the EBVs are phenotypes, r(EBV:TBV) 
is equal to the square root of heritability (h) within the validation set [2].

Accurate GEBV predictions offer the possibility that future elite and parental lines will be 
selected on GEBV rather than phenoypic data from extensive field testing. Immediate impact 
would be a great increase in speed of breeding cycle increasing selection gains per unit time. 
Thus, GS could radically change the practice of field evaluation for breeders. Of course, 
regardless of the breeding method used, final field evaluations of varieties across the target 
environments will be needed before they are distributed to farmers.

Breeding cycle time is shortened by removing phenotypic evaluation of lines before selection 
as parents for the next cycle. Model training and line development cycle length will be crop 
and breeding program specific. In a GS breeding schema, genome-wide DNA markers are 
used to predict which individuals in a breeding population are most valuable as parents of the 
next generation of offspring. The prediction model is additionally continuously rejuvenated 
as genotypical and phenotypic data from elite lines derived from the collaborating breeding 
programs is incorporated into the prediction models. In this manner, new germplasm may be 
infused into the system at any point. As lines derived from the recently infused germplasm 
advance within the breeding process, their genotypical and phenotypic data may be incorpo-
rated into the prediction models.

The purpose of phenotyping now is to pick the best lines from a segregating population and 
to judge fewer lines with larger replication in every cycle of selection. However during a GS 
driven breeding cycle, the aim of phenotyping is to estimate or re-estimate marker effects. It 
is far from clear at this point whether or not it will be advantageous to evaluate solely the best 
lines or to evaluate few lines with high replication. So separates the germplasm improvement 
cycle from the prediction model improvement cycle. Indeed, if we tend to use the rules for 
optimum QTL linkage mapping, analysis should include not just the best however the best 
and the the} worst lines Figure 3 also emphasizes the requirement for model updating and 
re-evaluation. Marker effects might amendment as a results of allomorph frequency changes 
[6] or of epistatic gene action. Model updating with every breeding cycle should mitigate 
reduced gains from GS caused by these mechanisms. Thus, GS may radically change the prac-
tice of field evaluation for breeders. Of course, despite the breeding technique used, final field 
evaluations of varieties across the target environments are going to be needed before they are 
distributed to farmers.

Accuracy declines as generation number between the last model update and selection candi-
dates increases [4–6], because selection causes changes in variances, allele frequencies, and 
LD relationships between markers and QTL [4]. Under random mating, simulations have 
shown model accuracy to decrease by about 5% per generation [5, 6], but accuracy decrease 
was much more rapid under selection.

Next Generation Plant Breeding100

3. Factors responsible for the estimation accuracy of GS models

The response of genomic selection is that the output of varied factors responsible for estima-
tion accuracy of GEBVs. These factors are interconnected in an exceedingly advanced and 
comprehensive manner. They include model performances, sample size and relatedness, 
marker density, gene effects, heritability and genetic design, and therefore the extent and 
distribution of linkage disequilibrium between markers and QTL.

3.1. Population size

The most important characteristic of the population is its effective size. An obvious measure 
of population size is its census: how many individuals it contains. But populations with the 
same census size can behave quite differently. For a population of a given rate of inbreeding, 
the effective size is equal to the census size of a randomly mating (“ideal”) population that 
would have that same rate.

Accuracy due to genetic relationships can represent from a small minority to a large major-
ity proportion of the overall accuracy. The combination of long-distance LD due to pedigree 
relatedness (e.g., full sibs and half sibs) and short-distance ancestral LD due to small effective 
population size are among the key features of our training population. With improved marker 
technology, large TPs that use a representative sample of germplasm in a given breeding pro-
gram may be a good strategy for long-term accuracy over a broad range of families. It has been 
observed to be monotonic increase in the prediction accuracy for grain yield with increasing 
population size without any substantial decrease in the slope (Figure 4). Studies in this the 
size of the training population is of crucial importance in genomic selection. The impact of the 
population size on the accuracy of genomic selection is less pronounced for fewer characters 
like grain moisture, which might be due to presence of larger variance among populations 

Figure 4. Relation between number of plants in the training population and accuracy of genomic selection for traits with 
different heritabilities.
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that can be efficiently utilized by few individuals per population. Parameters such as effective 
population size and QTL number strongly influence marker densities and TP sizes required 
for acceptable accuracy. Indeed, simulations similar to those of Meuwissen et al. [6] have 
shown that marker density needs to scale with effective population size [7]. Until very low 
marker densities were reached, marker number had very little, if any, effect on prediction 
accuracies within families from various plant species [8]. Likewise, GEBV accuracy of several 
traits in cattle, including net merit, was hardly affected when as many as 75% of the original 
markers were masked. Adequate marker density and TP size depend on QTL number and 
trait heritability. Calus and Veerkamp [9] used the average r2 between adjacent markers as a 
measure of marker density relative to decay of linkage disequilibrium. They found that for a 
highly heritability trait, average adjacent marker r2 of 0.15 was sufficient, but for a low heri-
tability trait, increasing the r2 to 0.20 improved prediction accuracy. Heritability dramatically 
affects TP sizes required for successful GS, especially at h2 less than 0.40 [3].

3.2. Linkage disequilibrium

Genetic drift is an important cause in generating LD, the non-independence of alleles at dif-
ferent loci. This non-independence allows marker alleles to predict the allelic state of nearby 
QTL, enabling marker genotypes to predict the phenotype. The LD intensity decays with 
greater distance between two markers. Decay rates which vary widely across species, popu-
lations, and genomes due to forces of mutation, recombination, population size, population 
mating marker density must increase with increases in Ne*c, where Ne is the effective popu-
lation size and c is the recombination rate between loci. LD patterns. Marker density can 
be inferred by the rate of LD decay across the genome as inferred by the relationship b/w 
inter marker coefficient of determination r2 and genetic distance. LD estimates can be used to 
determine target marker densities for GS at equilibrium, drift generating LD is balanced by 
recombination, causing it to decay, such that nearby loci are expected to be in higher LD than 
faraway loci. LD has a major effect on the operability of GS, so it has to be well understood 
before performing GS. LD is defined as the non-random association of alleles at different loci. 
It has been found that for high heritability trait average adjacent marker r2 of 0.15 is sufficient 
but for low heritability trait increasing r2 value to 0.2 improve accuracy of GEBV predictions.

4. Types of marker platforms

Since, then marker of choice is very important to accurate estimate GEBVBs, different plat-
forms are available

4.1. SNP chips

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) differentiate individuals based on variations detected 
at the level of a single nucleotide base in the genome. SNPs have become the marker of choice 
for crop genetics and breeding applications because of their high abundance in genomes, and 
the availability of a wide array of genotyping platforms with various multiplex  capabilities for 
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SNP analysis [10]. Recent breakthroughs in next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies 
enabled millions of sequences reads to be generated from a single run at a more affordable 
cost. The ability to perform GS requires routine genotyping at a high number of loci. Single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) differentiate individuals based on variations detected at 
the level of a single nucleotide base in the genome. SNPs have become the marker of choice 
for crop genetics and breeding applications because of their high abundance in genomes, 
and the availability of a wide array of genotyping platforms with various multiplex capabili-
ties for SNP analysis [10]. Recent breakthroughs in next generation sequencing (NGS) tech-
nologies enabled millions of sequences reads to be generated from a single run at a more 
affordable cost. The resulting large amount of data provided sequence depth adequate for de 
novo sequence assembly, which has made the SNP discovery on a large scale a feasible task, 
particularly for species without completed genome sequences. Successful results on large-
scale discovery of SNPs based on NGS methods have been reported in several plant species, 
including both and polyploid species, and more are on the way. The development of highly 
parallel SNP assays, such as Illumina’s Golden Gate assay with 1536-plex platform enabled 
the genome-wide studies previously not feasible for economically important crops. Using 
these techniques, SNP-based high-density genetic maps are now available in several crop 
plants such as soybean, maize, barley and wheat. Thus, genotyping lines for use in GS using 
SNP and direct resequencing with next-generation.

4.2. Genotyping by sequencing (GBS)

Advances in next generation technologies have driven the costs of DNA sequencing down to 
the point that genotyping-by sequencing (GBS) is now feasible for high diversity, large genome 
species. GBS is a highly multiplexed approach is based on high-throughput, next-generation 
sequencing of genomic subsets targeted by restriction enzymes (REs). Genotyping by sequenc-
ing (GBS) in any large genome species requires reduction of genome complexity. Genotyping-
by-sequencing can be applied to different populations or even different species without any 
prior genomic knowledge as marker discovery is simultaneous with the genotyping of the 
population. GBS sequence allows access to any sequence within low copy genomic regions 
or regulatory regions controlling the expression of plant genes responsible for agronomically 
important phenotypes are often located in non-coding DNA. The use of GBS for GS, therefore, 
should be applicable to a range of model and non-model crop species to implement genomics-
assisted breeding. Genotyping-by sequencing combines marker discovery and genotyping of 
large populations, making it a superb marker platform for breeding applications even within 
the absence of a reference genome sequence or previous polymorphism discovery. Additionally, 
the pliability and low price of GBS create this an ideal approach for genomics-assisted breeding.

5. Advantages of genomic selection

1. The marker effects are calculable from the training population and used directly for GS 
within the involved breeding population, and QTL discovery, mapping, etc., are not needed.
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2. Each simulation and empirical studies reveal that GS produces larger gains per unit time 
than constitution selection. For instance, a simulation study in maize showed GS to be 
superior to MARS, notably for traits having low heritability. Further, GS will predict the 
performance of breeding lines additional accurately than that supported pedigree data, 
and GS appears to be an efficient tool for rising the potency of rice breeding.

3. The selection index approach integrates appropriately weighted data from multiple traits 
into an index that is the premise for concurrent selection for the concerned traits. The 
genome-wide marker data is integrated into a range index either alone or in conjunction 
with phenotype data on one or additional traits. Simulation studies show that the on top 
of combined selection index approach of GS can increase the effectiveness of selection, 
considerably for low heritability traits.

4. GS would tend to cut back the speed of inbreeding and also the loss of genetic variability as 
compared to selection based on breeding values calculable from phenotype data; this may 
be achieved while not sacrificing selection gains. This might be notably vital in species that 
show severe inbreeding depression.

5. Genomic selection scheme consist of phenotyping for each selection cycle within the 
breeding population is not needed. This greatly reduces the length of breeding cycle, nota-
bly in perennial species. For instance, GS was calculable to reduce the selection cycle time 
from 19 years to simply 6 years just in case of oil palm (Elaeis guineensis). Further, GS was 
calculable to outperform MARS and phenotypic selection even with a population size of 
fifty once selection gain was considered on per unit time and price, however not on per 
selection cycle, basis. (The selection the choice) cycle is reduced as a result of GS does not 
need analysis of interbreeding performance of the plants being subjected to selection that 
is critical within the case of phenotypic selection. In perennial species, GS is anticipated to 
facilitate commercialization of improved genotypes at abundant shorter intervals of time 
than phenotypic selection.

6. Genomic selection would possibly enable breeders to pick out parents for crossbreed-
ing programs from among those lines that have not been evaluated within the target 
environment. This selection would be supported GEBVs of these lines estimated for their 
adaptation to the target environment. This could facilitate germplasm exchange and their 
utilization in breeding programs.

7. Genotype X environment interaction could be a vital a part of phenotype and its estimation 
is sort of demanding. GS can utilize information on marker genotype and trait phenotype 
accumulated over time in varied analysis programs covering a variety of environments 
and integrate an identical in GEBV estimates of the various individuals/lines. This could 
enable GEBV estimation even for traits that they have never been tested.

8. Theoretically, GEBV estimates is employed for the selection of parents for crossing pro-
grams and, possibly, for the development of hybrid varieties. These applications, however, 
ought to expect validation of the concept in apply.

Next Generation Plant Breeding104

6. Limitations of genomic selection

1. GS has still not become popular plant breeding community primarily due to low evidence 
for its sensible utility. In fact, most discussions on its utility are for the most part statistical 
treatments and simulations that are not simply appreciated by plant breeders.

2. The potential value of GS should be assessed with caution because GS has been mostly 
evaluated in simulation studies. There is an imperative have to be compelled to judge 
genomic selection in crop breeding situations to demonstrate its practical utility.

3. The marker effects and, as a result, GEBV estimates would possibly modification attribut-
able to changes in gene frequencies and epistatic interactions. This is often ready to neces-
sitate amendment of the GS model with every breeding cycle therefore the gains from GS 
are not reduced.

4. The accuracy of GEBV estimates has been evaluated exploitation simulation models based 
on additive genetic variance. These models ignore epistatic effects that does not seem to be 
realistic. It has been argued that since biological process makes alone a small contribution 
to the breeding value, the employment of solely additive genetic models for GS is addi-
tionally expected to maximize selection gains. However, this argument are planning to be 
entirely valid only for self-fertilizing species, where homozygous lines are used as parents 
as well as varieties.

5. Our information concerning the genetic design of quantitative traits is severely restricted, 
that limits our ability to develop applicable models of GS to realize the most prediction 
accuracy.

6. The selection response declines at a faster rate under GS than with pedigree selection. 
This may be reduced by continually together with new markers for the prediction of GE-
BVs. The long response under GS can also be raised by putting higher weights on the 
low-frequency favorable alleles, considerably within the start of GS program.GS is simpler 
than phenotypic selection on per unit time basis only if off-season/greenhouse facilities 
are accustomed grow up to three generations per annum. The utility and also the cost-
effectiveness of GS would be uncertain wherever such facilities are not offered.

7. The necessity for genotyping of an oversized variety of marker loci in every generation 
of selection adds considerably to the price of breeding programs. It has been projected 
that, inside the future, a bigger stress are going to be placed on the use of marker informa-
tion than on composition information. Such a shift, however, would need the value of one 
marker information to be merely 1/5000 the price of phenotyping one entry.

8. Implementation of GS would need intensive infrastructure and completely different re-
sources, which might get on the so much aspect the reach of most moderate size public sec-
tor breeding programs, considerably within the developing countries. To boot, planning 
and execution of GS is kind of exigent, and additionally the breeders would be required to 
reorient their approach to the breeding programs.
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7. Conclusions

Currently, the lion’s share of research on GS has been performed in livestock breeding, where 
effective population size, extent of LD, breeding objectives, experimental design, and other 
characteristics of populations and breeding programs are quite different from those of crop 
species. Nevertheless, a great number of findings within this literature are very illuminat-
ing for GS in crops and should be studied and built upon by crop geneticists and breed-
ers. The application of powerful, relatively new statistical methods to the problem of high 
dimensional marker data for GS has been nearly as important to the development of GS as 
the creation of high-density marker platforms and greater computing power. The methods 
can be classified by what type of genetic architecture they try to capture. Somewhat surpris-
ingly, RR-BLUP, which makes the ostensibly unrealistic assumption that genetic effects are 
uniformly spread across the genome, often performs as well as more sophisticated models. 
Exceptions do exist, though, and there is abundant evidence that BayesB is superior for traits 
with strong QTL effects. Additionally, since BayesB better identifies markers in strong LD 
with QTL than RR-BLUP, it maintains accuracy for more generations. Finally, the question 
of whether or not to model epistasis remains open. If epistasis is important for a particular 
trait in a particular population, the kernel methods and machine-learning techniques such 
as SVM may be preferable. It is important for the practitioner to consider such issues or test 
methods on a relevant data set before a method for GEBV calculation is chosen. Although the 
increasing marker density, training population size, and trait heritability are obvious ways 
to improve GEBV accuracy; these options add cost to the program. Implementing algorithms 
for markers imputation and training population design holds the potential for essentially free 
additional accuracy, leading to greater overall GS efficiency.

The current drops in genotyping costs, while phenotyping costs remain constant or increase, 
suggest that efforts to understand how to choose which lines to phenotype on the basis of 
their genotype, that is, how to design training populations, will be rewarding. Combining 
training populations from different populations is another way to boost accuracy when indi-
vidual populations lack sufficient size and assuming that the marker densities required are 
available. With respect to maximizing long-term selection, we discussed several promising 
approaches that strive to retain favorable, low-frequency alleles while minimizing loss of 
short-term gain. Both simulation and empirical results for GS have been quite impressive. 
Empirical results of GS accuracy in crops, however, are not yet available for the public sector, 
except in the form of CV within families. Further empirical studies of the effects of statisti-
cal models, marker density, TP size and composition, and different selection criteria for the 
effectiveness of GS in breeding populations are urgently needed. In addition, while the CV 
approach can be instructive, an important caveat should be mentioned. In CV, the training 
and validation sets belong to the same population. But in GS, the selected candidates will 
rarely belong to the same population as the training set and may well be several generations 
removed from it. Recombination during meiosis between generations erodes the association 
between marker and QTL, systematically reducing accuracy. The effect of selection on allele 
frequencies and the Bulmer effect can also have detrimental effects on accuracy. In order to 
realistically evaluate GS for crops, studies designed for this purpose should be performed.

Next Generation Plant Breeding106

Clearly, exciting times are ahead of us as public breeding programs launch GS efforts. 
This review compiles several immediately useful results for breeders wanting to maxi-
mize gains through GS. Knowledge of breeding program parameters (effective population 
size, extent of LD, and trait heritability) allows marker density and training population 
size to be determined using analytical formulae. The greatest impact of GS on gain per 
unit time will come from shortening the breeding cycle [11]. Therefore, redesigning cross-
ing and population development schemes incorporate GS as early as possible will likely 
be the most effective. Consequently, phenotyping resources will need to be shifted from 
early generation, evaluation for selection to evaluation for model training. The importance 
of epistasis will need to be assessed for each trait. A major paradigm in plant breeding 
since the availability of molecular marker technology is that mapping and characteriz-
ing the genetic loci that control a trait will lead to improved breeding. Often, one of the 
rationales for cloning of QTL is to develop the “perfect market” for MAS, perhaps based 
on a functional polymorphism. In contrast, an advantage of the GS is precisely its black 
box approach to exploiting genotyping technology to expedite genetic progress. This is 
an advantage in our view because it does not rely on a “breeding by design” engineering 
approach to cultivar development requiring knowledge of biological function before the 
creation of phenotypes. Breeders can therefore use GS without the large upfront cost of 
obtaining that knowledge. In addition, GS can maintain the creative nature of phenotypic 
selection which couples random mutation and recombination to sometimes arrive at solu-
tions outside the engineer’s scope.
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Abstract

The next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies embrace advance sequencing tech-
nologies that can generate high-throughput RNA-seq data to delve into all the possible 
aspects of the transcriptome. It involves short-read sequencing approaches like 454, illu-
mina, SOLiD and Ion Torrent, and more advance single-molecule long-read sequenc-
ing approaches including PacBio and nano-pore sequencing. Together with the help of 
computational approaches, these technologies are revealing the necessity of complex 
non-coding part of the genome, once dubbed as “junk DNA.” The ease in availability of 
high-throughput RNA-seq data has allowed the genome-wide identification of long non-
coding RNA (lncRNA). The high-confidence lncRNAs can be filtered from the set of whole 
RNA-seq data using the computational pipeline. These can be categorized into intergenic, 
intronic, sense, antisense, and bidirectional lncRNAs with respect to their genomic local-
ization. The transcription of lncRNAs in plants is carried out by plant-specific RNA poly-
merase IV and V in addition to RNA polymerase II and target the epigenetic regulation 
through RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM). lncRNAs regulate the gene expression 
through a variety of mechanism including target mimicry, histone modification, chromo-
some looping, etc. The differential expression pattern of lncRNA during developmental 
processes and different stress responses indicated their diverse role in plants.

Keywords: next-generation sequencing (NGS), high-throughput RNA-seq, long  
non-coding RNA (lncRNA), expression, development, stress

1. Introduction

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies provide a new platform for the produc-
tion of high-throughput sequencing data in less time at reduced cost. The tremendous 
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Abstract

The next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies embrace advance sequencing tech-
nologies that can generate high-throughput RNA-seq data to delve into all the possible 
aspects of the transcriptome. It involves short-read sequencing approaches like 454, illu-
mina, SOLiD and Ion Torrent, and more advance single-molecule long-read sequenc-
ing approaches including PacBio and nano-pore sequencing. Together with the help of 
computational approaches, these technologies are revealing the necessity of complex 
non-coding part of the genome, once dubbed as “junk DNA.” The ease in availability of 
high-throughput RNA-seq data has allowed the genome-wide identification of long non-
coding RNA (lncRNA). The high-confidence lncRNAs can be filtered from the set of whole 
RNA-seq data using the computational pipeline. These can be categorized into intergenic, 
intronic, sense, antisense, and bidirectional lncRNAs with respect to their genomic local-
ization. The transcription of lncRNAs in plants is carried out by plant-specific RNA poly-
merase IV and V in addition to RNA polymerase II and target the epigenetic regulation 
through RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM). lncRNAs regulate the gene expression 
through a variety of mechanism including target mimicry, histone modification, chromo-
some looping, etc. The differential expression pattern of lncRNA during developmental 
processes and different stress responses indicated their diverse role in plants.

Keywords: next-generation sequencing (NGS), high-throughput RNA-seq, long  
non-coding RNA (lncRNA), expression, development, stress

1. Introduction

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies provide a new platform for the produc-
tion of high-throughput sequencing data in less time at reduced cost. The tremendous 
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 improvements in past years have allowed the sequencing of millions of DNA fragments in 
parallel. It has shifted the genomics to a newer edge by capturing the small details of DNA 
fragments. Earlier, Maxam and Gilbert's [1] and Sanger sequencing [2] techniques were lead-
ing approaches after the discovery of the DNA structure [3]. However, these techniques 
were time-consuming and limited to small-scale, dealing with few genes to the genome of 
simple organisms. But the necessity of sequencing the complex genome in short time and 
reduced cost have technologically advanced the sequencing approaches and evolved as NGS 
technologies. The NGS systems provide rapid, reproducible, and highly accurate sequenc-
ing techniques, and are based on the short-read sequencing approaches and a more advance 
single-molecule long-read sequencing [4]. The short-read sequencing approaches are depen-
dent on sequencing by synthesis (SBS) and sequencing by ligation (SBL) methods. Further, 
these methods require pre-processing of DNA before directly proceeding to the sequencing 
steps, according to the requirement of different NGS platforms [4]. In SBS approach, the 
nucleotides are added by the polymerase into the elongating DNA strand and the signal is 
received in the form of fluorescence or ionic concentration change for every single nucleotide 
incorporated [5, 6]. Besides this, in SBL approach, probes having one- or two-base match-
ing, bound to fluorophore, are ligated to the adjacent oligonucleotide on DNA fragments. 
The emitted fluorescent spectrum identifies the complementary bases of the probe at a spe-
cific position and reset primers are used to encrypt the complete DNA sequence [5]. Most 
of the short-read sequencing approaches require the clonal amplification of DNA on the 
solid surface such as bead-based, solid-state, and generation of DNA nanoball [5]. In all the 
methods, initially the DNA is fragmented and then ligated to a common set of adaptor for 
amplification and consequently ensue for DNA sequencing [5]. The short-read sequencing 
approaches include 454, illumina, SOLiD, and Ion Torrent platforms. Moreover, the in-silico 
approaches are used for the assembly of data generated by after these techniques [6]. The 
limitations in short-read sequencing approaches like de novo sequencing and the resolu-
tion of genomic variation leads to the development of more advance long-read sequenc-
ing approaches [6]. The long-read sequencing approaches are used for complex genomes 
with several long repetitive elements, structural variation, and alteration in copy number, 
which are significant for the occurrence of disease, and for evolution and adaptation [7–9]. 
It produces long reads of several kilobases and allows the higher resolution of the genome. 
In contrast to short reads, a single long-read can completely span the repetitive or complex 
region of genome, thus reducing the probability of vagueness in the size and positions of the 
genomic element [6]. Pacific Biosciences and Oxford Nanopore are commercially available 
sequencing technologies which provide the platform for sequencing the long reads with 
thousands of bases per read. These technologies are based on single-molecule sequencing, 
but have different methods of nucleotide detection. Oxford Nanopore is based on the detec-
tion through nanopores while Pacific Biosciences uses optical detection inside zero-mode 
waveguide [10]. Besides this, in synthetic approach, the data of short-read sequencing is 
combined with informatics and biochemical approaches for the construction of synthetic 
long reads. Long reads allow researchers for a deep transcriptomic study such as allele-
specific transcription, alternative splicing, and in the identification of exact connectivity of 
exons and discern gene isoforms [6, 11, 12].
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2. High-throughput RNA sequencing

Transcriptome consists of a whole set of transcripts present in a cell, and their expression level 
in particular developmental stage and cellular conditions. The detailed study of an organism at 
transcriptome level is necessary for revealing the molecular constituents involved in that par-
ticular stage or condition of the tissue. The high-throughput RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) has 
emerged as an important technique in the field of transcriptomics for studying all the aspects of 
gene expression at large scale. It is one of the most commonly used techniques for quantifica-
tion and mapping of transcriptomes. It involves the conversion of RNA into cDNA, followed by 
random sequencing of cDNAs fragments by using NGS platforms [13]. The generated millions 
of short reads were assembled by various bioinformatics approaches. Consequent mapping of 
these short reads reveals the position of gene transcribing the RNA on the reference genome 
or sets of a gene [13]. The high-throughput technologies also include direct RNA sequencing 
(DRS), in which the native RNA is directly sequenced without proceeding to the step of cDNA 
preparation. The technique is successful in sequencing native polyA+, where reverse transcrip-
tion is undesirable. It is applicable in determining the precise sequence, identification of alterna-
tive polyadenylation sites, and deals with the small amount of nucleic acid [14]. In cap-assisted 
gene expression (CAGE) technique, RNAs with a 5′ cap are targeted. The short sequence tags are 
generated from 5′ ends of targeted RNAs with one tag per RNA molecule and allow the precise 
mapping of 5′ ends [15]. Series analysis of gene expression (SAGE) is another method for the 
sequencing of RNA molecules which target polyadenylated messages, and tags are generated 
near 3′ ends, typically one internal tag per RNA molecule [16]. Similarly, paired-end tags (PET) 
also targets polyadenylated RNA molecules, but the combined information on 5′ and 3′ ends 
of same RNA molecule generates the sequence tag [17]. Furthermore, rapid amplification of 
cDNA ends (RACE) is a PCR-based method used to identify the unknown sequences in conjunc-
tion with a known region. Together with the NGS technologies, it can be utilized for deep tran-
scriptome sequencing of the particular locus [18]. Targeted RNA sequencing is also meant for a 
specific locus and by using tiling microarrays RNAs are selected and sequenced [19]. RNA pro-
filing method by GRO-seq measures the steady-state levels of RNA and combined NGS analysis 
with the nuclear run-on experiments to generate information on RNA polymerase complexes 
competent with transcription [20]. This high-throughput RNA-seq is helpful in finding out the 
transcript (messenger RNAs, non-coding RNAs, and small RNAs) of species in short time and 
in determining the 5′ and 3′ splice sites, splicing patterns, and post-transcriptional modifications. 
The quantification of transcripts reveals the change in expression of genes in different conditions.

3. Long non-coding RNA (lncRNA)

3.1. Discovery and identification of lncRNA

In the era of NGS, the high-throughput RNA-seq data has lime lighted the necessity of 
non-coding part of the genome in the gene functioning. Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) are 
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waveguide [10]. Besides this, in synthetic approach, the data of short-read sequencing is 
combined with informatics and biochemical approaches for the construction of synthetic 
long reads. Long reads allow researchers for a deep transcriptomic study such as allele-
specific transcription, alternative splicing, and in the identification of exact connectivity of 
exons and discern gene isoforms [6, 11, 12].
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transcribed from non-coding DNA, earlier called junk DNA. An extensive study on tran-
scriptomes from multiple species indicated that about 90% of the genome can be transcribed, 
whereas only a small portion of such transcribed regions potentially codes for proteins [21]. 
The ncRNAs are categorized into housekeeping and regulatory ncRNAs on the basis their 
expression and role in different cells types. The expression of housekeeping ncRNAs (e.g., 
t-RNA, r-RNA, and snRNA) is prominent and has a structural role in all the cells [22]. While, 
the regulatory ncRNA shows temporal expression in specific cell types and includes microR 
NAs (miRNAs), small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), enhancer RNAs (eRNAs), promoter-associated  
RNAs (PARs), Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs), and long non-coding (lncRNA). The  
criteria of >200 nt length are set for the identification of lncRNAs among all the organisms  
[23]. lncRNA comprises of a major group of ncRNAs and regulate various biological processes  
through different molecular mechanisms.

Figure 1. Pipeline for identification of long non-coding RNA.
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In plants, the lncRNA was first reported in Glycine max [24], involved in changing the sub-cellular 
localization of a protein. In Medicago truncatula and Oryza sativa, MtENOD40 and OsENOD40  
lncRNAs were discovered in nodule formation, respectively, and signify the involvement 
of lncRNA in biological roles [25, 26]. Likewise, in other plant species, for example, COLD-
INDUCED LONG-ANTISENSE INTRAGENIC RNA (COOLAIR) and COLD-ASSISTED 
INTRONIC NONCODING RNA (COLDAIR), lncRNA in Arabidopsis thaliana [27, 28], involved 
in regulation of flowering, were identified and studied for their diverse function in the plant 
system. Furthermore, the exponential rise in high-throughput RNA-seq data have contributed 
to the discovery of lncRNA at genome-wide level, but the studies are limited in plants to some 
species. The amalgamation of experimental RNomics with the computational approaches has 
contributed to the identification of lncRNA and their function in  wide-ranging biological 
 processes [6]. The accurate identification and functional annotation is an ongoing challenge in 

Sr. no. Plant name Number of 
lncRNAs

Tissues/organ/stress Reference

1 Amborella trichopoda 2569 Tissue [32]

2 Arabidopsis thaliana ~6480 Organ-specific and stress responsive [22]

3 Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 2214 Cultured cells and synchronized vegetative 
cells

[32]

4 Cicer arietinum 2248 Three vegetative tissues and flower 
development

[30]

5 Cucumis sativus 3274 Fruit development and sex differentiation 
tissues

[33]

6 Fragaria vesca 1556 Floral, fruit tissue, and two vegetative tissues [34]

7 Medicago truncatula 23,324 Control, osmatic, and salt stress in leaf and 
root tissues

[35]

8 Oryza sativa 2224 Development and reproductive organs [36]

9 Physcomitrella patens 2711 Developmental stages [32]

10 Populus trichocarpa 2542 Control and drought condition [37]

11 Setaria italica 584 Drought stress [38]

12 Selaginella moellendorffii 4422 Root, stem, and leaf [32]

13 Solanum lycopersicum 10,774 In wild and ripening mutant [39]

1565 Tomato yellow-leaf curl virus stress [40]

14 Triticum aestivum 44,698 Organ-specific and stress responsive [31]

283 Fungal-responsive lincRNAs [41]

15 Vitis vinifera 4506 Organ-specific [32]

16 Zea mays 1704 Different tissues [42]

664 Drought-stressed leaves [43]

7245 Leaves (under conditions of nitrogen 
deficiency and sufficiency)

[44]

Table 1. Occurrence of lncRNA in various plant species.
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the field of bioinformatics for high-throughput RNA-seq data. The data of identified lncRNAs 
in plants is timely submitted to the different databases [29]. A pipeline with multiple filters 
has been designed for the assembly and identification of high confidence lncRNAs in Figure 1 
[30, 31]. The present status of most of the identified lncRNAs in different plant species are 
mentioned in Table 1.

3.2. Classification of lncRNAs

The biotypes of lncRNAs were identified with respect to their genomic localization, and were 
mainly categorized into intergenic, intronic, sense, antisense, and bidirectional lncRNAs. As 
the term suggest, the intergenic lncRNA are transcribed from the region amid two genes, 
while introns are the source of intronic lncRNA [45]. The sense and antisense lncRNAs are 
derived from overlapping region of exons on the sense and antisense strands, respectively 
[18], when the transcription of lncRNA is initiated in the juxtaposition of adjacent mRNA on 
complementary strand, termed as bidirectional lncRNA [45].

4. Molecular mechanisms of the functioning of lncRNAs

The dramatic change, in the past years about the knowledge of lncRNA in gene regulation 
mechanisms, has exponentially raised with high-throughput RNA-seq data. In plants, the 
studies are limited to small scale in comparison to animals, but the available reports sug-
gested their different mechanisms as following.

4.1. lncRNA as target mimics of miRNA

Target mimicry is a mechanism of lncRNA for regulating the functions of miRNAs. They 
inhibit the interaction between the miRNA and their respective targets by binding to the 
target of miRNA via partial complementary sequence [46]. The novel mechanism of target 
mimicry was first discovered in Arabidopsis. In addition, phosphate Starvation 1 (IPS1) was the 
first lncRNA identified as endogenous target mimic (eTM) of miR399 involved in phosphate 
homeostasis [46]. During phosphate starvation, the expression of miR399 is induced in com-
panion cells and phloem [47]. Subsequently, the expression of PHO2 gene, a target of miR399, 
is repressed [47–50]. This gene encodes UBC24 (E2 ubiquitin conjugase-related enzyme) and 
the reduction in its expression leads to the increased expression of Pht1;8 and Pht1;9 (phos-
phate transporter genes) in roots [47, 48]. Later, a similar mechanism was discovered in ani-
mals and humans suggesting target mimicry as the prevalent phenomenon [51, 52].

4.2. Histone modification

The lncRNAs are known to regulate gene expression through epigenetic changes. These epi-
genetic changes may result in alteration of gene expression in plants. Vernalization is the most 
common phenomenon of lncRNA mediated epigenetic regulation in plants. In Arabidopsis, 
FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC) gene is the principal regulator of vernalization process and 
regulates the flowering time [53]. The expression of this gene is regulated by COOLAIR and 
COLDAIR lncRNAs through histone modifications [54].
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4.3. Precursor lncRNA

lncRNAs constitute an important class of riboregulators by acting as a precursor in the syn-
thesis of shorter ncRNAs, such as miRNAs and siRNAs. In this mechanism, some lncRNAs 
are processed to shorter ncRNAs or may directly act as a precursor [55]. The genes of primary 
miRNA transcripts (pri-miRNA) encoding miRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase II 
[56]. In plants, miRNA constitutes the modest portion in small regulatory ncRNA pool due to 
the presence of other complex small regulatory ncRNAs. In addition, they have plant-specific 
RNA polymerase IV/V involved in the transcription of siRNAs and endogenous siRNAs [57]. 
For example, in Triticum aestivum, 19 lncRNAs were predicted as a precursor of 28 miRNAs 
[31]. In Arabidopsis, the 24-nt sequence of several siRNAs were matched with five lncRNAs 
(npc34, npc351, npc375, npc520, and npc523), which was considered as potential precursor 
lncRNAs. The mapping of siRNAs on both the strands of lncRNAs also strengthened the 
findings [58].

4.4. RNA-dependent DNA methylation

The modification of chromatin is facilitated by recruitment of chromatin modifiers through 
lncRNA and small RNA (sRNA) into the specific locations in DNA. This RNA-dependent DNA 
methylation (RdDM) is a conserved process that recruits DNA methyltransferase and histone 
modifiers for DNA methylation and suppressive histone modification, respectively [59].

4.5. Chromosome looping

This mechanism is different from RdDM and histone modification, as it only involves the 
structural changes of chromatin. Thereby, it affects the binding potential of RNA polymerase 
and other transcription factors [60]. A persuasive example of chromosome looping mecha-
nism in plants by APOLO lncRNA has been described in auxin transport by regulating the 
PID expression, an auxin transporter. When locus of APOLO lncRNA is transcribed by RNA 
Pol V and modified by RdDM, the expression of the locus is suppressed and loops to PID. This 
causes the inhibition of PID transcription. In contrast, when RNA Pol II carry out the transcrip-
tion of APOLO lncRNA the looping of PID is restrained resulting in the expression of PID [60].

4.6. Protein re-localization

The mechanism of lncRNA in protein relocalization was first described in G. max and Medicago 
sativa [61, 62]. The symbiotic interactions among soil bacteria and leguminous plants are regu-
lated by Enod40 gene (early nodulin gene) which is induced by nitrogen-fixing bacteria in the 
pericycle and dividing cortical cells of roots [24, 63]. The diverse occurrence of Enod40 lncRNA 
was suggested by its presence in non-leguminous plants, such as rice [26, 64]. The secondary 
structure of Enod40 lncRNA is highly stable and has five highly conserved domains. The ORF 
of Enod40 is very short and synthesis two short peptides. These short peptides regulate the 
biological activities of Enod40 and consequently help in nodulation [65, 66]. In M. truncatula, 
Enod40 has been reported in the re-localization of MtRBP1 (Medicago truncatula RNA binding 
protein 1). Enod40 showed direct interaction with MtRBP1 and re-localized the protein during 
nodulation process from nuclear speckles into cytoplasmic granules [25].
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mentioned in Table 1.
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The dramatic change, in the past years about the knowledge of lncRNA in gene regulation 
mechanisms, has exponentially raised with high-throughput RNA-seq data. In plants, the 
studies are limited to small scale in comparison to animals, but the available reports sug-
gested their different mechanisms as following.
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Target mimicry is a mechanism of lncRNA for regulating the functions of miRNAs. They 
inhibit the interaction between the miRNA and their respective targets by binding to the 
target of miRNA via partial complementary sequence [46]. The novel mechanism of target 
mimicry was first discovered in Arabidopsis. In addition, phosphate Starvation 1 (IPS1) was the 
first lncRNA identified as endogenous target mimic (eTM) of miR399 involved in phosphate 
homeostasis [46]. During phosphate starvation, the expression of miR399 is induced in com-
panion cells and phloem [47]. Subsequently, the expression of PHO2 gene, a target of miR399, 
is repressed [47–50]. This gene encodes UBC24 (E2 ubiquitin conjugase-related enzyme) and 
the reduction in its expression leads to the increased expression of Pht1;8 and Pht1;9 (phos-
phate transporter genes) in roots [47, 48]. Later, a similar mechanism was discovered in ani-
mals and humans suggesting target mimicry as the prevalent phenomenon [51, 52].

4.2. Histone modification

The lncRNAs are known to regulate gene expression through epigenetic changes. These epi-
genetic changes may result in alteration of gene expression in plants. Vernalization is the most 
common phenomenon of lncRNA mediated epigenetic regulation in plants. In Arabidopsis, 
FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC) gene is the principal regulator of vernalization process and 
regulates the flowering time [53]. The expression of this gene is regulated by COOLAIR and 
COLDAIR lncRNAs through histone modifications [54].
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4.3. Precursor lncRNA

lncRNAs constitute an important class of riboregulators by acting as a precursor in the syn-
thesis of shorter ncRNAs, such as miRNAs and siRNAs. In this mechanism, some lncRNAs 
are processed to shorter ncRNAs or may directly act as a precursor [55]. The genes of primary 
miRNA transcripts (pri-miRNA) encoding miRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase II 
[56]. In plants, miRNA constitutes the modest portion in small regulatory ncRNA pool due to 
the presence of other complex small regulatory ncRNAs. In addition, they have plant-specific 
RNA polymerase IV/V involved in the transcription of siRNAs and endogenous siRNAs [57]. 
For example, in Triticum aestivum, 19 lncRNAs were predicted as a precursor of 28 miRNAs 
[31]. In Arabidopsis, the 24-nt sequence of several siRNAs were matched with five lncRNAs 
(npc34, npc351, npc375, npc520, and npc523), which was considered as potential precursor 
lncRNAs. The mapping of siRNAs on both the strands of lncRNAs also strengthened the 
findings [58].

4.4. RNA-dependent DNA methylation

The modification of chromatin is facilitated by recruitment of chromatin modifiers through 
lncRNA and small RNA (sRNA) into the specific locations in DNA. This RNA-dependent DNA 
methylation (RdDM) is a conserved process that recruits DNA methyltransferase and histone 
modifiers for DNA methylation and suppressive histone modification, respectively [59].

4.5. Chromosome looping

This mechanism is different from RdDM and histone modification, as it only involves the 
structural changes of chromatin. Thereby, it affects the binding potential of RNA polymerase 
and other transcription factors [60]. A persuasive example of chromosome looping mecha-
nism in plants by APOLO lncRNA has been described in auxin transport by regulating the 
PID expression, an auxin transporter. When locus of APOLO lncRNA is transcribed by RNA 
Pol V and modified by RdDM, the expression of the locus is suppressed and loops to PID. This 
causes the inhibition of PID transcription. In contrast, when RNA Pol II carry out the transcrip-
tion of APOLO lncRNA the looping of PID is restrained resulting in the expression of PID [60].

4.6. Protein re-localization

The mechanism of lncRNA in protein relocalization was first described in G. max and Medicago 
sativa [61, 62]. The symbiotic interactions among soil bacteria and leguminous plants are regu-
lated by Enod40 gene (early nodulin gene) which is induced by nitrogen-fixing bacteria in the 
pericycle and dividing cortical cells of roots [24, 63]. The diverse occurrence of Enod40 lncRNA 
was suggested by its presence in non-leguminous plants, such as rice [26, 64]. The secondary 
structure of Enod40 lncRNA is highly stable and has five highly conserved domains. The ORF 
of Enod40 is very short and synthesis two short peptides. These short peptides regulate the 
biological activities of Enod40 and consequently help in nodulation [65, 66]. In M. truncatula, 
Enod40 has been reported in the re-localization of MtRBP1 (Medicago truncatula RNA binding 
protein 1). Enod40 showed direct interaction with MtRBP1 and re-localized the protein during 
nodulation process from nuclear speckles into cytoplasmic granules [25].
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5. Expression profiling of lncRNAs

5.1. During developmental stages of different tissues

The expression of lncRNAs is regulated through different environmental and biological fac-
tors and delving into their diverse biological roles. They exhibit spatial and temporal expres-
sion during different developmental stages of various plant tissues. In contrast to the animals, 
a little is known about the functioning of lncRNAs in plants. The available reports reveal 
their role in nodule formation [26], lateral root development [67], vegetative and gameto-
phytic development [68], cell-wall synthesis [69], flowering time [27, 54], and several oth-
ers. The expression profiles developed using high-throughput RNA-seq data from various 
plants organs marks lncRNAs as an indispensable unit of the transcriptome. For instance, the 
expression profiles of lncRNAs from root, leaf, stem, spike, and grain in three developmental 
stages of T. aestivum have suggested the role in developmental processes. Furthermore, the 
lncRNAs show differential expression pattern comparable to the mRNA and highlight their 
function in related stages [31]. Besides this, the differential expression of lncRNAs in 11 dif-
ferent tissues of chickpea and 13 of maize also strengthens the findings [30]. These results also 
highlight the higher number of lncRNAs in actively dividing cells and reproductive tissues 
in comparison to the other [30, 33, 42, 43]. Depending on the expression values, they can be  
divided into different categories ranging from very low to very high expressing lncRNAs [30, 31].  
Furthermore, fragments per kilobase of transcripts per million mapped reads (FPKM), reads 
per kilobase of transcripts per million mapped reads (RPKM) or transcripts per million  
(TPM) has to be determined for normalization and estimation of expression level [70].  
The alteration in the expression level of various tissues within sundry plants can be corre-
lated with the different genetic makeup and depth of transcriptome sequencing data. Tissue 
specificity index (TSI) is also calculated for studying the differential expression pattern of 
lncRNAs. The value of TSI ranges from zero to one, zero for housekeeping genes and one or 
near to one for sternly tissue-specific genes [31]. The criteria of TSI has revealed that lncRNAs 
are involved in flower and fruit development in Fragaria vesca [34], flower development in 
Cicer arietinum [30], development of fiber in Gossypium arboreum [71], and in development of 
root and floral tissues in Morus notabilis [72]. In addition to TSI, cell-type specificity can be 
interpreted for the expression of lncRNAs in specific cells [29]. For instance, in Arabidopsis 
cell-type specific lncRNAs have been identified in specialized cells but the expression was 
lower in comparison to mRNA [73]. The knowledge of lncRNAs is limited in plants, but the 
elevation in the survey of high-throughput RNA-seq data has allowed the prediction of their 
biological roles through expression profiling.

5.2. Expression under biotic and abiotic stresses

The expression of lncRNAs gets affected by biotic and/or abiotic factors in plants, but the mech-
anism remains poorly understood. Stress-responsive lncRNAs have emerged as an important 
component of plant defense machinery. The differential expression patterns in response to vari-
ous stresses, including biotic and abiotic stresses, suggest the diverse function of lncRNAs at 
different intervals of stress exposure. For instance, the expression of 1832 lincRNAs gets remark-
ably affected after 2 h and/or 10 h of drought, salt, cold, and/or ABA (abscisic acid)  treatments 
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in Arabidopsis. However, the expression of one of the candidate stress responsive lincRNA 
increased after treatment by elf18 (EF-Tu), which activates pathogen-associated molecular pat 
tern responses [22]. Likewise, in T. aestivum, 283 lncRNAs were identified as fungal-responsive  
lncRNAs, out of which 254 and 52 lincRNAs were specifically expressed after infestation with  
Blumeria graminis f. sp. tritici and Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici, respectively [41]. Later, a 
total of 44,698 lncRNAs were identified in T. aestivum consisting of both stress responsive and  
tissue-specific lncRNAs [31]. In response to tomato yellow-leaf curl virus, 1565 lncRNAs were 
expressed in Solanum lycopersicum [40]. In case of Populus trichocarpa, 2542 lncRNAs were 
expressed under drought stress condition [37]. The exploration of lncRNAs in various plant 
species in response to different stress conditions exhibit the dynamic role in plant defense.

6. Databases for lncRNAs

New high-throughput technologies have aided in the exponential rise of RNA-seq data from 
various plant species. A significant amount of lncRNAs has been identified and characterized for 
their diverse biological roles. Therefore, it is necessary to organize this data in web-based plat-
forms or databases for further improvement, updates, and analysis [29]. Along with the aid of 
several computational tools, the data can be analyzed for phylogenetic relationships, expression 
patterns, molecular interactions, single nucleotide polymorphism, epigenetic variations, etc., 
and assist in understanding the lncRNAs in plants. The information in these databases can be 
managed specifically for single or numerous plant species. For instance, PLncRNAdb is specific 
for four plants species including A. thaliana, A. lyrata, P. trichocarpa, and Z. mays and consist of 
5000 lncRNAs [74]. The information on 37 plants and 6 algae with data of >120,000 lncRNAs can 
be accessed on GreeNC database [75]. NONCODE v4 and PLncDB have information on 3853 
and >13,000 lncRNA transcripts, respectively in Arabidopsis. Some databases cover the infor 
mation on both coding and non-coding transcripts like PlantNATsDB accumulating data of 70 
plant species on NATs [76]. Besides this, some databases are plant-specific like TAIR10, PNRD, 
PlantNATsDB, etc., while certain databases (e.g., RNACentral, lncRNAdb v2.0, and NONCODE 
v4) consist of information from other organisms also in addition to plants [29]. These well-managed  
databases will allow the researchers to further study the lncRNA in more depth.

7. Biological roles of lncRNAs

The present knowledge on the function of lncRNAs is still limited in plants and a large por-
tion of their function and mechanism is yet to be identified. In spite of this, the biological role 
of lncRNA has been studied in several plant species as discussed in Table 2. Some biological 
roles have been discussed here to highlight the importance of lncRNAs in plants.

7.1. lncRNA in plant fertility

The participation of lncRNAs in producing the male sterile lines in O. sativa is an important 
example of plant fertility. These male sterile lines are necessary for the hybridization and 
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5. Expression profiling of lncRNAs

5.1. During developmental stages of different tissues

The expression of lncRNAs is regulated through different environmental and biological fac-
tors and delving into their diverse biological roles. They exhibit spatial and temporal expres-
sion during different developmental stages of various plant tissues. In contrast to the animals, 
a little is known about the functioning of lncRNAs in plants. The available reports reveal 
their role in nodule formation [26], lateral root development [67], vegetative and gameto-
phytic development [68], cell-wall synthesis [69], flowering time [27, 54], and several oth-
ers. The expression profiles developed using high-throughput RNA-seq data from various 
plants organs marks lncRNAs as an indispensable unit of the transcriptome. For instance, the 
expression profiles of lncRNAs from root, leaf, stem, spike, and grain in three developmental 
stages of T. aestivum have suggested the role in developmental processes. Furthermore, the 
lncRNAs show differential expression pattern comparable to the mRNA and highlight their 
function in related stages [31]. Besides this, the differential expression of lncRNAs in 11 dif-
ferent tissues of chickpea and 13 of maize also strengthens the findings [30]. These results also 
highlight the higher number of lncRNAs in actively dividing cells and reproductive tissues 
in comparison to the other [30, 33, 42, 43]. Depending on the expression values, they can be  
divided into different categories ranging from very low to very high expressing lncRNAs [30, 31].  
Furthermore, fragments per kilobase of transcripts per million mapped reads (FPKM), reads 
per kilobase of transcripts per million mapped reads (RPKM) or transcripts per million  
(TPM) has to be determined for normalization and estimation of expression level [70].  
The alteration in the expression level of various tissues within sundry plants can be corre-
lated with the different genetic makeup and depth of transcriptome sequencing data. Tissue 
specificity index (TSI) is also calculated for studying the differential expression pattern of 
lncRNAs. The value of TSI ranges from zero to one, zero for housekeeping genes and one or 
near to one for sternly tissue-specific genes [31]. The criteria of TSI has revealed that lncRNAs 
are involved in flower and fruit development in Fragaria vesca [34], flower development in 
Cicer arietinum [30], development of fiber in Gossypium arboreum [71], and in development of 
root and floral tissues in Morus notabilis [72]. In addition to TSI, cell-type specificity can be 
interpreted for the expression of lncRNAs in specific cells [29]. For instance, in Arabidopsis 
cell-type specific lncRNAs have been identified in specialized cells but the expression was 
lower in comparison to mRNA [73]. The knowledge of lncRNAs is limited in plants, but the 
elevation in the survey of high-throughput RNA-seq data has allowed the prediction of their 
biological roles through expression profiling.

5.2. Expression under biotic and abiotic stresses

The expression of lncRNAs gets affected by biotic and/or abiotic factors in plants, but the mech-
anism remains poorly understood. Stress-responsive lncRNAs have emerged as an important 
component of plant defense machinery. The differential expression patterns in response to vari-
ous stresses, including biotic and abiotic stresses, suggest the diverse function of lncRNAs at 
different intervals of stress exposure. For instance, the expression of 1832 lincRNAs gets remark-
ably affected after 2 h and/or 10 h of drought, salt, cold, and/or ABA (abscisic acid)  treatments 
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in Arabidopsis. However, the expression of one of the candidate stress responsive lincRNA 
increased after treatment by elf18 (EF-Tu), which activates pathogen-associated molecular pat 
tern responses [22]. Likewise, in T. aestivum, 283 lncRNAs were identified as fungal-responsive  
lncRNAs, out of which 254 and 52 lincRNAs were specifically expressed after infestation with  
Blumeria graminis f. sp. tritici and Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici, respectively [41]. Later, a 
total of 44,698 lncRNAs were identified in T. aestivum consisting of both stress responsive and  
tissue-specific lncRNAs [31]. In response to tomato yellow-leaf curl virus, 1565 lncRNAs were 
expressed in Solanum lycopersicum [40]. In case of Populus trichocarpa, 2542 lncRNAs were 
expressed under drought stress condition [37]. The exploration of lncRNAs in various plant 
species in response to different stress conditions exhibit the dynamic role in plant defense.

6. Databases for lncRNAs

New high-throughput technologies have aided in the exponential rise of RNA-seq data from 
various plant species. A significant amount of lncRNAs has been identified and characterized for 
their diverse biological roles. Therefore, it is necessary to organize this data in web-based plat-
forms or databases for further improvement, updates, and analysis [29]. Along with the aid of 
several computational tools, the data can be analyzed for phylogenetic relationships, expression 
patterns, molecular interactions, single nucleotide polymorphism, epigenetic variations, etc., 
and assist in understanding the lncRNAs in plants. The information in these databases can be 
managed specifically for single or numerous plant species. For instance, PLncRNAdb is specific 
for four plants species including A. thaliana, A. lyrata, P. trichocarpa, and Z. mays and consist of 
5000 lncRNAs [74]. The information on 37 plants and 6 algae with data of >120,000 lncRNAs can 
be accessed on GreeNC database [75]. NONCODE v4 and PLncDB have information on 3853 
and >13,000 lncRNA transcripts, respectively in Arabidopsis. Some databases cover the infor 
mation on both coding and non-coding transcripts like PlantNATsDB accumulating data of 70 
plant species on NATs [76]. Besides this, some databases are plant-specific like TAIR10, PNRD, 
PlantNATsDB, etc., while certain databases (e.g., RNACentral, lncRNAdb v2.0, and NONCODE 
v4) consist of information from other organisms also in addition to plants [29]. These well-managed  
databases will allow the researchers to further study the lncRNA in more depth.

7. Biological roles of lncRNAs

The present knowledge on the function of lncRNAs is still limited in plants and a large por-
tion of their function and mechanism is yet to be identified. In spite of this, the biological role 
of lncRNA has been studied in several plant species as discussed in Table 2. Some biological 
roles have been discussed here to highlight the importance of lncRNAs in plants.

7.1. lncRNA in plant fertility

The participation of lncRNAs in producing the male sterile lines in O. sativa is an important 
example of plant fertility. These male sterile lines are necessary for the hybridization and 
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breeding processes. lncRNAs are known to induce photoperiod-sensitive genetic male steril-
ity (PSMF) in O. sativa [82, 86], but the mechanism is not completely well understood. But 
according to the available reports, two different mechanisms of lncRNA can be possible [23]. 
In one mechanism, the high expression of the long day (LD)-specific male-fertility-associated RNA 
(LDMAR), a type of lncRNA, is important for the fertility of rice plant during long day (LD) 
conditions. During male sterility, the programme cell death (PCD) of anther cells occur due 
to lowered expression of LDMAR under LD conditions. The reduced expression of LDMAR 
is mediated by over expressing psi-LDMAR (a siRNA), transcribed in the promoter region 
of LDMAR. Enhanced expression of Psi-LDMAR caused methylation in promoter region 
through RdDM mechanism [81]. The other mechanism suggested the involvement of osa-sm 
R5864w (a 21-nt sRNA) which was formed from a unique ncRNA encoded by LDMAR. The 

Sr. 
no.

Species name Annotated 
lncRNAs

Biological role Regulatory 
mechanism

References

1 Arabidopsis thaliana APOLO Auxin-controlled development Chromatin loop 
dynamics

[77]

ASCO-lncRNA Lateral root development Alternative splicing 
regulators

[67]

asHSFB2a Vegetative and gametophytic 
development

Antisense 
transcription

[68]

COLDAIR Flowering time Promoter 
interference

[27]

COOLAIR Flowering time Histone 
modification

[28, 54, 78]

HID1 Photomorphogenesis Chromatin 
association

[79]

IPS1 Phosphate homeostasis Target mimicry [46]

2. Glycine max GmENOD40 Nodule formation Protein 
re-localization

[61]

3. Hordeum vulgare HvCesA6 lnc-NAT Cell-wall synthesis siRNA precursor [69]

4. Medicago truncatula MtENOD40 Nodule formation Protein 
re-localization

[66]

5. Oryza sativa Cis-NATPHO1;2 Phosphate homeostasis Translational 
enhancer

[80]

LDMAR (P/
TMS12-1

Fertility Promoter 
interference

[81, 82]

OsPI1 Phosphate homeostasis Unknown [83]

OsENOD40 Nodule formation Unknown [26]

6. Petunia hybrid SHO lnc-NAT Local cytokinin synthesis dsRNA degradation [84]

7. Solanum 
lycopersicum

TPS11 Phosphate homeostasis Unknown [85]

Table 2. List of some annotated lncRNAs.
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point mutation of C to G in osa-sm R5864w, resulting in the loss of function, leads to the pro-
duction of light and temperature sensitive male sterile lines of rice [82].

7.2. Role in alternate splicing

Plant lncRNAs are known to increase the complexity of transcriptome and proteome by par-
ticipating in alternative splicing. It was first reported in Arabidopsis, where lncRNA behaved 
as an alternative splicing competitor (ASCO) [67]. Together with the nuclear speckle RNA-
binding protein (NSR), ASCO-lncRNA forms an alternative splicing regulatory module. The 
expression of AtNSR in primary and lateral root meristems regulates the development of 
lateral roots. The interaction of AtNSR with overexpressing ASCO-lncRNA affects the splic-
ing pattern of mRNA targeted by NSR in transgenic plant [67, 87]. This indicates the role of 
lncRNA as a regulator of alternative splicing.

7.3. Plant lncRNAs in photomorphogenesis

Most of the plant growth and developmental processes are regulated by different climatic 
factors among them light is one of the most important factor [88]. The role of lncRNA in 
the regulation of photomorphogenesis is still an interesting area of research because most 
of the identified regulatory molecules are proteins. In A. thaliana, several light responsive 
lncRNAs have been identified associated with histone modifications [89]. Identification and 
functional characterization of HIDDEN TREASURE 1 (HID1), a novel lncRNA, involved in 
photomorphogenesis have been accomplished [89]. It may control the process of photomor 
phogenesis by regulating the expression of PHYTOCHROME INTERACTING FACTOR  
3 (PIF3), a transcription factor involved in light response [89]. It could negatively regulate the  
expression of PIF3 gene by binding to its promoter directly or in association with chromatin 
[89]. The occurrence of HID1 homologs has been described in other plant species exhibiting 
conserved functions. The findings also shed light on the involvement of other ncRNAs in 
light responses.

8. Limitations in computational analysis of lncRNAs

The selection of lncRNAs from the complete set of RNAs is broadly based on three criteria:  
(i) transcript length of ≥200 bp, (ii) small open reading frame with ≤300 bp, and (iii) transcripts  
without homology to known proteins. In addition to this, several other factors like the type of 
cDNA libraries or transcriptional sequence data, depth of sequencing, and coding potential 
of transcripts, also contribute in the screening of lncRNAs. The challenges during computa-
tional analysis come when some protein-coding gene which fulfill the basic selection criteria 
and encode a functional peptide. Besides this, the functional long non-coding transcript may 
have ORF >300 bp and share homology with known protein-coding genes will also produce 
hindrance in the identification [90]. Another challenge comes with the transcripts that not 
only function as an RNA molecule, but also encodes a peptide [91]. The advancement in com-
putational approaches have been made to overcome these limitations and for more accurate 
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ity (PSMF) in O. sativa [82, 86], but the mechanism is not completely well understood. But 
according to the available reports, two different mechanisms of lncRNA can be possible [23]. 
In one mechanism, the high expression of the long day (LD)-specific male-fertility-associated RNA 
(LDMAR), a type of lncRNA, is important for the fertility of rice plant during long day (LD) 
conditions. During male sterility, the programme cell death (PCD) of anther cells occur due 
to lowered expression of LDMAR under LD conditions. The reduced expression of LDMAR 
is mediated by over expressing psi-LDMAR (a siRNA), transcribed in the promoter region 
of LDMAR. Enhanced expression of Psi-LDMAR caused methylation in promoter region 
through RdDM mechanism [81]. The other mechanism suggested the involvement of osa-sm 
R5864w (a 21-nt sRNA) which was formed from a unique ncRNA encoded by LDMAR. The 
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TPS11 Phosphate homeostasis Unknown [85]

Table 2. List of some annotated lncRNAs.
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point mutation of C to G in osa-sm R5864w, resulting in the loss of function, leads to the pro-
duction of light and temperature sensitive male sterile lines of rice [82].

7.2. Role in alternate splicing

Plant lncRNAs are known to increase the complexity of transcriptome and proteome by par-
ticipating in alternative splicing. It was first reported in Arabidopsis, where lncRNA behaved 
as an alternative splicing competitor (ASCO) [67]. Together with the nuclear speckle RNA-
binding protein (NSR), ASCO-lncRNA forms an alternative splicing regulatory module. The 
expression of AtNSR in primary and lateral root meristems regulates the development of 
lateral roots. The interaction of AtNSR with overexpressing ASCO-lncRNA affects the splic-
ing pattern of mRNA targeted by NSR in transgenic plant [67, 87]. This indicates the role of 
lncRNA as a regulator of alternative splicing.

7.3. Plant lncRNAs in photomorphogenesis

Most of the plant growth and developmental processes are regulated by different climatic 
factors among them light is one of the most important factor [88]. The role of lncRNA in 
the regulation of photomorphogenesis is still an interesting area of research because most 
of the identified regulatory molecules are proteins. In A. thaliana, several light responsive 
lncRNAs have been identified associated with histone modifications [89]. Identification and 
functional characterization of HIDDEN TREASURE 1 (HID1), a novel lncRNA, involved in 
photomorphogenesis have been accomplished [89]. It may control the process of photomor 
phogenesis by regulating the expression of PHYTOCHROME INTERACTING FACTOR  
3 (PIF3), a transcription factor involved in light response [89]. It could negatively regulate the  
expression of PIF3 gene by binding to its promoter directly or in association with chromatin 
[89]. The occurrence of HID1 homologs has been described in other plant species exhibiting 
conserved functions. The findings also shed light on the involvement of other ncRNAs in 
light responses.

8. Limitations in computational analysis of lncRNAs

The selection of lncRNAs from the complete set of RNAs is broadly based on three criteria:  
(i) transcript length of ≥200 bp, (ii) small open reading frame with ≤300 bp, and (iii) transcripts  
without homology to known proteins. In addition to this, several other factors like the type of 
cDNA libraries or transcriptional sequence data, depth of sequencing, and coding potential 
of transcripts, also contribute in the screening of lncRNAs. The challenges during computa-
tional analysis come when some protein-coding gene which fulfill the basic selection criteria 
and encode a functional peptide. Besides this, the functional long non-coding transcript may 
have ORF >300 bp and share homology with known protein-coding genes will also produce 
hindrance in the identification [90]. Another challenge comes with the transcripts that not 
only function as an RNA molecule, but also encodes a peptide [91]. The advancement in com-
putational approaches have been made to overcome these limitations and for more accurate 
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differentiation between coding and non-coding transcripts [92]. The use of support vector 
machines (SVMs) or other machine learning algorithms along with the computational meth-
ods have increased the confidence of disparity in between coding and non-coding transcripts 
[93]. However, the identity and function of computationally identified lncRNA needs to be 
validated individually by experimentation.
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differentiation between coding and non-coding transcripts [92]. The use of support vector 
machines (SVMs) or other machine learning algorithms along with the computational meth-
ods have increased the confidence of disparity in between coding and non-coding transcripts 
[93]. However, the identity and function of computationally identified lncRNA needs to be 
validated individually by experimentation.
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Abstract

The global demand for high-quality crops is continuously growing with time. Crop 
improvement techniques have a long history and they had been applied since the begin-
ning of domestication of the first agricultural plants. Since then, various new techniques 
have and are being developed to further increase the commercial value and yield of 
crops. The latest crop improvement technique known as genome editing is a technique 
that enables precise modification of the plant genome via knocking out undesirable genes 
or enabling genes to gain new function. The variants generated from the genome editing 
are indistinguishable from naturally occurring variation. It is also less time-consuming 
and more readily accepted in the market commercially. The usage of genome editing has 
proven to be advantages and plays a promising role in future crop improvement efforts. 
Therefore, in this chapter, we aim to highlight the progress and application of genome 
editing techniques, in particular, the CRISPR/Cas9 system as a powerful genome editing 
tool for crop improvement. In addition, the challenges and future prospects of this tech-
nology for crop improvement will also be discussed.
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As the agricultural commercial market continues to grow, development of new techniques 
for crop improvement is always in high demand; conversely, traditional breeding practices 
for crop improvement are phasing out as some techniques are far too time-consuming and 
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laborious and usually result in little yield. Examples of such traditional breeding are the 
selective crossbreeding between plants with the desired trait or classical breeding with 
induced mutation via radiation or chemicals. Currently, a new methodology that involves 
genetic engineering was developed and had paved the way to improve the quality of plants 
with high specificity for the attribute of interest; the application of site-specific nucleases 
(SSNs) [1].

SSNs are programmable nucleases that have the ability to produce DNA single-stranded or 
double-stranded breaks (DSBs) that activate the endogenous DNA repair pathways of the 
cells to repair the DNA damage and this usually leads to targeted mutagenesis [1, 2]. This 
technology empowers plant scientists to precisely regulate any genes in any plant while 
directly evaluating the function of that specific gene in the plant [3]. As a result, plants that 
express characteristics such as higher yield, disease resistance or shorter maturation periods 
can be generated through this methodology [4–6].

SSN-based genome editing system can be classified into three categories that are the zinc fin-
ger nuclease (ZFN), transcription-like effector nucleases (TALENs) and, the recently devel-
oped, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats that are associated with the 
RNA-guided Cas9 double-stranded DNA-binding protein (CRISPR/Cas9) [1]. The main dif-
ferences between the categories lie in their mechanism of the double-stranded break induc-
tion and their efficiency in targeting their desired sequences [7]. These SSN-based genome 
editing systems are very powerful and they have undoubtedly revolutionized the agricul-
ture industry.

1.1. Site-specific nucleases (SSNs)

SSNs have two major components, which are the engineered nonspecific endonucleases and 
the sequence-specific DNA-binding domains. The nonspecific nucleases have the ability to 
produce DSBs in DNA but they are very random as they lack specificity. On the other hand, 
DNA-binding domains are proteins that can specifically bind to DNA sequences that are 
complementary to them [8]. Hence, when DNA-binding domains synergize with the endo-
nucleases, the paired components are able to introduce breaks at any specific target site [9, 10].

As shown in Figure 1, after the DNA break is induced, it will trigger the native DNA repair 
mechanisms of the cell to fix the break either by the error-prone nonhomologous end joining 
(NHEJ) mechanism or by the homology-directed repair (HDR) mechanism [11]. The NHEJ 
mechanism can occur during any phases of the cell cycle and due to its high erroneous repair 
rate, it occasionally forms frameshift mutation. Hence, this phenomenon can be exploited to 
form what is known as “knocking out” of a specific gene where the functionality of the pro-
tein encoded by that gene is lost due to random insertion, deletion or inversion. However, if 
provided an engineered DNA repair template that is homologous to the upstream and down-
stream of the target sequence, the HDR pathway can then be activated instead. The HDR 
mechanism functions to repair the break differently from which it will insert a new strand of 
DNA as a form of a desired mutation that resembles the DNA repair template [7]. This is also 
known as gene “knocking in” where the genome now has a new gain-of-function to encode 
a specific protein.
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1.1.1. Zinc finger nuclease (ZFN)

One of the earliest SSNs developed for genome editing is known as the zinc finger nucle-
ase (ZFN). ZFN is constructed through the coupling of two major domains, which are the 
eukaryotic-based DNA-binding domain known as the zinc finger protein (ZFP) and the endo-
nuclease domain of the Fok1 restriction enzyme (Figure 2). Consequently, this coupling com-
bines the quality of the DNA-binding specificity of the ZFP and cleaving activity of the Fok1 
endonuclease into a single system, thus making ZFN a useful tool for genome editing [10].

Zinc finger proteins (ZFPs) have the ability to specifically bind to a discrete 3-base pairs (bp) 
sequence of DNA known as codons [12]. In fact, recent studies have shown that each ZFNs 
can use 3 zinc fingers to bind a 9-bp target sequence, and when made into a ZFN dimer, it can 
recognize up to 18-bp of a DNA [9, 13]. Furthermore, there are up to 64 possible types of ZFPs 
that can be produced as there are 64 codon combinations known today [10]. As a result, by 
determining which type of ZFPs are to be linked into the ZFN, researchers are able to design 
ZFNs in a way that they would only target desirable sequences. Additionally, studies have also 
shown that more fingers (up to six per ZFN) can be added to recognize longer and rarer target 
sequences [10].

Paired with the zinc fingers is the nonspecific Fok1 endonuclease domain, which is an enzyme 
that can be found naturally in Flavobacterium okeanokoites and it has the ability to induce DNA 
double-stranded breaks [14, 15]. By linking both domains together, they will now be known 
as the zinc finger nuclease, and the ZFP domain will lead the Fok1 endonuclease domain to 
the desired DNA sequence to cleave the target site, which is adjacent to it; this equips ZFN 
with the ability to precisely cut any targeted DNA sequences. In early studies, it has been 

Figure 1. Different DNA repair mechanisms for DSBs. Left: if a DNA repair template is provided, the repair will proceed 
via the homology-directed repair mechanism where a desired mutation that is based on the template is introduced to the 
DNA. Right: the double-stranded break can be repaired via error-prone nonhomologous end joining mechanism where 
random mutation will be introduced to the DNA in the form of deletion or insertion. Adapted from Ott de Bruin et al. [12].
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known that the Fok1 endonuclease domain must dimerize to produce the breaks on DNA 
[13, 16]. However, the interaction between the dimer ZFN can be weak if it is not optimally 
designed. Thus, the optimal design for ZFN to achieve DNA cleavage is to direct two sets of 
fingers to neighboring sequences and join each to a Fok1 DNA-cleaving domain. Once the 
dimers bind to their respective sequences, adjacent cleavage factors will facilitate the dimer-
ization and cleavage of the DNA strand [9]. Nevertheless, the construction of ZFN has proven 
to be difficult as there are many complicated interference in the interaction between the ZFPs 
despite many attempts made in the past to simplify them [17–23].

1.1.2. Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs)

It may seem that ZFN is the most practical method; nevertheless, the challenge lies in the con-
struction as mentioned in addition to less popularity as the success rate for the DNA repair 
pathway via HDR is still considerably low [7]. Therefore, a more recent genome editing tool 
known as transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) had been developed with 
better modularity [24, 25]. TALENs are quite similar to ZFN in terms of the idea of directing 
the same nonspecific endonuclease to a specific site with the help of DNA-binding motifs 
(Figure 3).

Unlike ZFN, the DNA-binding domains for TALENs are known as the transcription activator-
like effector (TALE) proteins rather than ZFPs and they are found in pathogenic plant bacteria 
(specifically of genus Xanthomonas) instead of in a eukaryotic cell. TALE protein is comprised 
of a repetitive sequence of a series of 34 amino acid residues, where each TALE protein has 
the ability to selectively bind to one nucleotide in the DNA target site [1]. Specifically, the pair 
residue at the 12th and 13th position is the one that determines the nucleotide specificity of 
the TALE proteins and they are known as the repeat variable domain (RVD).

Figure 2. ZFN dimer binding to DNA at each side of the sequence. Different shaded boxes represent the different zinc 
fingers and each of them binds to a specific codon. Short dotted lines indicate 3-bp long codons. Shaded ellipses indicate 
the Fok1 endonuclease domain with the ability to induce DNA double-stranded breaks and they are coupled by the 
zinc fingers to guide them to their cleavage site. The cleavage site will be between the dimer and it is about 4-bp long. 
Adapted from Carroll [9].
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TALE proteins have a different method to detect DNA sequences. They recognize a single nucle-
otide instead of DNA triplets. In fact, TALE proteins can also be assembled in a way to recognize 
virtually any DNA sequence that is desired by their users [26]. This attribute enables TALENs 
to have a higher range of target sites to suit user specifications, making them significantly more 
flexible and generally more straightforward. Like ZFN, the DNA-cleaving domain for TALENs 
is the nonspecific Fok1 endonuclease domain, which is highly dependent on the DNA-binding 
domains to achieve higher specificity of DSBs [1]. In a nut shell, both ZFNs and TALENs func-
tion as genome editing tools but they are considerably complex, a challenge to be constructed 
and less efficient compared to newly developed genome editing tool like CRISP/Cas9 system.

1.1.3. CRISPR/Cas9

The most recently developed SSN in genome editing technology is known as the CRISPR/
Cas9 system. The CRISPR/Cas9 system was developed based on the bacterial type-II CRISPR/
Cas adaptive immune system that is deployed by the hosts to recognize and eliminate any 
invading phage or plasmid DNA [27–29]. The three major components of the immune system 
are the protospacer-containing CRISPR RNA (crRNA), transactivating crRNA (tracrRNA) and 
the Cas9 endonuclease [27, 30].

During the invasion of foreign DNA, the bacterial type-II CRISPR/Cas system will integrate 
a short fragment of the foreign DNA, called “spacers,” into the CRISPR genomic loci [31]. 
These spacers act as a form of an acquired immunity memory for the host. Then, the spacers 
will be transcribed and processed in the form of crRNA. Thus, the CRISPR genome loci act as 
the library where it can store information to enable the bacteria CRISPR/Cas9 system to retar-
get any known foreign DNA. In case of another attack by the invader, the crRNAs will then 
bind to the tracrRNAs that have the ability to trigger the direction of the Cas9 endonuclease 

Figure 3. Transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALEN) dimer bound to DNA. Like the ZFN, it has a Fok1 
endonuclease domain that can cleave DNA. Indicated by small dotted lines, each TALE protein can specifically detect 
a single nucleotide base pair and it can be linked with more TALE proteins to detect longer sequences. By coupling the 
Fok1 endonuclease domain with the TALE proteins, it is now known as TALEN and it can specifically detect and cleave 
DNA. Adapted from Gupta [73].
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known that the Fok1 endonuclease domain must dimerize to produce the breaks on DNA 
[13, 16]. However, the interaction between the dimer ZFN can be weak if it is not optimally 
designed. Thus, the optimal design for ZFN to achieve DNA cleavage is to direct two sets of 
fingers to neighboring sequences and join each to a Fok1 DNA-cleaving domain. Once the 
dimers bind to their respective sequences, adjacent cleavage factors will facilitate the dimer-
ization and cleavage of the DNA strand [9]. Nevertheless, the construction of ZFN has proven 
to be difficult as there are many complicated interference in the interaction between the ZFPs 
despite many attempts made in the past to simplify them [17–23].

1.1.2. Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs)

It may seem that ZFN is the most practical method; nevertheless, the challenge lies in the con-
struction as mentioned in addition to less popularity as the success rate for the DNA repair 
pathway via HDR is still considerably low [7]. Therefore, a more recent genome editing tool 
known as transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) had been developed with 
better modularity [24, 25]. TALENs are quite similar to ZFN in terms of the idea of directing 
the same nonspecific endonuclease to a specific site with the help of DNA-binding motifs 
(Figure 3).

Unlike ZFN, the DNA-binding domains for TALENs are known as the transcription activator-
like effector (TALE) proteins rather than ZFPs and they are found in pathogenic plant bacteria 
(specifically of genus Xanthomonas) instead of in a eukaryotic cell. TALE protein is comprised 
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the ability to selectively bind to one nucleotide in the DNA target site [1]. Specifically, the pair 
residue at the 12th and 13th position is the one that determines the nucleotide specificity of 
the TALE proteins and they are known as the repeat variable domain (RVD).

Figure 2. ZFN dimer binding to DNA at each side of the sequence. Different shaded boxes represent the different zinc 
fingers and each of them binds to a specific codon. Short dotted lines indicate 3-bp long codons. Shaded ellipses indicate 
the Fok1 endonuclease domain with the ability to induce DNA double-stranded breaks and they are coupled by the 
zinc fingers to guide them to their cleavage site. The cleavage site will be between the dimer and it is about 4-bp long. 
Adapted from Carroll [9].
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TALE proteins have a different method to detect DNA sequences. They recognize a single nucle-
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virtually any DNA sequence that is desired by their users [26]. This attribute enables TALENs 
to have a higher range of target sites to suit user specifications, making them significantly more 
flexible and generally more straightforward. Like ZFN, the DNA-cleaving domain for TALENs 
is the nonspecific Fok1 endonuclease domain, which is highly dependent on the DNA-binding 
domains to achieve higher specificity of DSBs [1]. In a nut shell, both ZFNs and TALENs func-
tion as genome editing tools but they are considerably complex, a challenge to be constructed 
and less efficient compared to newly developed genome editing tool like CRISP/Cas9 system.

1.1.3. CRISPR/Cas9

The most recently developed SSN in genome editing technology is known as the CRISPR/
Cas9 system. The CRISPR/Cas9 system was developed based on the bacterial type-II CRISPR/
Cas adaptive immune system that is deployed by the hosts to recognize and eliminate any 
invading phage or plasmid DNA [27–29]. The three major components of the immune system 
are the protospacer-containing CRISPR RNA (crRNA), transactivating crRNA (tracrRNA) and 
the Cas9 endonuclease [27, 30].

During the invasion of foreign DNA, the bacterial type-II CRISPR/Cas system will integrate 
a short fragment of the foreign DNA, called “spacers,” into the CRISPR genomic loci [31]. 
These spacers act as a form of an acquired immunity memory for the host. Then, the spacers 
will be transcribed and processed in the form of crRNA. Thus, the CRISPR genome loci act as 
the library where it can store information to enable the bacteria CRISPR/Cas9 system to retar-
get any known foreign DNA. In case of another attack by the invader, the crRNAs will then 
bind to the tracrRNAs that have the ability to trigger the direction of the Cas9 endonuclease 

Figure 3. Transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALEN) dimer bound to DNA. Like the ZFN, it has a Fok1 
endonuclease domain that can cleave DNA. Indicated by small dotted lines, each TALE protein can specifically detect 
a single nucleotide base pair and it can be linked with more TALE proteins to detect longer sequences. By coupling the 
Fok1 endonuclease domain with the TALE proteins, it is now known as TALEN and it can specifically detect and cleave 
DNA. Adapted from Gupta [73].
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to the target site of the foreign DNA. After that, it will induce DSBs on the foreign DNA that 
carries the same protospacer sequence, which is accompanied by the protospacer adjacent 
motif (PAM) to disable the virus [7, 30]. As a matter of fact, recent studies have shown that the 
specificity of Cas9 protein is highly dependent to the PAM sequence as it licenses the landing 
of the crRNA-tracrRNA-Cas9 complex [32–34].

The CRISPR/Cas9 system has been redesigned to work more efficiently by fusing the Cas9 
endonuclease with an artificial crRNA-tracrRNA chimera known as guide RNA (gRNA) 
[35–37]. The gRNA maintains the function of both crRNA and tracrRNA where just by 
itself is able to recognize the PAM-containing target sequence to direct the Cas9 protein for 
DNA cleaving activity. In fact, studies have shown that the gRNA works more efficiently 
compared to the combination of crRNA and tracrRNA [38, 39].

Compared to ZFNs and TALENs, the CRISPR/Cas9 system is potentially more efficient and 
effective with three main advantages [40], which are:

1. Target design simplicity: the DNA sequence targeting system of the CRISPR/Cas9 system 
is based on a formation of RNAs rather than protein or DNA recognition. RNA is much 
more accessible as it is simple and readily produced to be used to target any sequence in 
a genome.

2. Efficiency: the CRISPR/Cas9 system is a straightforward tool for genome editing. Modifica-
tion of the target genome can be carried out by directly introducing RNAs that encode the 
Cas9 protein and gRNA to the host. This method allows researchers to skip all the long and 
laborious processes of the classical homologous recombination techniques.

3. Multiplexed mutation: several targeted mutations can be carried out in multiple genes at 
different locations at once by introducing multiple gRNAs at once. For example, Dr. Yang 
H. and his team have successfully simultaneously introduced mutation in five different 
genes in mouse embryonic stem cells [41–43].

2. Mechanism of CRISPR/Cas9 system

The CRISPR/Cas9 system is a type II adaptive immune system in bacteria and archaea, pro-
tecting them against invading nucleic acid such as virus by cleaving the foreign DNA through 
specific sequence recognition [29]. The immunity is acquired through the integration of short 
fragment of the foreign DNA as spacer between two adjacent repeats at the proximal end of 
a CRISPR locus [29]. The bacterial CRISPR/Cas9 system involves three stepwise processes, 
namely acquisition, biogenesis and interference.

2.1. Bacterial adaptive immunity: acquisition, biogenesis and interference

The defense mechanism of CRISPR/Cas9 system can be divided into three stages, which are 
spacer acquisition or adaptation, crRNA biogenesis and interference (Figure 4).
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Conceptually, the spacer acquisition process can be further divided into two steps, which 
are protospacer selection and integration of the spacer into the CRISPR array to synthesize 
new repeat [44]. The protospacer selection step of the spacer acquisition stage is guided by a 
conserved DNA sequence element, namely protospacer adjacent motif (PAM), that is located 
downstream of the DNA target, which has the sequence of 5’-NGG-3 [44]. Next, the selected 
protospacer will be integrated into the leader-repeat boundary of CRISPR array as new spacer 
and is duplicated in order to synthesize new repeats. Each repeat is a 29 nucleotide sequence, 
and repeats are interspaced by five intervening 32-nucleotide nonrepetitive sequences [30].

Then, the CRISPR will be transcribed into a long precursor crRNA (pre-crRNA) with the help 
of Cas proteins (Cas1, Cas2, Cas9 and Cas4/casn2) or simply known as biogenesis. During 
this process, the tracrRNA will be transcribed from the bacterial genome as it is needed for 
processing of the pre-crRNA into a mature guide crRNA. Next, the antirepeat sequence of 
tracrRNA will enable the complementary base pairing with each pre-crRNA repeats, result-
ing in the formation of a crRNA-tracrRNA duplex [45].

During the target interference stage, the crRNA-tracrRNA duplex recognizes the PAM 
sequence located downstream of the protospacer in the foreign DNA and triggers the ‘non–
self-activation,’ which prevents self-targeting of CRISPR array. After that, the duplex guides 
the Cas9 endonuclease to bind and cleave the DNA target, resulting in the formation of 
DSBs. Additionally, the DNA target specificity duplex is provided by what is called the ‘seed 
sequence,’ which is located at approximately 12 bases upstream of the PAM sequence that 
matches the RNA with the DNA target [29] (Figure 4).

2.2. Engineered CRISPR/Cas9 in plant genome editing

The CRISPR/Cas9 system for plant genome editing comprises four steps. First, a gene-specific 
gRNA is designed and constructed by fusing crRNA and tracrRNA. Many online tools have 
been developed for computer-based design of gRNA [46]. However, the in silico design of 
gRNA has not been fully adapted for plants, and large-scale data collection and systematic 
study of gRNA efficiencies in plant cells are needed to increase the accuracy of computational 
gRNA selection [46]. Both gRNA and Cas9 expression cassettes are constructed separately. 
The expression of gRNA is driven by U3 or U6 small nuclear RNA gene promoters with 
defined initiation and termination site, facilitating the transcription of gRNA by RNA poly-
merase III. The first nucleotide in the guide sequence is a ‘G’ if U6 promoter is used or an 
‘A’ if U3 promoter is used [47]. Guide sequence should match the target, except for the first 
nucleotide (5′ G or A) that does not have to match [47]. In Cas9 expression, nuclear localiza-
tion of Cas9 requires fusion of a single or dual nuclear localization signal (NLS) to the Cas9 
coding sequence, which is 4107-bp in length. Both expression cassettes are then assembled 
into a vector.

The next step involves the transformation of protoplasts with CRISPR in which the activity 
of gRNA is best validated before being used in genome editing [46]. This step is followed by 
the selection of active CRISPR using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or restriction enzyme 
digestion. Then, the CRISPR/Cas9 system in the form of vector is delivered into the target 
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to the target site of the foreign DNA. After that, it will induce DSBs on the foreign DNA that 
carries the same protospacer sequence, which is accompanied by the protospacer adjacent 
motif (PAM) to disable the virus [7, 30]. As a matter of fact, recent studies have shown that the 
specificity of Cas9 protein is highly dependent to the PAM sequence as it licenses the landing 
of the crRNA-tracrRNA-Cas9 complex [32–34].

The CRISPR/Cas9 system has been redesigned to work more efficiently by fusing the Cas9 
endonuclease with an artificial crRNA-tracrRNA chimera known as guide RNA (gRNA) 
[35–37]. The gRNA maintains the function of both crRNA and tracrRNA where just by 
itself is able to recognize the PAM-containing target sequence to direct the Cas9 protein for 
DNA cleaving activity. In fact, studies have shown that the gRNA works more efficiently 
compared to the combination of crRNA and tracrRNA [38, 39].

Compared to ZFNs and TALENs, the CRISPR/Cas9 system is potentially more efficient and 
effective with three main advantages [40], which are:

1. Target design simplicity: the DNA sequence targeting system of the CRISPR/Cas9 system 
is based on a formation of RNAs rather than protein or DNA recognition. RNA is much 
more accessible as it is simple and readily produced to be used to target any sequence in 
a genome.

2. Efficiency: the CRISPR/Cas9 system is a straightforward tool for genome editing. Modifica-
tion of the target genome can be carried out by directly introducing RNAs that encode the 
Cas9 protein and gRNA to the host. This method allows researchers to skip all the long and 
laborious processes of the classical homologous recombination techniques.

3. Multiplexed mutation: several targeted mutations can be carried out in multiple genes at 
different locations at once by introducing multiple gRNAs at once. For example, Dr. Yang 
H. and his team have successfully simultaneously introduced mutation in five different 
genes in mouse embryonic stem cells [41–43].

2. Mechanism of CRISPR/Cas9 system

The CRISPR/Cas9 system is a type II adaptive immune system in bacteria and archaea, pro-
tecting them against invading nucleic acid such as virus by cleaving the foreign DNA through 
specific sequence recognition [29]. The immunity is acquired through the integration of short 
fragment of the foreign DNA as spacer between two adjacent repeats at the proximal end of 
a CRISPR locus [29]. The bacterial CRISPR/Cas9 system involves three stepwise processes, 
namely acquisition, biogenesis and interference.

2.1. Bacterial adaptive immunity: acquisition, biogenesis and interference

The defense mechanism of CRISPR/Cas9 system can be divided into three stages, which are 
spacer acquisition or adaptation, crRNA biogenesis and interference (Figure 4).
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Conceptually, the spacer acquisition process can be further divided into two steps, which 
are protospacer selection and integration of the spacer into the CRISPR array to synthesize 
new repeat [44]. The protospacer selection step of the spacer acquisition stage is guided by a 
conserved DNA sequence element, namely protospacer adjacent motif (PAM), that is located 
downstream of the DNA target, which has the sequence of 5’-NGG-3 [44]. Next, the selected 
protospacer will be integrated into the leader-repeat boundary of CRISPR array as new spacer 
and is duplicated in order to synthesize new repeats. Each repeat is a 29 nucleotide sequence, 
and repeats are interspaced by five intervening 32-nucleotide nonrepetitive sequences [30].

Then, the CRISPR will be transcribed into a long precursor crRNA (pre-crRNA) with the help 
of Cas proteins (Cas1, Cas2, Cas9 and Cas4/casn2) or simply known as biogenesis. During 
this process, the tracrRNA will be transcribed from the bacterial genome as it is needed for 
processing of the pre-crRNA into a mature guide crRNA. Next, the antirepeat sequence of 
tracrRNA will enable the complementary base pairing with each pre-crRNA repeats, result-
ing in the formation of a crRNA-tracrRNA duplex [45].

During the target interference stage, the crRNA-tracrRNA duplex recognizes the PAM 
sequence located downstream of the protospacer in the foreign DNA and triggers the ‘non–
self-activation,’ which prevents self-targeting of CRISPR array. After that, the duplex guides 
the Cas9 endonuclease to bind and cleave the DNA target, resulting in the formation of 
DSBs. Additionally, the DNA target specificity duplex is provided by what is called the ‘seed 
sequence,’ which is located at approximately 12 bases upstream of the PAM sequence that 
matches the RNA with the DNA target [29] (Figure 4).

2.2. Engineered CRISPR/Cas9 in plant genome editing

The CRISPR/Cas9 system for plant genome editing comprises four steps. First, a gene-specific 
gRNA is designed and constructed by fusing crRNA and tracrRNA. Many online tools have 
been developed for computer-based design of gRNA [46]. However, the in silico design of 
gRNA has not been fully adapted for plants, and large-scale data collection and systematic 
study of gRNA efficiencies in plant cells are needed to increase the accuracy of computational 
gRNA selection [46]. Both gRNA and Cas9 expression cassettes are constructed separately. 
The expression of gRNA is driven by U3 or U6 small nuclear RNA gene promoters with 
defined initiation and termination site, facilitating the transcription of gRNA by RNA poly-
merase III. The first nucleotide in the guide sequence is a ‘G’ if U6 promoter is used or an 
‘A’ if U3 promoter is used [47]. Guide sequence should match the target, except for the first 
nucleotide (5′ G or A) that does not have to match [47]. In Cas9 expression, nuclear localiza-
tion of Cas9 requires fusion of a single or dual nuclear localization signal (NLS) to the Cas9 
coding sequence, which is 4107-bp in length. Both expression cassettes are then assembled 
into a vector.

The next step involves the transformation of protoplasts with CRISPR in which the activity 
of gRNA is best validated before being used in genome editing [46]. This step is followed by 
the selection of active CRISPR using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or restriction enzyme 
digestion. Then, the CRISPR/Cas9 system in the form of vector is delivered into the target 
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plant cell. The CRISPR/Cas9 system can be delivered via Agrobacterium-mediated transfor-
mation or particle bombardment [46]. Up to this stage, the expression cassettes are stably 
integrated into plant genome. Finally, the transformed plants with targeted mutations are 
screened by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) genotyping and confirmed by sequencing [46].

2.3. RNA-guided DNA cleavage by Cas9

The Cas9 protein consists of six domains, which are REC I, REC II, Bridge Helix, PAM inter-
acting, HNH and RuvC [47]. It remains inactive in the absence of gRNA. The gRNA binds to 
Cas9 protein and induces a conformational change to form a riboprotein complex. This results 

Figure 4. Type II adaptive immunity system by CRISPR/Cas9 in bacteria. The type II adaptive immunity system by 
CRISPR/Cas9 involves three stages, which are acquisition, crRNA biogenesis and interference to cleavage the DNA 
target, resulting in the formation of DSBs.
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in the activation of the Cas9 protein from a non–DNA-binding conformation into an active 
DNA-binding conformation. Once the Cas9 protein is activated, it recognizes DNA target by 
binding with DNA sequence that matches its PAM. Once the Cas9 protein finds a potential 
target sequence with complementary PAM, it melts the bases immediately upstream of the 
PAM and pairs them with the complementary sequence on the gRNA. RuvC and HNH nucle-
ase domains will then cleave the DNA target after the third nucleotide base upstream of the 
PAM to generate blunt-ended DSBs.

2.4. Orthologues of CRISPR/Cas9

To date, the most common Cas9 protein used in plants is from the bacteria Streptococcus 
pyrogens (SpCAs9), which recognizes the NGG-type PAM [46]. Even though this PAM 
sequence is widely distributed across plant genomes, it does not cover the entire genome of 
the plant [46]. Many naturally occurring Cas9 orthologues impose distinct crRNA-tracrRNA 
duplex and PAM requirements [30]. Therefore, exploring orthologous Cas9 proteins with 
cognate gRNA and PAM sequences would greatly expand possible target sequences in a 
given genome and add new Cas9 orthologues with unique properties into the CRISPR/Cas 
arsenal [30]. As the alternative orthologous Cas9 requires different PAM sequences, the total 
number of possible target sites within a plant genome can be increased. Hence, the CRISPR/
Cas9 system is modified by cointroducing multiple Cas9 orthologue-based platforms with 
different effectors such as nuclease, transcription activator or repressor into the same cell, 
where they are guided by a specific group of gRNAs to carry out multiplex and complex 
manipulation of gene activities [30]

3. Application and recent advances

Today, the application of the CRISPR/Cas9 system-based genome editing for crop improve-
ment has already begun its movement despite still being in its infancy. As a matter of fact, 
there are already numerous publications that reported that this technology has been success-
fully implemented in a broad range of plant species (as shown in Table 1).

The applications of the CRISPR/Cas9 system in plants can be classified into three types, which 
are the gene disruption, gene insertion and gene regulation.

3.1. Gene disruption

Gene disruption or simply known as gene knockout is a genetic technique that turns one of 
the genes in an organism to become inoperative. This technique is very powerful as it can 
inactivate any potential harmful or nonbeneficial gene that downgrades the quality of a plant. 
Gene disruption is the most applied technique as it can knockout genes by simply introducing 
small deletion or insertion via NHEJ repair mechanism in CRISPR/Cas9 system [5, 7].

A good example that employed full use of the gene knockout mechanism is the Waxy (WX1) 
gene of a maize plant. The maize WX1 gene encodes a starch-synthesizing protein that is 
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plant cell. The CRISPR/Cas9 system can be delivered via Agrobacterium-mediated transfor-
mation or particle bombardment [46]. Up to this stage, the expression cassettes are stably 
integrated into plant genome. Finally, the transformed plants with targeted mutations are 
screened by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) genotyping and confirmed by sequencing [46].

2.3. RNA-guided DNA cleavage by Cas9

The Cas9 protein consists of six domains, which are REC I, REC II, Bridge Helix, PAM inter-
acting, HNH and RuvC [47]. It remains inactive in the absence of gRNA. The gRNA binds to 
Cas9 protein and induces a conformational change to form a riboprotein complex. This results 
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in the activation of the Cas9 protein from a non–DNA-binding conformation into an active 
DNA-binding conformation. Once the Cas9 protein is activated, it recognizes DNA target by 
binding with DNA sequence that matches its PAM. Once the Cas9 protein finds a potential 
target sequence with complementary PAM, it melts the bases immediately upstream of the 
PAM and pairs them with the complementary sequence on the gRNA. RuvC and HNH nucle-
ase domains will then cleave the DNA target after the third nucleotide base upstream of the 
PAM to generate blunt-ended DSBs.

2.4. Orthologues of CRISPR/Cas9

To date, the most common Cas9 protein used in plants is from the bacteria Streptococcus 
pyrogens (SpCAs9), which recognizes the NGG-type PAM [46]. Even though this PAM 
sequence is widely distributed across plant genomes, it does not cover the entire genome of 
the plant [46]. Many naturally occurring Cas9 orthologues impose distinct crRNA-tracrRNA 
duplex and PAM requirements [30]. Therefore, exploring orthologous Cas9 proteins with 
cognate gRNA and PAM sequences would greatly expand possible target sequences in a 
given genome and add new Cas9 orthologues with unique properties into the CRISPR/Cas 
arsenal [30]. As the alternative orthologous Cas9 requires different PAM sequences, the total 
number of possible target sites within a plant genome can be increased. Hence, the CRISPR/
Cas9 system is modified by cointroducing multiple Cas9 orthologue-based platforms with 
different effectors such as nuclease, transcription activator or repressor into the same cell, 
where they are guided by a specific group of gRNAs to carry out multiplex and complex 
manipulation of gene activities [30]

3. Application and recent advances

Today, the application of the CRISPR/Cas9 system-based genome editing for crop improve-
ment has already begun its movement despite still being in its infancy. As a matter of fact, 
there are already numerous publications that reported that this technology has been success-
fully implemented in a broad range of plant species (as shown in Table 1).

The applications of the CRISPR/Cas9 system in plants can be classified into three types, which 
are the gene disruption, gene insertion and gene regulation.

3.1. Gene disruption

Gene disruption or simply known as gene knockout is a genetic technique that turns one of 
the genes in an organism to become inoperative. This technique is very powerful as it can 
inactivate any potential harmful or nonbeneficial gene that downgrades the quality of a plant. 
Gene disruption is the most applied technique as it can knockout genes by simply introducing 
small deletion or insertion via NHEJ repair mechanism in CRISPR/Cas9 system [5, 7].

A good example that employed full use of the gene knockout mechanism is the Waxy (WX1) 
gene of a maize plant. The maize WX1 gene encodes a starch-synthesizing protein that is 
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Species name Target gene(s) Gene function Description Mode of 
action

Ref.

Arabidopsis thaliana BR11, JAZ1, GAI Growth regulators Transgenic plants 
displayed retarded 
growth after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[51]

Brassica oleracea BolC.GA4.a Gibberellin 
biosynthesis

Transgenic plants 
displayed dwarf 
phenotype after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[52]

Citrus sinensis CsPDS Carotenoid 
biosynthesis

Transgenic plants 
displayed albinism 
expression after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene 
regulation

[53]

Cucumis sativus eIF4E Translation initiation 
factor

Transgenic plants 
developed resistance 
toward a broad range 
of virus

Gene 
disruption

[54]

Glycine max Bar, GmFE11, 
GmFE12, etc.

Root hair growth 
factors

Transgenic plants 
displayed higher root 
hair growth induction 
after being subjected to 
targeted mutagenesis

Gene 
regulation

[55]

Hordeum vulgare HvPM19 Grain dormancy 
regulator

Transgenic plants 
displayed signs of 
dormancy after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[52]

Marchantia 
polymorpha

ARF1 Auxin response 
factor

Transgenic plants 
showed no response 
toward auxins after 
being subjected to 
targeted mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[56]

Medicago truncatula GUS Fluorescence Transgenic plants 
displayed no signs of 
staining after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[57]

Nicotiana 
benthamiana

NbPDS Carotenoid 
biosynthesis

Transgenic plants 
displayed albinism 
expression after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene insertion [58]

Nicotiana tabacum NtPDS Carotenoid 
biosynthesis

Transgenic plants 
displayed albinism 
expression after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[59]
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Species name Target gene(s) Gene function Description Mode of 
action

Ref.

Oryza sativa OsPDS, OsMPK2, 
OsBADH2, etc.

Carotenoid 
biosynthesis, growth 
regulator

Transgenic plants 
displayed albinism and 
dwarfism after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[60]

Petunia hybrid PDS Carotenoid 
biosynthesis

Transgenic plants 
displayed albinism 
expression after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[61]

Populus tomentosa PtoPDS Carotenoid 
biosynthesis

Transgenic plants 
displayed albinism 
expression after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[62]

Solanum 
lycopersicum

SlAGO7 Involved in RNA 
biogenesis regulation

Transgenic plants 
displayed needle-like or 
lacking lamina leaves 
after being subjected to 
targeted mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[63]

Solanum tuberosum StALS1 Acetolactate 
biosynthesis

Transgenic plants 
showed increased 
resistance on herbicides 
after being subjected to 
targeted mutagenesis

Gene insertion [64]

Sorghum bicolor DsRED2 Fluorescence Transgenic plants 
showed signs of red 
fluorescence after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene insertion [65]

Triticum aestivum TaINOX, TaPDS Inositol metabolism 
and carotenoid 
biosynthesis

Transgenic plants 
displayed albinism 
expression after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[66]

Vitis vinifera IdnDH Tartaric acid 
biosynthesis

Transgenic plants 
showed no signs of 
tartaric acid in their 
fruits after being 
subjected to targeted 
mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[67]

Zea mays ZmIPK Phytic acid 
biosynthetic 
pathway catalyst

Transgenic plants 
showed reduction of 
phytic acid level after 
being subjected to 
targeted mutagenesis

Gene 
disruption

[68]
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Species name Target gene(s) Gene function Description Mode of 
action

Ref.
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Species name Target gene(s) Gene function Description Mode of 
action

Ref.
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involved in the kernel maintenance [48]. Today, there is a known mutant maize that has a 
deletion in the coding sequence of the WX1 allele [49, 50] that causes it to have an altered grain 
starch composition [51]. Waxy corns are highly sought after in the commercial market because 
it provides a variety of benefit such as improved uniformity, stability and texture despite its 
lower yield compared to elite corns [52]. Up until recently, there have been attempts to intro-
duce the mutant WX1 allele by crossbreeding a nonelite Waxy corn with an elite plant with 
excellent agronomic qualities. However, this method was unsuccessful as some of the nonelite 
alleles near the mutant WX1 gene may be carried along during the introgression process in 
addition to increased time requirements [52].

Recently, an agricultural company known as DuPoint took this matter with an alternative 
solution through gene disruption by using the CRISPR/Cas9 system [53]. The gene disruption 
via CRISPR/Cas9 system is cheap, fast and, most importantly, precise as WX1 deletions can 
now be generated directly in the genome of the elite plant to overcome the imperfections that 
are associated with trait introgression. The gene disruption via CRISPR/Cas9 system works by 
deleting the entire WX1 gene with the usage of two Cas9-gRNAs. Each of the Cas9-gRNAs will 
target two sites, which are the upstream of the transcriptional start site and the downstream 
of the stop codon. Then, the region is excised and the remaining DNA damage is repaired 
through the NHEJ, which will bring about the WX1 null allele with the Waxy phenotype [52].

Another study that utilized the ability of gene disruption of CRISPR/Cas9 system was carried 
out in wheat, an important staple food in many parts of the world [54]. The team reported 
that the inositol oxygenase (INOX) and phytoene desaturase (PDS) gene of the wheat plant was 
successfully deactivated at the same time, making it a multiplex mutagenesis. The applica-
tion of the CRISPR/Cas9 system to the gene causes the gene to have random insertion into its 
sequence, resulting in gene disruption. Consequently, the phenotype of the wheat changes to 
express albinism or etiolated leaves.

3.2. Gene insertion

Gene insertion or addition is another famous technique where more than one nucleotide base 
pairs are added into a DNA sequence. The newly inserted sequence can be designed in such a 
way where it can specifically encode proteins that bring crucial benefits. However, designing 
the inserted-to-be DNA sequence is not an easy task as imperfection could pose a risk to the 
health of the host cell or organism, or it can be simply nulled as it fails to function as predicted 
[55]. In the terms of gene addition for crop improvement, the desired goal is usually the addi-
tion of beneficial traits such as pest resistance, high yield or quality.

In fact, adding multiple genes that confer different trait improvement in a single plant is a 
common practice to produce elite cultivar. For instance, the TC1507 maize that contains both 
the Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) gene that confers insect resistance and acetyltransferase gene that 
is herbicide tolerance [56]. To date, the most common and efficient method used is to collocate 
all the desired genes into a single molecular stack, whereby all of the genes will now behave 
as a single locus or better known as gene stacking [52]. The colocation is no easy task as it has 
two major limitations. First, each of the genes may potentially affect each other if they are 
placed adjacently too close [57]. Second, once the transgenes are collocated, they can no longer 
be moved as they are placed too close to each other to the point where it acts as a single locus.
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There is another unconventional substitute to molecular stacks where it can only be gener-
ated through the CRISPR/Cas9 system. That substitute is known as complex trait loci (CTL) or 
quantitative trait loci (QTL) and where transgenes can also be genetically collocated [58, 59]. An 
example of CTLs is constructed through the CRISPR/Cas9 system by specifically inserting the 
transgenes into the desired region in the genome through HDR. To start, the transgenes in the 
CTL can be separated by a larger distance (50 kb to more than 1 Mb) compared to the molecular 
stacks (few hundred or thousand bp) while retaining their genetic linkage [60]. The changes of 
distance solves both the limitations of the molecular stacks as adjacent transgene will no longer 
affect each of their function and they can now be individually moved and swapped.

Similarly, with the help of the CRISPR/Cas9 system, the DsRED2 gene, which encodes a pro-
tein that expresses red fluorescence, was also successfully inserted into the genome of an 
immature sorghum embryo [61]. As a result, the plant now displays red fluorescence.

3.3. Gene regulation

Gene regulation is a technique whereby the gene encoding for its transcription factors is altered 
to induce changes in its gene expression level [62]. Consequently, plant traits such as the fruit 
color, size and shape can be controlled and adjusted according to the consumer demands.

The CRISPR/Cas9 system can also be used to regulate the expression of genes for plants [63]. It 
was carried out by the usage of a catalytically inactive Cas9 known as dead Cas9 (dCas9). The 
deactivation occurs when rare bacteriophages with anti-CRISPR protein AcrIIA4 binds to the 
Cas9 of a gRNA that causes its cleaving activity to be disabled [64]. Consequently, the dCas9 is 
unable to cleave DNAs but it can still bind to specific DNA sequences with gRNA. To be used in 
gene regulation, the dCas9 must be fused with either a transcriptional activator or a repressor.

For transcriptional activation, dCas9 will be fused with a transcription activator domain such 
as VP64. For example, there is a study that reported that the paired dCas9-VP64 couple suc-
cessfully activates the anthocyanin pigment 1 (AtPAP1) gene from Arabidopsis thaliana, which 
encodes the protein involved in the production of anthocyanin pigment 1 [65]. Meanwhile, for 
transcriptional repression, dCas9 will be fused with a transcription repressor domain such as 
SRDX instead. Consistently, a study had reported the usage of dCas9-SRDX pair to success-
fully repress the A. thaliana cleavage stimulating factor 64 (AtCSTF64) gene of a plant of the same 
species. This technique is still new compared to the previously mentioned gene disruption 
and gene addition techniques.

3.4. CRISPR/Cas9 system-based genome-edited plants

As the aforementioned plants are successfully genetically modified in the lab, there are actu-
ally some of them that are almost readily available in the commercial market. These plants 
may be new to the market but it is undeniable that they will eventually be able to monopolize 
the market as they have much more improved traits compared to their relative wild-type 
plants. As shown in Table 2, most of the plants such as the wheat and Ranger Russet potato 
are important food staples in many parts of the world and this proves that the CRISPR/Cas9 
system-based genome editing for crop improvement is definitely on its way to revolutionize 
the agriculture industry.
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4. Social acceptance and regulation

Genome editing with engineered nucleases (GEEN) has evolved as a highly specific and effi-
cient tool for crop improvement with the potential to rapidly generate useful novel pheno-
types. This leads to the emergence of new plant breeding technologies such as to allow the 
investigation of gene functions and inducing variations for crop improvement. Among these, 
CRISPR/Cas9 system is now one of the trending applications in plant breeding. Besides the 
CRISPR/Cas9 system, there are also other plant-breeding technologies that involve cis-genesis 
and intra-genesis such as transgenic development, whereby unspecific mutagenesis is induced 
by radiation or chemicals that are much faster and efficient than the conventional breeding 
method [66]. A question arises as to how genetically edited plants with desired traits will 
be received by the public and regulated within legislation on genetically modified organism 
(GMO). According to a recent survey comparing scientist and citizen views on a range of sci-
ence, engineering and technology issues [67], the most pronounced difference obtained from 
the study was found on the question addressing the safety of consuming genetically engi-
neered crops; whereby 37% of the public at large responded that GM foods are generally safe 
to eat, whereas 88% of scientists interviewed recognized GM foods as generally safe [66].

There are two sides to this discussion. Those who take the view that new plant breeding tech-
nique (NPBT) such as CRISPR/Cas9 system should be exempted from GMO legislation argued 
that the products are similar to the products generated from conventional breeding meth-
ods. The opponents contend that the process used to generate the plants is in fact genetically 
modified. As stated in the European Law, the definition of GMO means an organism with the  

Crop Trait(s) improved Status Name of organization Ref.

White button 
mushroom

Browning resistant Submitting for review to Food 
and Drug Administration 
(FDA)

Yinong Yang; Penn 
State College of 
Agricultural Science

[74]

Waxy corn Disease resistant

Drought tolerant

To be marketed within 5–10 
years, pending field trials and 
applicable regulatory review

DuPont Pioneer [75]

Wheat Produce gluten-free wheat by 
eliminating gliadins in wheat

Working with gliadin genes that 
are still present

Institute for 
Sustainable 
Agriculture

[76]

Soybean Produce healthier oil with 
reduced unsaturated fat 
content by increasing the 
percentage of oleic acid

Inactivation of two genes in 
soybean

Institute for Basic 
Research (IBS)

[77]

Ranger Russet 
Potato

Longer freshness because it 
does not accumulate sweet 
sugars at typical cold storage 
temperature

Does not produce acrylamide 
(carcinogen) when fried

To be grown and sold in 2019 Dan Voytas; Cellectis 
Plant Sciences

[78]

Table 2. List of CRISPR/Cas9 system-based genome-edited plants that are making their way to the commercial market.
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exception of human beings, in which the genetic material has been altered in a way that does not 
occur naturally by mating and/or natural recombination.’ Europe Commission (EC) has stressed 
that the decision to include or exclude a technique from the scope of Directives 2001/18/EC and 
2009/41/EC depends only on the interpretation of the definition of genetically modified organ-
isms and genetically modified microorganisms and of the conditions for exemption provided 
for in the two directives [68]. There are regulators such as the German Consumer Protection 
Association, or also known as Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband (VZBV) and Swedish scien-
tists that call for the exclusion of such ‘gene editing’ from GMO regulation as long as such crops 
do not contain any ‘foreign DNA’ [69]. The evaluation is sophisticated because the definition 
of GMO under European Union (EU) law refers both to the characteristics of organisms and to 
the techniques used. To date, a clarifying legal opinion of the EC is still pending. Until the legal 
opinion is released, the legal status of living organisms as well as products deriving from NPBT 
approaches is unclear [70].

In the United State, the Coordinated Framework for Regulation of Biotechnology (CFRB) 
determined that it is the final product of genetic engineering that potentially poses a risk 
to human health and the environment, not the process by which the product is made [71]. 
The engineered products could be channeled to and handled by regulatory net involving 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and US 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) depending on what category it falls into [71]. In April 
2016, a CRISPR edited, nonbrowning mushroom emerged as the first CRISPR-derived prod-
uct to be approved by USDA [72].

5. Future prospects

With all the studies done so far, it is undeniable that the CRISPR/Cas9 system is on its way 
to change the pace and course in the agriculture industry. Perfect plants that have high yield, 
quality and resistance toward any disease and pests will no longer be impossible with the 
dawn of this technology. Moreover, CRISPR/Cas9-based gene editing for plants will also be 
developed to the point where it can be used to replace any defective gene with a normal allele at 
its natural location. Consequently, all plants will now no longer need to be in danger from any 
traditional diseases as long as this technique is present and approved for human consumption.

There are still many uncertainties on the usage of plant genome editing. Therefore, in-depth 
studies are required to ensure this technology will have zero risks while gaining maximum 
benefits. Besides that, the idea of genome editing might also raise ethical questions from the 
public; these need to be adequately addressed by researchers and scientists that are well adept 
in genome engineering. Educational talk or workshop on genome editing should be given to 
nonscientists to ensure they understand the basics and benefits of this technology. More laws 
and regulations will also be required for the implementation to ensure CRISPR/Cas9 system 
is used responsibly without slowing down its development and research. Only when the 
CRISPR/Cas9 system is well understood and regulated, it will be possible for the application 
of this technology to be maximized to its fullest potential to achieve previously envisioned 
ideas in plant science.
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